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ABSTRACT 

Silane gas has been used for three decades as a precursor for plasma enhanced chemical 

vapour deposition processes but is unsustainable in the longer term due to the extremely 

hazardous nature of the compound. Alternative precursor materials have been proposed 

but have proved to be largely incompatible with the chemistry of the deposition process 

or the requirements of semiconductor process technology. One compound with the 

chemical and technological potential as a precursor for silicon nitride deposition is 

trisilylamine. 

Calculation of the Gibbs free energy change for the formation of silicon nitride from the 

reaction of trisilylamine and ammonia demonstrates that the reaction IS 

thermodynamically feasible as is the reaction involving silane with ammonia. The 

standard molar enthalpy of formation for trisilylamine was obtained from a semi

empirical molecular orbital calculation while the standard molar entropy of formation 

was determined from spectroscopic data in the absence of a calorimetric value. 

Thermodynamic properties have been calculated for a range of aminated species using 

semi-empirical methods and entropy vs. molecular weight equations. These species are 

potential intermediates in a plasma discharge of trisilylamine and ammonia, with their 

successive combination leading to the deposition of a film of silicon nitride. 

Thermodynamic values for reactions involving the formation, propagation and 

termination of radical species of trisily lamine and ammonia have been determined and a 

mechanism is proposed for the deposition of silicon nitride films by plasma enhanced 

chemical vapour deposition. These results indicate that there is no thermodynamic 

barrier to the use of trisilylamine as a precursor with ammonia gas for the plasma 

enhanced deposition of silicon nitride films. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The silicon nitride of the text book is a white powder whose production was fIrst 

reported in 1910 by Weiss and Engelhardt (Turkdogan et aI., 1958). In practice, the 

silicon nitride supplied to chemists is invariably a grey powder contaminated with the 

presence of unreacted or excess silicon. The annual world production of silicon nitride 

is estimated at around 500 tons (Hrsak et aI., 1998). 

Depending on the method of formation there are two modifIcations available. One 

modifIcation is denoted the a. form, composed of SiN4 tetrahedra in a hexagonal unit 

cell, and produced by the direct heating of silicon in nitrogen gas at temperatures 

between 1300°C - 1380°C (Sidgwick, 1952). Alternatively there is a J3 form, with a 

phenacite structure, formed by the action of ammonia gas on silicon at 1500°C 

(Trotman-Dickenson et aI., 1973). 

In chemical terms, silicon nitride is very stable having a melting point of 1900°C and 

with excellent resistance to acids and alkalis. As a pure material silicon nitride has good 

dielectric properties which are similar to those of silicon dioxide. These properties, 

coupled with its stability in air up to temperatures of 1650°C, make silicon nitride the 

material of choice for many commercial applications. As an engineering material, the 

predominant uses are in the form of a sintered powder casting or as a deposited layer. 

The areas of commercial application have changed over the years to encompass high 

technology areas such as the turbine and automotive industries. One example of a 

modem application is the silicon nitride ceramic turbine rotor blade shown in fIgure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1 

Example of a Silicon Nitride Ceramic Turbine Rotor Blade 
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These new application areas are in addition to . the traditional uses in thermal and 

electrical insulation and high temperature applications. Some examples of the 

commercial uses of silicon nitride are given in table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 

Some Industrial Applications of Silicon Nitride 

Application 

Dielectric and passivation layers 

Component packaging 

Lens coatings, phase shift masks 

Jet engine components, rocket nozzles 

AFM tips, sensor diaphragms, flow and pressure sensors 

Diesel engine glow plugs 

Thermometer sheathing, electrical insulators, cutting tools 

Coatings for tool bits, wear resistant seals 

Crucibles for crystal pulling equipment 

One of the major application areas for silicon nitride has been in the fabrication of 

semiconductor devices where thin film dielectric and passivation layers are important 

requirements of integrated circuit technology. In semiconductor fabrication the silicon 

nitride films are deposited on silicon substrates or compourld semiconductor materials 

such as gallium arsenide using silane and ammonia gases as precursors. 
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1.1 SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 

The semiconductor devices used in digital computer microprocessor and memory 

applications are based on the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) device structure. 

Many advances have been made since MOS technology was developed in the 1960' s 

culminating in the complimentary MOS (CMOS) devices in current production. The 

inherent advantages of CMOS technology include lower power consumption, high noise 

margins and the ability to integrate complex functionality. The complexity of the 

integrated circuits has increased as the feature size has decreased to the current levels of 

device integration designated as very large scale integration (VLSI) and ultra large scale 

integration (ULSI). 

Whatever the complexity of the device structure the fundamental material requirements 

are for: 

(a) Silicon (or Compound Semiconductor) Substrate 

Can be obtained in sizes up to twelve inches in diameter for production quantities, 

with high or low resistivity in either n-type or p-type doping. 

(b) Insulating Layer( s) 

Undoped silicon dioxide, doped silicon dioxide, polyimide, low dielectric constant 

polymers or silicon nitride for use as intedayer dielectrics, final passivation and 

barrier layers. 

(c) Conducting Layers 

Poly silicon or refractory silicides for gate electrodes, titanium and platinum 

silicides for barrier layers and aluminium or copper for global interconnect. The 

insulating layers used on silicon substrates are formed by gas phase deposition and 

are extremely thin (generally « 1 flm) . 

A typical, state of the art silicon gate CMOS process will require in excess of 100 

process stages beginning with wafer cleaning and ending with wafer probing. This may 

include 10 or more chemical vapour deposition (CVD) stages but the actual number of 

CVD steps will be process and technology dependent. The remaining processing stages 
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include thermal processmg, Ion implantation, photolithography, plasma etching and 

metal deposition (I.C.E Corp., 1990). 

Invariably, the CVD process does not occur in isolation and will be an integral part of a 

sequence of steps. An example is the local oxidation of silicon (LOCOS) process where 

a thin layer of silicon nitride is used as a mask for selective oxidation of the silicon 

surface. This process involves not only the silicon nitride film deposition and silicon 

oxidation processes but also photolithographic processes to define the windows in the 

nitride film and plasma etching to etch the windows and remove post oxidation films. 

All CVD processes require the precursors to receive an input of energy sufficient to 

initiate a chemical reaction resulting in film deposition. The main sources of energy are 

thermal energy and energy from a glow discharge. Deposition may also occur at a range 

of pressures and the choice will be process dependent. The major CVD process 

technologies for the deposition of silicon nitride are as follows : 

(a) Atmospheric Pressure CVD (APCVD) 

Film deposition occurs at atmospheric pressure at temperatures in the range 700 -

1100°C. 

(b) Low Pressure CVD (LPCVD) 

Films are deposited around 67 Pa (500 mTorr) pressure and at temperatures in the 

range 750 - 850°C. In general the reaction of dichlorosilane and ammonia is 

preferred to silane and ammonia on the grounds of better uniformity and higher 

deposition rate (see Schlote et aI. , 1995; Sherman, 1987). 

(c) Plasma Enhanced CVD (PECVD) 

In an RP glow discharge at 67 Pa (500 mTorr) pressure, silicon nitride films can 

be deposited from silane and ammonia at temperatures between 25 - 400°C. 

(see Lee et aI. , 1993; Martineau et aI. , 1989). 

Film quality is generally better with LPCVD films due to lack of particulation and 

lower hydrogen content in the films. With horizontal tube reactors the temperature 

profile along the length of the tube has to be adjusted with a lower temperature at the 

input end and a higher temperature at the exit end to compensate for depletion of 

precursor material. One essential requirement is that the deposition temperature of 
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dielectric and passivation films is lower than the onset temperature of solid state 

diffusion of dopants (boron, phosphorus or arsenic) in silicon (~ 900°C). For this reason 

the favoUred CVD techniques for VLSI technologies are LPCVD and PECVD. 
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1.2 PECVD SILICON NITRIDE 

The versatility of plasma deposited silicon nitride films is evident in the variety of 

applications that have been reported. Some examples include X-ray lithography masks 

(Suzuki et aI. , 1982), solar cell technology (Aberle et aI. , 1997; Winderbaum et aI. , 

1997), metal-nitride-oxide-semiconductor (MNOS) capacitors (Khaliq et aI., 1988), 

passivating layers (Cai, et aI. , 1998; Donzelli et aI., 1987), encapsulants for III-V 

materials (Va1co et aI., 1989 & 1987), micro-mechanical applications (Leclerc et aI. , 

1998), non-volatile memory applications (Wang et aI., 1995) and gate dielectrics for 

thin film transistors (Kuo, 1995; Jones, 1985). In table 1.2 a comparison is given of the 

properties of silicon nitride films deposited from thermal and plasma CVD techniques. 

Table 1.2 

Comparison of Properties of LPCVD and PECVD Silicon Nitride Films 

(from Sze, 1988) 

Property ~ ~ 
.l!ilJi "' I'LPCVD 'PECm ' ~ ,,@f1C .. 

%& #M 'lit ,e,,,,,, lA ~. 'iI !T. 

~Dep0'lti:0nn11m,eiafflf!tC) .~ 700-800°C 250 - 350 
x, .% ~ 

Composition Si)NlH) SiNxHy 
". ill; "" 

SiIN ratio t ~ 0.75 0.8 - 1.2 

Atom,,%H 4-8 20 - 25 
~. d 

Re:rral tive Index 2.01 1.8 - 2.5 

Qensilr (glcrn:!) :j 2.9 - 3.1 2.4 - 2.8 

Diele;1ric Co~tant 6-7 6-9 

i8;~s~~vity cq'lflP) ~FUW I. 10
16 106 

_ 1015 

Die~tric Sn!ngth (10(> V/cm) 10 5 

Sttess~~1 d"'per I; * (,.~ i;l 
.. IiJ 

1 T* 0.2 C* - 0.5 T 

* where T = tensIle stress and C = compreSSlve stress 

'1:, 

F or silicon nitride films deposited by plasma enhanced CVD techniques the main 

precursor materials are silane with ammonia. Silane and nitrogen have been used where 

a lower hydrogen content in the film is required. The structure and properties of the 

deposited films vary according to the temperature of deposition and the parameters used 

during the deposition process. The most significant difference is that silicon nitride 
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films deposited at elevated temperatures have the correct stoichiometric proportions of 

silicon and nitrogen whereas at lower deposition temperatures the stoichiometry is 

variable and includes a significant amount of hydrogen in the films. For this reason the 

formula of plasma deposited silicon nitride is represented as SiNx or SixNyHz, rather than 

Si3N4, to reflect this difference. The properties of the films will be dependent on a wide 

variety of factors which have been reported and compared by Reinberg (Reinberg, 

1979). These factors include reactor geometry, choice of precursors, precursor ratios 

and flow rate. 

The effect of kinetic factors on reactions and reaction rates is the most important 

consideration for practical CVD and a large number of reactions in the gas phase, 

including that of silane with ammonia, have no measurable reaction rate at room 

temperature even though the Gibbs free energy change (~Gom) for the reaction is large 

and negative and therefore suggests that a reaction should occur. Although it is 

implicitly understood that kinetic factors may have an overriding influence on reactions 

an investigation of the kinetics of reaction is beyond the scope of this programme of 

research. 
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1.3 SAFETY IN CVD 

Safety is a major consideration in all forms of semiconductor processing and is no less 

important in CVD. A number of hazards reported by Hammond (Harnmond, 1980) 

relate to PECVD such as: 

• exposure to electric terminals 
o 

• exposure to hot surfaces (» 1 00 C) 

• exposure to toxic and/or corrosive exhaust gases 

• accumulations of reactive by-products in exhaust systems 

• handling of gases with flammable, pyrophoric, toxic or corrosive properties. 

Until the 1990' s source materials for plasma deposition were gaseous and supplied in 

individual cylinders of a size concomitant with the production volume. Due to the 

safety problems involved with issues such as: 

• compressed gas cylinders 

• the movement of cylinders 

• piping of highly toxic and corrosive gases over large tube runs 

there has been a movement away from gaseous precursors towards the use of liquid 

sources. The lower toxicity, greater ease of handling and near-rig location remove many 

of the problems identified with gaseous sources and si lane in particular. Maintenance 

and upkeep of facilities becomes far easier without long runs of tubing containing 

pyrophoric and toxic gases. 

The major problems associated with silane are well documented (Chowdhury, 1996; 

Fthenakis, 1990; Tucker, 1985). Silane is an extremely hazardous substance and there 

have been innumerable reports in the scientific press of silane fires and explosions in 

processing plants and laboratories (Britton et aI. , 1991). Most incidents occur during 

changes to systems and a simple process such as changing cylinders involves 

considerable risk with 100% silane due to problems such as incomplete flushing of gas 

lines and gas leakage at disconnected tubing joints and cylinder head connections. 

The most dangerous semiconductor gases have been the primary targets for a move to 

liquid precursor sources. These include silane (Newboe, 1991), where the current 
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threshold limit value (TL V) is 1 ppm (STEL) and 0.5 ppm (L TEL) (H&SE, 1998), as 

well as phosphine, diborane and arsine (Tucker, 1989) where the TL V values for these 

gaseous precursors are even lower. The last three gases are used as dopant sources to 

introduce impurity atoms into substrate materials and silicon dioxide films. Successful 

replacements have been found because organo-metallic compounds, for example 

trimethylphosphite (TMPi), trimethylphosphate (TMPo), triethylborate (TEB), 

trimethylborate (TMB), tert-butylphosphine (TBP) and tert-butylarsine (TBA) are 

available and have been used variously in metallo-organic CVD (MOCVD), compound 

semiconductor processing and ion implantation (Singer, 1993; Fitzgerald, 1991; Miller, 

1989). 

Many attempts have been made to find a suitable replacement for silane in the plasma 

deposition of silicon nitride films but unfortunately most have proved unsuccessful. 

The main reason is the maturity of silane as a precursor in deposition processes. This 

inevitably means there is a huge resistance to alter successful manufacturing processes 

without an overwhelming reason to do so. As no other precursor has demonstrated 

equal or superior film deposition characteristics the use of silane as a precursor has 

continued unabated. 

The only successful replacement for silane that has obtained wide commercial 

acceptance is tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) which is used for APCVD deposition of silicon 

dioxide films. Results published by Pai (Pai et aI. , 1993) suggest that good quality 

silicon dioxide films can be obtained by ECR deposition usmg 

tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane (SiHCH3)404 and oxygen as precursors. 

The liquid and gaseous materials used in CVD processes must be used under conditions 

of proper containment and with suitable attention to good safety practice. With all 

semiconductor processes it is advisable to isolate the operators and substances as 

completely as possible by the use of closed extraction systems. Attention must also be 

paid to the reaction by-products of CVD processes and the removal of harmful 

substances before emitting waste gases into the general environment. 

To this end, there is an ongoing move to replace the most hazardous CVD gases with 

safer but equally efficient materials because as the cost of implementing increasingly 

more stringent safety systems escalates it becomes increasingly more cost effective to 

reduce the nature of the hazard. 
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1.4 TRlSIL YLAMINE 

Trisilylamine has the chemical formula N(SiH3)3 and is of general interest to chemists 

because it possesses unusual chemical bonding properties. The shape of the molecule is 

expected to be pyramidal but has been shown by experimental measurements to be 

trigonal planar. The reasons for this have been the subject of much discussion among 

structural and computational chemists. 

The focus for this investigation is the potential for trisilylamine to be used as a 

replacement for silane in PECVD deposition of silicon nitride films. As a room 

temperature liquid precursor the physical properties of trisilylamine make it a suitable 

material for use within the modem practices of the semiconductor industry (see tables 

2.3 and 2.4). The potential advantage of trisilylamine is that it is a prevenient precursor 

having a structure that anticipates the desired structure in the film (Aylett, 1989). As an 

inorganic amine it is composed entirely of Si, H and N atoms and therefore if pyrolysed 

directly or in admixture with ammonia or nitrogen may form silicon nitride without 

extraneous atoms to contaminate the deposited film. At present there are no other 

precursor compounds containing purely Si, H and N atoms that have been isolated at 

room temperature. 

Conformal coverage of features and filling of trenches with dielectric films has reached 

a critical point with feature sizes sub 0.25/lm. The ability to coat conformally via CVD 

techniques is related to molecular size, surface mobility and sticking coefficient (Singer, 

1993). There are no sticking coefficient values available in the literature for 

trisilylamine, although estimates are available (for references see Chiang and Hess, 

1990) for the radical species SiH2 (0.1), SiH3 (0.04) and SiH(NH2)3 (0.0015). This 

inverse relationship of sticking coefficient to molecular weight and size indicates that 

there is every expectation of low values of sticking coefficient if we compare a potential 

species like N(SiH3)2Si(NH2)3 from trisilylamine/ammonia reaction to SiH(NH2)3 from 

silane/ammonia reaction. 

Although the use of trisilylamine in glow discharge deposition of silicon nitride has 

been the subject of a number of American and Japanese patents (see Chapter 2) there is 

no evidence that the feasibility of the reaction of trisilylamine and ammonia to form 

silicon nitride has been investigated nor is there evidence that the species that might be 

involved in such a reaction have been identified. 
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1.5 AIMS OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

The aim of this programme of research is to provide a theoretical background to the 

formation of thin silicon nitride films by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

from the reaction of trisilylamine and ammonia precursors. Additionally, the intention 

is to demonstrate that from a theoretical standpoint these precursors are a senous 

alternative to silane and ammonia for the deposition of silicon nitride films for 

semiconductor and allied applications. 

As practical facilities do not exist to test these assertions at Middlesex University a 

further programme of research will be required to assess how the theory and practice 

compare. Much of the work in this project has not previously been published in the 

literature and therefore is put forward as an initial point of reference for other workers to 

take forward. The assertion that trisilylamine and ammonia precursors have potential 

for the deposition of silicon nitride films by PECVD will be tested by the following 

criteria. 

(a) By determine the feasibility of the reaction oftrisilylamine and ammonia to form 

silicon nitride by evaluating the Gibbs free energy change (~Gom) for the reaction. 

The reaction of silane and ammonia will be used as an analogy as this is a very 

mature technology and a considerable body of information, both empirical and 

theoretical is available for these precursors. To be directly applicable the Gibbs 

free energy change for the formation of silicon nitride from trisilylamine and 

ammonia needs to be of the same order as that of silane and ammonia. 

(b) From semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations to obtain bonding and heat of 

formation (~HOf) information on species that may result from the reaction of 

trisilylamine and ammonia in a plasma. 

Semi-empirical methods will be used to investigate the structure, bonding and 

energy of a range of aminated species that may result from the reaction of 

trisilylamine and ammonia. The important factor is the stability of the species 

relative to trisilylamine, and the requirement will be that they must have a heat of 

formation value that is large and negative. Without this the species are unlikely to 
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be formed on thermodynamic grounds and the reaction will proceed via another 

route. 

(c) Propose a reaction mechanism by which trisilylamine and ammonia may react in 

the gas phase to form silicon nitride as a deposited film. 

At pressures consistent with glow discharge processes the gas phase plasma 

reaction is likely to proceed via a radical reaction and consideration will need to 

be given to the mechanism of initiation, propagation and termination of the radical 

reaction and the species that may be involved in the formation of silicon nitride 

from trisilylamine and ammonia precursors. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The first published work involving plasma deposition in a semiconductor context was 

the deposition of silicon dioxide films (Alt et aI., 1963) using alkoxy-silanes and oxygen 

as the precursors. In the following year the organo-silane compound TEOS was 

reported as a potential precursor for silicon dioxide deposition (lng et aI., 1964). The 

first publication on glow discharge deposition of silicon nitride films was published in 

the following year (Sterling et aI. , 1965). Subsequently, silicon dioxide and silicon 

nitride films have become inextricably linked with the development of both silicon and 

GaAs technologies for semiconductor applications. 

A comprehensive bibliography on silicon nitride films is available up to 1978 

(Morosanu, 1980) and for a comprehensive review of electronics applications see Belyi 

(Belyi et aI. , 1988). For semiconductor related applications of PECVD silicon nitride 

the reader is directed to the silicon supplement of Gmelin (Gmelin, 1990). 
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2.1 PLASMA ENHANCED DEPOSITION TECHNIQUES 

The plasma deposition system typical of the mid 60's was the "barrel" type reactor 

whose design consisted of a quartz tube with external electrodes for inductively 

coupling the plasma to the gas. These reactors persist to this day but are used almost 

exclusively for plasma ashing of photoresist materials. A major innovation in reactor 

design was the patenting of the radial flow reactor (Reinberg, 1974) which subsequently 

became the industry standard for plasma deposition equipment. This system featured 

the capacitative coupling of the plasma between two internal parallel electrodes at 

relatively high gas pressures and low RF powers. A similar radial flow system to that of 

Reinberg was subsequently developed by RosIer (RosIer et aI., 1976) with higher power 

and lower frequency operation and with the gas flow in the opposing direction. 

A PECVD system was developed and patented (Engle, 1978) based on the low pressure 

chemical LPCVD type horizontal hot wall diffusion system. Information was reported 

on the high volume throughput of silicon wafers for silicon nitride deposition (RosIer et 

aI. , 1981). The system was put into production by Applied Materials Corp. of America. 

Improvements to the radial flow systems have been proposed. One technique involved 

addition of an internal gas-flow discharge limiting shield (Sinha et aI., 1978a), another a 

substrate tuning technique consisting of a grounded cylinder of steel mesh (Nishibayashi 

et aI. , 1985) surrounding the electrodes with an external variable induction coil 

connected between the substrate electrode and ground. The former technique was found 

to increase the variation of deposition conditions and hence allow increased flexibility 

in tailoring film properties and the latter technique provided a significant increase in 

deposition rate of around eight fold over a conventional glow discharge. The deposition 

rate can also be increased by using a magnetic confinement system (Leahy et aI., 1987) 

analogous to magnetron sputtering. However this system has not achieved the 

commercial acceptance of its sputtering counterpart. High deposition rates have also 

been reported for silane and nitrogen mixtures (Chang et aI. , 1988) using radiant lamp 

heating as commonly seen in rapid thermal annealing and rapid thermal processing 

equipment. 

Many systems for research and development purposes have utilised quartz tubes and 

custom reaction chambers for film deposition. Typically, an early type of remote 

PECVD system (Helix et aI., 1978) used inductively coupled RF energy for silicon 

nitride deposition on compound semiconductor materials at temperatures below the 
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substrate degradation temperature. Deposition with an inductive heating system (Mito 

et aI. , 1986) was found to generate a thermal type plasma. Using silane and nitrogen 

gases two distinct deposition modes were observed, one similar to the standard glow 

discharge plasma and the other photo-and radical assisted. Film characteristics were 

similar but the latter had an order of magnitude larger film deposition rate. For 

deposition of silicon nitride onto InSb substrates (Olcaytug et aI., 1980) a deposition rig 

with dual, 3.7 & 27 MHz RF frequency power supplies has been used. 

External plasma excitation of nitrogen was suggested as an alternative to traditional 

PECVD (Bardos, 1983) and this method has been subsequently commercialised as 

remote or RPECVD for low hydrogen content films (see Lucovsky, 1986). In this 

technique nitrogen or ammonia gas are ionised in an external plasma and allowed to 

diffuse through silane gas to the wafer. The excited or ionised species interact with 

silane forming active precursors for film deposition. A major advantage of this film 

deposition technique is the absence of ion bombardment and substrate heating effects. 

A review of the fundamental differences between PECVD and RPECVD is available 

from the literature (Lucovsky, 1987). 

It is inherent in PECVD that gases enter the deposition chamber at room temperature 

and are heated in-situ. In the HOMOCVD technique, gases are heated to temperatures 

of 500-800°C while the substrates are maintained at temperatures between 200-500°C 

(Scott et aI. , 1989). This approach provides an extra variable for control of film 

composition and properties. The film properties were improved by in-situ nitrogen 

annealing of the films . 

More efficient plasma deposition can be obtained using a high power pulsed plasma 

source rather than the more conventional continuous source (Scarsbrook et aI., 1988). 

One suggested advantage is that film deposition can be achieved at room temperature. 

Two RF frequency regions are used in PECVD film deposition. Low frequency 

operation is typically in the region of 50 - 500 kHz and high frequency operation at 

13.56 MHz. Ion bombardment of substrates is more apparent at low frequencies due to 

the ability of ions to follow the applied field. The deposition frequency has a marked 

effect on film properties and this phenomena will be discussed later. 

Modelling of the radio frequency (RF) discharge using typical plasma processmg 

parameters has been performed (Meyyappan et aI., 1990) by the application and solution 

of the Boltzmann transport equations. Attempts have been made to model the PECVD 
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process (Collins et aI., 1994; Brinkmann, 1992) with the latter group using a 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach for the si lane/ammonia/nitrogen system. 

Electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) excitation at the microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz 

became popular in 1990's for PECVD deposition. A comparison of silicon nitride 

deposition by RF and ECR using the N2-3%SiHiArgon system (Bardos et aI., 1982) 

concluded that higher frequency deposition was more efficient due to longer lived 

metastable states in the plasma. For information on ECR see, for example Keqiang 

(Keqiang et aI. , 1986). 

A review of the fundamental differences between PECVD and RPECVD is available 

(Lucovsky, 1987). Good reviews exist in the literature covering the early developments 

of plasma deposition (Burggraaf, 1980) and more recent developments in plasma system 

technology (Caquineau et aI. , 1997; RosIer, 1991; Snow, 1987). 
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2.2 PLASMA ENHANCED DEPOSITION PARAMETERS 

Characteristics of deposited silicon nitride films are dependent on both reactor geometry 

and equipment variables. A selection of parameters and ranges for deposition variables 

from the literature are shown in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 

Variation ofPECVD Deposition Parameters for Silicon Nitride Films 

100 - 3500 

20 - 500 

100 - 300 

0.2 - 2.0 

1.0 - 2.5 

Hess, 1984 

Gereth et aI. , 1972 

Sinha et aI., 1978b 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

4 

4 Sinha et aI., 1978a 

5 Ling et ai. , 1986 

Bohn performed a 24 factorial multi-response study which confirmed that the primary 

factors affecting film properties were pressure, temperature, active gas ratio and RF 

power (Bohn et aI. , 1985). Of these, the latter two parameters appeared to demonstrate 

the largest overall effect on all deposition parameters. By appropriate variation of the 

film deposition conditions one can tailor the film properties to perform a specific 

function within the processed semiconductor device (e.g. passivation or gate dielectric). 

The variation of film properties with each of these parameters is discussed in the 

following section. 

2.2.1 Uniformity 

In common with all other CVD deposition systems the critical factor in radial reactors is 

that sufficient silane is available over the area of the electrode to ensure uniform 

deposition at an appropriate rate. This has implications in semiconductor processing for 
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the yield of the process. Reinberg suggested there is an approximately quadratic 

relationship between the electrode area and distance across the electrode (Reinberg, 

1979). His actual equation is given below: 

2 2 
C(r) = Co - 7t M Si (ro - r ) (1) 

where C(r) is the residual precursor conc. , Co is the initial precursor conc., r is the 

radius and M Si is the mass of Si per unit time deposited per unit area on upper and 

lower plates 

Analysis of the non-uniformity of film deposition in relation to RF power and pressure 

has been reported (Egitto, 1980). In this study optimum uniformity was obtained 

between 30 - 40 watts power and became progressively less uniform up to 90 watts. A 

useful window of zero non-uniformity was observed at 60 watts power and pressures 

between 600 - 800 mTorr. 

2.2.2 Carrier Gas 

The effects of carrier gases on film deposition is an important consideration in film 

deposition and comparative studies have been made between argon and helium (Allaert 

et aI. , 1985) and argon and nitrogen (Shams et aI. , 1989a). The work of Allaert is 

mainly based on film variations due to the influence of deposition rate and are shown 

for 300°C in table 2.2. This work concluded that film uniformity was better with helium 

but that the hydrogen content was much higher. A study of helium, argon, krypton and 

xenon carrier gases (Nguyen, 1983) identified a relationship between increasing atomic 

weight with decreasing thickness and RI uniformity, which confirmed the findings of 

Allaert. An increasing deposition rate variation was also reported. 

All these effects may be attributed to differences in ionisation via the Penning effect. 

Amorphous silicon nitride films (a-SiNx:H) deposited from silane and ammonia (Hsieh 

et aI. , 1994) were found to be highly sensitive to the presence and flow rate of argon, 

helium, hydrogen and nitrogen diluents. This may be attributed to thermal conductivity 

differences of carrier gases (especially helium). Work with neon is not currently known 

to the author. 

Nitrogen and argon films show little variation other than deposition rate which is 

thought to be due to nitrogen involvement in the deposition process (Shams et aI. , 
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1989a). Anomalous etching and poor breakdown characteristics have been reported for 

nitrogen containing films in a survey of film deposition from combinations of si lane, 

ammonia, nitrogen and argon gases (Maeda et aI., 1984). 

Table 2.2 

Variation of Properties of Silicon Nitride Films As-deposited in Argon, Helium and 

Nitrogen Gases 

1315 

Nitrogen 

1.85 

Rel"erences 

1 

2 

1 

226 2 

2.12 1 

0.79 2 

Allaert et aI., 1985 2 Shams et aI., 1989a 

A direct relationship has been observed (Kaganowicz et aI., 1986) between increasing 

argon addition (0 - 160 sccm) to pure undiluted silane and ammonia mixtures and the 

refractive index (1.875 - 1.98). The post-deposition ion implantation of argon (Shams et 

aI., 1989b) reportedly improved the memory properties of MNOS devices by altering 

the Si-H bond concentration. 

2.2.3 RF Frequency 

Two frequency regions are generally used in plasma deposition. The low energy region 

extends from approximately 100 kHz to 1 MHz above which the high frequency region 

commences (Bruce, 1981). In the low frequency region ions traverse the sheaths within 

the oscillation period and therefore have an energy equal to the maximum plasma 

energy. Above 4 MHz the oscillation period is greater than the time for ions to traverse 

the sheaths and therefore the ion energy decreases to a value which is the average of the 

plasma potential. The ion energy is frequency dependent and can materially affect the 

film properties. The variation of film properties with RF frequency has been 

investigated (Hess, 1984) and demonstrated a significant difference in properties 
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between low and high frequency regions due to the effect of ion energy in the plasma 

discharge. 

2.2.4 RP Power 

The degree of dissociation of silane and ammonia has been shown by Kaganowicz 

(Kaganowicz et aI. , 1986) to increase exponentially with increasing RP power (0 - 600 

watts). The difference in dissociation is marked at low power but settles to a plateau 

with a constant difference above 200 watts. The greater dissociation of silane over 

ammonia is directly related to the difference in bond energy between Si-H and N-H. 

2.2.5 Deposition Temperature 

Most PECVD nitride films are deposited in the range 250 - 350°C but much lower 

deposition temperatures are feasible. Although for some applications PECVD films are 

inferior to LPCVD films the flexibility of the technology can be seen in the work of 

Dange (Dange et aI. , 1991) who developed a photoresist lift-off technique for GaAs and 

InP MESFET devices using silicon nitride deposited at 80°C. 

2.2.6 Silanel Ammonia Ratio 

By controlling the silane to ammonia ratio a measure of film engineering can be 

obtained. Sequeda (Sequeda et aI. , 1981) concluded that hydrogen is mainly bonded as 

N-H at a ratio < 0.5 and with increasing Si-H bonds at a ratio > 0.5. 

2.2.7 Pressure 

Deposition pressure determines the collision frequency in the plasma and is therefore 

inextricably linked with the plasma power (Rand, 1979). The pressure range typically 

used in PECVD processing is 0.6 - 1.2 Torr, but deposition from 0.3 Torr to 1.8 Torr is 

not uncommon. Morosanu reported that total system pressures above 1 Torr lead to 

particulate formation from increased gas phase reaction (Morosanu et aI. , 1981). The 

lower pressure limit is set by the ability to strike and sustain a plasma. Decreasing the 

total pressure increases the plasma electron temperature, which has the same effect as 
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increasing the RF power (Katoh et aI. , 1983). Increasing pressure at fixed gas flow has 

been shown by Smith to increase residence time in the plasma and promote amination 

reactions leading to higher deposition rates (Smith et aI., 1990). 
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2.3 DEPOSITED FILM CHARACTERISTICS 

Due to deposition variation effects on deposited film properties it is useful for the 

process engineer to understand the inter-relationship of film properties as well as the 

relationship of properties to deposition conditions. 

2.3.1 Stress 

Stress in thin films on silicon substrates is very important for factors such as dielectric 

integrity and long term reliability. The main problem with film stress is the cracking of 

the film as a stress relief mechanism. Osenbach and co-workers (Osenbach et aI., 1990) 

suggested that film stress can be represented by: 

total stress = thermal stress + intrinsic stress (2) 

Thermal stress is due to the mismatch in thermal expansion between, in this case, silicon 

nitride film and the silicon substrate. Intrinsic stress is due to factors such as lattice 

mismatch between silicon and silicon nitride film. The thermal expansion coefficients 

have been measured and the match with silicon improves as the films become more 

silicon rich (Sinha et aI. , 1978b). However, in interlayer applications the silicon nitride 

film may be deposited on other semiconductor materials. In table 2.3, the thermal 

expansion coefficients of various semiconductor materials are compared. It is evident 

that while PECVD silicon nitride films are compatible with many semiconductor 

materials there is a potential thermal mismatch with both silicon and aluminium. Stress 

is found to be relatively independent of pressure in the range 700 - 900 mTorr but 

increases exponentially at higher pressures (Sinha et aI. , 1978a). This region would 

provide a good window of operation for film deposition. 

At high frequency operation (13.56 MHz) the film stress is predominantly tensile, 

however a change to compressive stress can be effected at higher RP powers. In the 

work of Sinha the change from tensile to compressive stress occurred in the range 250 -

300 watts (Sinha et aI. , 1978a) while stress also altered at a power density of between 
2 

0.8 - 0.95 W/cm (Maeda et aI., 1984). 



Table 2.3 

Thermal Expansion Coefficients of Materials Used in the Manufacture of 

Semiconductor Devices 

4-7 1 

25 2 

6.86 2 

14.2 2 

5 2 

2.33 2 

Tungsten 4.5 2 

8.2 3 

8.8 3 

10.5 3 

6.2 3 
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Gorowitz et aI. , 1985 3 Miller et aI. , 1980 

Weast, 1974 

Similar results were obtained by Claasen but his information was reported in arbitrary 

units of RF power and therefore cannot be directly extracted. He also plotted the 

variation of stress with RF power at low discharge frequency and in this case the films 

were entirely tensile (Claasen, 1987). 

Somewhat disparate results are evident when considering the effects of deposition 

temperature on film stress. Allaert reported films up to 300°C to be in compression 

(Allaert et aI. , 1985) while Sinha found the opposite to be the case. Claasen found a 

variation with films in compression below 200°C and in tension above. It would appear 

that there is no simple relationship between stress and deposition temperature and that 

other factors may have a more significant influence. 

Film stresses with increasing ammonialsilane ratio reported by Osenbach demonstrate 

an exponentially decreasing relationship but in all cases films obtained were in 

compression. Films in compression were observed by Sinha over a narrower range but 

the results show basically an opposing trend. 
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2.3.2 Hydrogen Content 

Hydrogen bonding configurations have been determined (Maeda et aI., 1985) by FTIR 

via a comparison of as-deposited films with their annealed or ion implanted 

counterparts. The work provided an insight into the relative stability of various Si-H 

and N-H bonds. The use of an infrared calibration graph, based on the direct 

determination of hydrogen content by resonant nuclear analysis, allows for the rapid 

determination of hydrogen content in the films (Lanford et aI. , 1978). With deposition 

temperature Han observed a linear decrease in hydrogen content with a levelling out at 
° 22 ~ 

temperatures above 330 C to a value around 0.5 x 10 cm (Han et aI. , 1991). 

2.3.3 Refractive Index 

Films have been studied by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) with a view 

to finding a relationship between film composition, density and RI. These parameters 

can be ultimately connected via the Lorentz-Lorentz equation from which a set of 

empirical curves have been generated (Sinha et aI. , 1978c). The refractive index has 

been shown to increase with increasing pressure (Va1co et aI. , 1987; Gereth et aI. , 1972). 

This is in direct contradiction to the work of Sinha who recorded a linear decrease in RI 

with increasing pressure. 

The main effect of increasing the si lane to ammonia ratio is to increase the refractive 

index of the films. This is confirmed experimentally by increasing SiIN ratio from the 

work of Sinha whereas Va1co found the refractive index to be almost independent of 

silane to nitrogen ratio. This refers to the solid phase SiIN ratio and these conflicting 

results are due to the differences in deposition conditions. 

With refractive index proportional to the SiIN ratio (Helix et aI. , 1978) the films 

deposited at values of RI above 2.0 (equal to SiIN of 0.75) are found to be silicon rich. 

Refractive index demonstrates a linear inverse relationship with RF power (Ishii et aI. , 

1984). At higher pressures the relationship breaks down and work by Han shows an 

observed maximum between 80 - 90 watts power (Han et aI. , 1991). With increasing 

substrate temperature refractive index shows a generally linear increase over the normal 

deposition range for PECVD. 

At temperatures above 400°C the RI becomes independent of temperature (Aleksandrov 

et aI. , 1988; Gereth et aI. , 1972). However, in his studies Va1co found the RI to be 
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effectively independent of deposition temperature at all temperatures between 200 -
o 

400 C. No explanation is provided for this apparent anomaly but the differences in 

deposition conditions have a significant effect on the film properties. 

2.3.4 Deposition Rate 

The rate of deposition is related to the amount of silane decomposed in the chamber and 

Reinberg (Reinberg, 1979) proposed the following relationship for the number of moles 

per minute of silicon deposited in the films: 

dn dT p 
dt = A. cl! . M KSi (3) 

where A is total deposition area, dT/dt is rate of film growth (cm/min), p is film 

density, M is molecular weight and KSi is the number of Si atoms per unit 

structure 

The deposition rate is dependent on the flow rate into the chamber and will reach a 

plateau whereby excess precursor material will be pumped from the system without 

taking part in the reaction. The deposition rate is found to increase in a linear fashion 

with increasing pressure. The molecular weight of the precursors and therefore the 

momentum of the molecules will have little effect as the deposition rate has bee shown 

to be independent of whether the active gases are silane and ammonia (Sinha et aI., 

1978a) or si lane and nitrogen (Vaico et aI., 1987). 

In general the deposition rate has been found to either decrease with deposition 

temperature as reported by Reinberg or be independent as reported by Shitova (Shitova 

et aI., 1975). These observations can be rationalised using the concept of surface 

controlled reactions and the availability of ionic rather than radical species. However, 

Allaert reported that films deposited from silane/nitrogen in a helium carrier gas showed 

an increased deposition rate with substrate temperature (Allaert et aI., 1985). This result 

can be attributed to the very high thermal conductivity of helium compared to nitrogen 

or other noble gases, because an identical experiment with an argon carrier produced an 

essentially temperature independent result. The thermal conductivity effect may also be 

responsible for the results of Gereth (Gereth et aI., 1972) who found that using 

silane/nitrogen in a helium carrier gas the deposition rate was independent of gas ratio. 
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This contradicts other authors who found that usmg both the silane/ammonia and 

silane/nitrogen gas systems the deposition rate increases with increasing gas ratio. 

Osenbach (Osenbach et aI., 1990) discovered that the deposition rate reached a 

maximum value and suggested the phenomena may be due to either silane conversion or 

surface reaction saturation. 

Over a wide range of RF powers the deposition rate has been found to have a linearly 

increasing relationship. Sinha found that the deposition rate was independent of RF 

power and Valco reported a maximum at 50 watts under his deposition conditions. An 

increasing deposition rate to a plateau was observed by Brooks (Brooks et aI., 1988) 

using the organo-metallic liquid hexamethylcyclotrisilazane (HMCTSZN) with 

ammorua. 

Due to the previously stated problems with comparmg deposition results between 

different workers a full listing of the deposition conditions of the authors referenced will 

be found in table 2.4. 

2.3.5 Annealing Effects 

Annealing of films deposited with both argon and nitrogen carrier gases has been shown 

to have the greatest effect when films were deposited using the optimum deposition 

conditions (Shams et aI. , 1989). This study used the memory properties as a guide to 

film quality and annealing effects. Annealing of plasma deposited films above their 

deposition temperature leads to evolution of hydrogen and rearrangement of the film 

structure. Values of activation energy from infra red studies of films annealed at 

different temperatures (Budhani et aI. , 1988) yields an activation energy far below the 

bond dissociation energy. The authors conclude that the mechanism for hydrogen 

evolution involves a film network effect rather than simple bond breaking. 

2.3 .6 Etching Effects 

Etch rate is dependent on the density of the deposited film and is generally inversely 

proportional to either the deposition temperature or subsequent higher temperature 

process. Blaauw demonstrated a two order reduction in etch rate over the temperature 

range 50 - 500°C (Blaauw, 1984). This was also demonstrated with buffered HF by Lee 

(Lee et aI. , 1991) with a deposition temperature range between 50 - 350°C and a 
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subsequent anneal at 800°C in forming gas. Dry etching is usually based on fluorine 

chemistry such as 92% carbon tetrafluoride + 8% oxygen (Field et aI. , 1988). 

Table 2.4 

Conditions for the Deposition of Silicon Nitride Films 

eases cy Temperature PreSSUre Power Active hfs. 

(MHz) 
0 

( C) (Torr) (W) ratio· 

13.56 300 0.68 200 0.2 

+ NH3 +N2 13.56 300 0.7 30 2 

300 0.98 3 

0.5 4 

13.56 300 60 7.l X 5 

300 0.3 6 

0.4 280 2 36 7 

13 .56 350 1.3 8 

0.44 360 2 200 9 

~iH4+~ 13 400 0.7 0.7 0.5 10 

Sut:+N2 0.03 200 0.35 80 0.3 11 

Referen~es 1 Aleksandrov et aI. , 1988 7 Ishii et aI. , 1984 

2 Bartle et aI., 1984 8 Maeda et aI., 1985 

3 Claasen, 1987 9 Osenbach et aI. , 1990 

4 Gereth et aI. , 1972 10 Shitova et aI. , 1975 

5 Han et aI., 1991 11 Valco et aI. , 1987 

6 Helix et aI. , 1978 

Active Ratio is defined as SiHiNH3 or SiHiN2 

x Partial pressure ratio pSiHipNH3 

2.3.7 Analytical Techniques 

A number of analysis techniques have been applied to the characterisation of deposited 

film structure and properties. Techniques range from fairly basic laboratory 

instrumentation to highly specialised and sophisticated equipment. In all cases the 
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results obtained rely on good sample preparation, correct operation of the equipment 

and informed interpretation of the data. 

Laser ellipsometry is the primary technique for the simultaneous determination of film 

thickness and refractive index and has been reported by numerous authors. The level of 

sophistication of instruments varies from manual, fixed angle (70°) to fully automated 

with 0_90° angle coverage. For high precision work a prism coupler is preferred and a 

comparison of techniques is available (Adams et aI. , 1979). The silicon to nitrogen 

ratio is important in controlling film properties and one method involves determination 

of the optical absorption edge by UVNIS spectrophotometry. Films are deposited onto 

transparent glass or quartz substrates along with the silicon substrates and this provides 

a quick and easy method for film control (Rand et aI., 1978). 

Electrical measurement techniques such as CV and especially DLTS permit an 

assessment of the level of interface states in the film (Sanjoh et aI. , 1990). This is 

related to the SilN ratio and important where PECVD films are utilised in an electrically 

active role such as gate dielectrics in memory devices. Macroscopic information on the 

bonding structure of materials is obtained from an infra red spectrum by FTIR 

spectrometry. Of primary interest in silicon nitride films are Si-N, Si-H and N-H bonds 

and the presence or absence of bonds can be correlated with deposition conditions 

(Dharmadhikari, 1988). The assignment of bonds in infrared spectra have been reported 

and are collected together in table 2.5. 

Amorphous silicon nitride films contain a large quantity of hydrogen, bonded either as 

Si-H or N-H. Evidence for the presence ofNH2 bonds is seen in the infrared spectrum 

with peaks due to bending at ~ 1550 cm" and stretching at 3450 cm" (Narikawa et aI. , 

1985). Maeda (Maeda et aI. , 1985) observed NH2 bond stretching at 3280 cm" and 

3345 cm". Pradhan (Pradhan et aI. , 1992) has suggested that NH2 bonding has greater 

thermal stability than NH bonding. Maeda et al. used a spectrum differencing technique 

to identify SiH, SiH2 and SiH3 bond bending between 800 - 900 cm" and bond 

stretching at 2100 - 2260 cm" . Other workers have not detected SiH bonds in silicon 

nitride films (Smith et aI. , 1990a). 

Stress measurements are important in assessing the integrity of deposited films and can 

, be obtained by many methods including optical imaging (Yang, 1985), wafer curvature 

(Retajczyk et aI. , 1980) and X-ray diffraction. 
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Table 2.5 

Assignment oflnfrared Bond Frequencies for PECVD Silicon Nitride Films 

3345, 3280 4 

3350 2 

3320 4 

2120 4 

2198 3 

2180 4 

1550 

1200 2 

1180 

890 

830 2 

490 

450 2 

Narikawa et aI. , 1985 3 Dharmadhikari, 1988 

Lucovsky et aI. , 1987 4 Maeda et aI. , 1985 

It is not within the remit of this work to review all the available physical analysis 

techniques, but for completeness the reader is directed to references on techniques such 

as Auger electron spectrometry - AES (Madden, 1981), elastic recoil detection analysis -

ERDA (A vasthi et aI. , 1995), electron spin resonance - ESR (Jousse et aI. , 1988), 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry - RBS (Meyer et aI. , 1971), x-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy - XPS (Nguyen et aI. , 1987), electron energy loss spectroscopy - EELS 

(Hezel et aI. , 1982), proton magnetic resonance - PMR (Reimer et aI. , 1981) and 

secondary ion mass spectrometry - SIMS (Benninghoven et aI. , 1975). Analysis of gas 

plasma generally divides between optical electron spectroscopy (OES) and quadrupole 

mass spectrometer (QMS) techniques. The latter technique has found application for 

plasma etching as well as plasma deposition (Brown et aI. , 1978). 
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2.4 DEPOSITION AND FILM STRUCTURE 

A number of authors have considered the structure of deposited amorphous silicon 

nitride films. The most important factors determining film deposition and composition 

are RF power (Y oshimoto et aI., 1995), gas flow ratio (R), (Maeda et aI. , 1991) and 

reactor design (Osenbach et aI., 1990). Information on the processing and 

characterisation of films deposited by PECVD is available from Zhang (Zhang et aI. , 

1996). 

The Si-H bond is easier to break than the N-H bond (3.0 eV compared to 4.0 eV) 

therefore at low power or when the gas phase ratio (R) of SiH4:NH3 is < 1, the gas phase 

formation of disilane is promoted leading to the deposition of silicon rich films with a 

composition approximating to the general formula a-Si:H + N. In the intermediate 

region where 1 < R < 10, the deposition rate is approximately proportional to the product 

of the precursor partial pressures and films of the general formula a-Si + N are 

produced. At high pressures or where R > 10, the complete decomposition of precursors 

leads to the deposition of nitrogen rich silicon nitride films. Infrared studies using 

deuterated precursors have confirmed that the bulk of the hydrogen in the silicon nitride 

films originates from ammonia and not silane (Hicks et aI. , 1991 ; Maeda et aI. , 1984). 

Recent studies of the silane and ammonia deposition process (Smith et aI. , 1990a) have 

indicated that the triaminosilane radical is produced at conditions of high RF power and 

high ammonia to silane ratio and is responsible for silicon nitride film growth by 

decomposition and condensation on the silicon wafer surface. However, other work 

(Ishitani et aI. , 1992 & 1990) suggests that a new gaseous species SiNH5 is responsible 

for the deposition of stoichiometric films of SiNx • 

A non-radical mechanism for the formation of tetraaminosilane has been postulated 

(Tachibane et aI. , 1993): 

SiH 4 + NH 3 ~ SiH3NH 2 + H 2 

SiH 3NH 2 + NH 3 ~ SiH 2CNH 2)2 + H 2 

SiH 2CNH 2) 2 + NH 3 ~ SiH(NH 2)3 + H 2 

SiHCNH 2)3 + NH 3 ~ SiCNH 2)4 + H 2 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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ill which a sequential process of amination reactions leads to the formation of 

tetraaminosilane. This mechanism is supported by mass spectral studies of the in-situ 

plasma reaction of silane and ammonia (Chiang et aI., 1990; Smith et aI., 1990a). In 

their paper Smith et al. also reported that the decomposition reaction of tetraaminosilane 

may proceed to form silicon nitride according to the reaction: 

(8) 

however they do not postulate the individual reaction steps that may occur. 

The work of lasinski (Jasinski et aI., 1989) using a single pulse from a 193 run ArF 

excimer laser suggests that the deposition of silicon nitride from silane and ammonia 

under these conditions involves a radical reaction producing a range of aminosilanes 

including tetraaminosilane. Their work suggests that initiation is via the reaction: 

(9) 

along with hydrogen abstraction reactions involving silane which lead to the formation 

of silyl radicals: 

H + SiH
4 
~ SiH3 + H2 

NH2 + SiH
4 
~ SiH3 + NH3 

(10) 

(11) 

Their time dependent studies indicate that the initial species are formed simultaneously, 

rather than sequentially, and they suggest this may parallel the situation in PECVD. 

Ab initio studies have been carried out by Tachibane (Tachibane et aI. , 1992) to 

determine whether silyl or silylene radicals are the most likely species to be involved in 

silicon nitride formation from silane as a precursor. They concluded that the silyl 

radical was more stable than the silylene radical and was therefore the dominant reactive 

species. Their ab initio calculations also predicted that the reactions involving silyl 

radicals would be endothermic. 

A number of studies have been made of the structure of amorphous silicon nitride, all of 

which assume a structure based on silicon tetrahedra. Robertson (Robertson, 1983) 

proposed that the structure of amorphous silicon nitride films is approximated by the p 
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modification where the nitrogen atom is planar or near planar and the silico'n atoms are 

located in slightly distorted tetrahedral sites. Bonding around the silicon tetrahedra can 

include the presence of hydrogen atoms and standard configurations can be produced by 

using a generation probability method (Hasegawa et aI. , 1991). 

The random bonding model of Philipp (Philipp, 1973) considers the structure to be SiNx 

with silicon tetrahedra bonded on a statistical basis with no dominant rules of selection 

and with the assumption that no N-N bonding is present. The structural similarity 

between planar trisilylamine and crystalline silicon nitride has been noted (Lucovsky et 

aI. , 1983) and studies indicate that the "skeletal Si)N form" persists in the amorphous 

state. According to Maeda (Maeda et aI. , 1991) the presence of Si-Si bonding is a 

prerequisite for amorphous silicon nitride films and this has been corroborated by Yin 

(Yin et aI. , 1990). 

Experiments have been performed to actively reduce the NH2 content of silicon nitride 

films, deposited from silane and ammonia precursors, by the use of hydrogen dilution 

(Murley et aI., 1996). By adjusting the platen temperature and percentage dilution with 

hydrogen the authors could obtain good control over deposited film stress. The 

correlation between stress (and other physical properties of deposited films) and film 

composition is well documented and various physical measurement techniques can be 

used to infer or determine composition from physical characteristics. 
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2.5 DEPOSITION WITH INORGANIC SILANES 

The most common material used is silane (monosilane) which is reacted in a gas phase 

plasma with ammonia or nitrogen gas to produce silicon nitride. This has been the 

standard PECVD reactant for over three decades. The general reaction equations are: 

3 SiH4 + 4 NH 3 ~ Si3N4 + 12 H2 

3 SiH4 + 2 N2 ~ Si3N4 + 6H2 

(12) 

(13) 

The simple reaction equations give no indication as to the mechanism of reaction or the 

species involved. Silane and ammonia are generally reacted either as undiluted pure 

gases or in admixture with a pure diluent gas such as nitrogen, argon or occasionally 

helium. The reaction of silane with nitrogen produces films with a lower hydrogen 

content than silane and ammonia, but due to the nitrogen triple bond, the energy 

requirement is very much greater (Dun et aI., 1981). 

The chemical homologue disilane (Narikawa et aI., 1985) has been assessed for 

dielectric film deposition and good film deposition was achieved by the PECVD 

technique (Nallapati et aI. , 1998). Remote CVD deposition has been performed with an 

increase in deposition rate but similar bonding modes to silane (Tsu et aI. , 1986a). 

Disilane is gaseous like silane but thermodynamically less stable. Its use therefore 

constitutes a greater safety hazard than that posed by silane. However disilane may 

have greater applications for amorphous silicon deposition in solar cell technology than 

in the semiconductor industry. 

Trisilane is a liquid precursor with a standard molar enthalpy of formation more positive 

than either silane or disilane. Due to the hazardous nature of the material there is little 

information in the literature relating to film deposition via CVD processes. Depositions 

using hydrogen azide with higher silanes (Kanoh et aI., 1991) and tetrasilane (Ishihara et 

aI. , 1993) have been reported using chemical vapour deposition techniques at 

temperatures down to 350°C and 300°C respectively. 

The use of silicon tetrafluoride (Fujita et aI. , 1984a) and silicon difluoride (Fujita et aI. , 

1984b) have been proposed for low hydrogen content films . Silicon difluoride is 

obtained from the decomposition of silicon tetrafluoride over silicon prior to deposition. 

Film analysis suggests that fluorinated films are stable and have good electrical and 
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material properties. To obtain stoichiometric films with NISi = 1.3 (Cicala et aI., 1992) 

hydrogen was added to silicon tetrafluoride diluted with nitrogen. Difluorosilane and 

ammonia deposition has been reported by Watanabe (Watanabe et aI., 1991). The films 

deposited by this technique demonstrated that low concentrations of fluorine give stable 

films, however incorporation of oxygen was noted. 

Nitrogen trifluoride NF 3 has been suggested as an alternative material for producing 

fluorinated films by PECVD deposition in admixture with both silane and ammonia 

gases (Livengood et aI., 1987). Remote plasma deposition of silicon nitride films has 

been demonstrated using silane and nitrogen trifluoride precursors in nitrogen gas 

(Aleksandrov et aI., 1997 & 1996). A bottom anti-reflection (BARL) film has been 

produced by reaction of nitrogen trifluoride and silane for use in 0.25/lm semiconductor 

lithographic applications (Jun et aI. , 1997). 

Experiments with the remainder of the silicon halides have been reported in the 

literature but have little commercial application. Silicon tetrabromide with nitrogen gas 

was one of the earliest materials investigated (Androshuk et aI. , 1969; Aboaf, 1969). 

Silicon tetraiodide has been reacted with microwave activated nitrogen (Shiloh et aI. , 

1977) to give silicon nitride films. However the infrared spectra showed absorbance 

peaks characteristic of the ammonium ion and ammonium iodide in the films. Silicon 

tetrachloride has been very widely investigated and reported as a precursor for high 

temperature silicon epitaxy applications but with little application in PECVD. Ron 

(Ron et aI. , 1983) deposited silicon nitride onto Martensitic stainless steel substrates 

using silicon tetrachloride and ammonia using an RF plasma at temperatures between 

300°C and 440°C. The results from energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) analysis 

showed chlorine present in the film. Hexachlorodisilane Cl6Si2 has been successfully 

reacted with hydrazine N2H4 in a CVD reactor at temperatures down to 350°C to form 

amorphous silicon nitride films (Yeh et aI., 1996). 
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2.6 DEPOSITION WITH ORGANOSILANES 

Organo-silane compounds have found extensive use in the fields of ceramics, plasma 

polymerisation and silicon dioxide deposition. TEOS has been a prime replacement for 

silane in silicon dioxide CVD deposition where, due to the oxidising ambient, the 

carbon can be removed as gaseous carbon dioxide. 

Various authors have reported experimental work with tetrakis( dimethylamido )silane 

Si(NMe2)4 as a precursor for silicon nitride deposition. While investigating metal 

nitride deposition Sugiyama (Sugiyama et aI., 1975) made an attempt at forming silicon 

nitride at low temperatures. No deposition was found below 800°C and above this 

temperature a brown coating consisting mainly of elemental silicon with some silicon 

carbide, nitride and amide was formed. Subsequent work has led to reports of 

deposition by APCVD at temperatures between 600 - 750°C (Gordon et aI., 1990) and 

Hoffman (Hoffman et aI., 1995 & 1994) reported deposition by PECVD. 

One general class of compound to receive attention are the organo-silazanes. From the 

work of Arkles (Arkles, 1985) the most promising material was a 1,2-dimethylsilazane

l-methylsilazane copolymer. However this could only achieve a conversion to silicon 

nitride of 80-85% at a temperature of 286-287°C and considerably worse results were 

obtained with other linear polymers where conversion was in the range 30 - 60%. 

Mixed products were reported (Mazaev et aI., 1983) for thermal decomposition of poly

N-methylcyclosilazane between 200-600°C in an inert atmosphere. The plasma 

deposition of silicon nitride films onto silicon from a methylsilazane precursor 

[CH3SiHNH]n has been achieved using a range of temperatures between 590-1000 K 

(Moriwaki et aI., 1995). 

Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) has applications in photolithographic processes as an 

adhesion promoter between photoresists and silicon or silicon dielectric film surfaces. 

Its use as a potential silicon nitride source has been reported (IBM, 1986; Janca et aI., 

1983). In the IBM work the HMDS source was held at -29.79°C (using Freon 12 

refrigerant) in an apparatus consisting of a rectangular profile quartz tube with external 

electrodes. A growth rate of 12 nmImin (120 Almin) was obtained. More recently 

HMDS has been used to deposit silicon nitride films by RPECVD (Fainer et aI., 1997). 

One of the most promising materials proposed to date as a precursor (Voronkov et aI., 

1981) is hexamethylcyclotrisilazane (HMCTS). Belyi (Belyi et aI., 1986) deposited 

onto InSb substrates, and deposition and characterisation of films on silicon substrates 
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has also been reported (Brooks et aI., 1988a & 1988b). Due to the methyl groups in the 

precursor it was impossible to eliminate entirely carbon from the silicon nitride films. 

Brooks reported that a carbon content of < 4 at. % was achieved with a hydrogen content 

of 25 at.% but only with high values of RF power and ammonia to precursor ratio. 

Deposited by RPECVD from HMCTS, a film of silicon without any carbon bonded in 

the film has been claimed (Smimova, 1997). 

Brief deposition results have been reported for a silicon nitride film formed from the 

compound H3Si(NH2) diluted with helium gas (Azuma, 1988). Films have been 

deposited from the precursor monomethylamine CH3NH2 in conjunction with silane 

(Yasui, 1990a) and tetramethylsilane (CH3)4Si (Yasui, 1990b). Deposition from the 

compound azidotrimethylsilane has been patented (Nelson, 1979) but evidence of 

further work is not known at this time. 

A number of workers have been involved in the preparation of single component 

precursors. A range of disilane derivatives have been produced (Schuh et aI., 1993) 

which are liquid at room temperatures and not spontaneously flammable. One of the 

compounds 1,2-Bis(di-i-propylamino)disilane (BIPADS) has been used in a RPECVD 

system to produce silicon nitride films . The carbon levels were low but high levels of 

hydrogen were present. Two pentamethylcyclopentadiene substituted silanes, namely 

(MesCs)SiH3 and (MesCs)2SiH2 have been reported as being useful for the deposition of 

silicon nitride films by remote PECVD (Dahlhaus et aI. , 1993). One stated advantage of 

these materials is that they are non-hazardous. Mitzel and co-workers (Mitzel et aI., 

1993) working on single source precursors have identified (hydridosilyl)hydrazines as 

promising candidates for silicon nitride. 

For sub-half micron device technologies tris(dimethylamino)silylazide (TDSA) has 

been suggested as a precursor for silicon nitride films (Kitoh et aI. , 1994). Silicon 

nitride films have also been deposited (Yasui et aI., 1994) from the precursor 

trisdimethylaminosilane (TDMAS) after decomposition by hydrogen radicals from a 

microwave source. Schlosser (Sclosser et aI., 1994) and co-workers have synthesised a 

range of bicyclic aminosilanes which they suggest have potential as precursors in 

PECVD deposition of silicon nitride films . Soldner has prepared both isomeric 

cyclosilazanes (Soldner et aI., 1998a) and tetra(alkylamino )silanes (Soldner et aI., 

1998b) for use as single source precursors for silicon nitride deposition. 
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2.7 TRISIL YLAMINE 

Only limited information is available from the literature concerning trisilylamine or its 

commercial applications, although infoffilation is available on specific properties of the 

material. Trisilylamine is the most thermally stable of the silicon amines but is 

decomposed on exposure to air. Heslop (Heslop et aI. , 1976) suggested that silicon 

dioxide, ammonia and hydrogen are the likely products of reaction. For a full account 

of the properties of trisilylamine the reader is referred to chapter 5 of Bell (Bell, 1972) 

and section 3.1.6.2 of Gmelin, Si supplement B4, (Gmelin, 1989). 

The original preparation of trisilylamine is credited to Stock (Stock et aI. , 1921) who 

reacted monochlorosilane and ammonia in the gas phase in a vacuum apparatus: 

(14) 

Other synthetic methods have been subsequently developed using mono bromo si lane 

(Ward, 1970) and monoiodosilane (Varma et aI., 1963). 

2.7.1 Structure and Bonding 

Electron diffraction studies (Beagley et aI. , 1970 ; Hedberg, 1955) have demonstrated 

that in the gas phase trisilylamine is a trigonal planar molecule. The planar structure has 

also been observed in the solid phase (Barrow et aI., 1984). These observations are at 

odds with most of the molecules with the X(YH3)3 structure as shown in table 2.6. 

Table 2.6 

Structures of Heavy Atom Portions of Some X(YH3)3 Molecules 

(from Miller et aI. , 1974) 

(SiH3)3X (GeH;)3X 

Pyramidal Planar Planar 

Pyramidal Pyramidal Pyramidal 

Pyramidal Pyramidal Pyramidal 

Pyramidal Pyramidal 
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Additional experimental confirmation of the planar structure has been presented from 

spectroscopic studies (Miller, 1975; Ebsworth et aI., 1958) and by electric dipole 

moment measurements in the gas phase by Varma who obtained a zero dipole moment. 

The planarity of trisilylamine has been variously attributed by authors to 

N(P7t)~Si(d7t) bonding (Thuraisingham, 1979; Perkins, 1967; Sujishi et aI. , 1954), 

SiH3 group non-bonded interactions (Glidewell, 1975), electrostatic repulsion due to the 

positive charge on the silicon atom (Noodleman et aI., 1979) and interactions of 

SiH(anti bonding) with N(P) orbitals (Cotter, 1996). The shorter than expected length 

of the Si-N single bonds suggests that the planar trigonal molecular structure possesses 

some partial double bond character. The extent of the double bond character has been 

assessed by estimation from the sublimation energy of addition compounds. The 

resonance energy of trisilylamine was determined to be in excess of 113 kJ mor' (27 

kcallmol). 

Some authors have also published their findings on the structure of trisilylamine using 

molecular orbital calculations. In table 2.7 the total energy of the molecule is given 

along with the ab initio molecular orbital model that was used to perform the 

calculation. 

Table 2.7 

Comparison of Total Energy Values for Trisilylamine 

- 2.40635 X 106 Livant et aI., 1983 

- 2.42079 x 106 Glidewell et aI. , 1982 

- 2.43299 x 106 Livant et aI. , 1983 

- 2.43362 x 106 Julian et aI., 1988 

-2.43500 x 106 Tachibana et aI. , 1993 

Converted from 1 hartree = 627.5 kcallmol (Hehre et aI, 1996) = 2.62672 x 103 kJ mor' 

Each successive improvement in the ab initio model provides a better approximation of 

the wavefunction and therefore the value of the total energy rises with the number of 

basis sets evaluated by the model. Much of the early ab initio molecular orbital work 

has less relevance now due to the recent appearance of larger ab initio basis sets which 
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can more accurately predict the energy and molecular structure of compounds. On this 

basis there appears little point in determining the bonding and structure of trisilylamine 

with anything other than the 6-21G, 6-31G* or 6-31G** basis sets. 

In table 2.8 a comparison is given between results from experimental studies and the 

results obtained by calculation using a variety of semi-empirical and ab initio models. 

Table 2.8 

Comparison of Experimentally Determined and Calculated Geometry Data 

0.2998 0.1736 0.1506 119.4 106.6 112.2 2 

0.2997 0.1734 0.1485 119.7 108.1 110.8 2 

0.3043 0.1757 0.1443 120.0 109.3 3 

0.1758 0.1443 109.38 4 

0.176 0.144 112.00 4 

0.17673 0.14885 119.99 110.79 5 

0.3028 0.1749 119.85 6 

Hedberg, 1955 4 Livant et aI. , 1983 

Beagley et aI. , 1970 5 Glidewell et aI. , 1982 

Cuthbertson et aI. , 1983 6 Julian et aI. , 1988 

not specified - sets employed include STO-3G, STO-3G* and 6-21G 

2.7.2 Application to Chemical Vapour Deposition 

In its application to PECVD, the original patent (Reinberg, 1980) covers the general 

preparation of silicon nitride films from trisilylamine alone or in admixture with 

ammoma. However the use of trisilylamine for applications in glow discharge 

deposition was included in the patent application by Androshuk over 10 years earlier 

(Androshuk, 1969). 

Continuing the work of Reinberg it has been proposed (Hamaya et aI. , 1986b) that 

trisilylamine could be used along with nitrogen, ammonia or hydrazine for silicon 

nitride deposition. Hamaya has further suggested that trisilylamine may be used to 
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deposit silicon nitride in admixture with silane or one of its homologues such as disilane 

or trisilane (Hamaya et aI. , 1986a). The application of silylamines to nitride and 

oxynitride deposition has been patented by Ishikawa with trisilylamine being the 

predominantly studied species (Ishikawa, 1994). 

It has also been suggested in Research Disclosure (Anonymous, 1987) that disilylamine 

(SiH3)2NH and trisilylamine have sufficient chemical stability and vapour pressure for 

photo-chemical deposition of thin films. The compound in the disclosure is called tris

silylamine and has the formula (SiH3)N. It is assumed that this is a typographical error 

and should be (SiH3)3N. In considering the reaction involving silane with excited 

nitrogen or ammonia, it has been suggested (Tsu et aI., 1986a & 1986b) that 

trisilylamine may be formed as a gas phase precursor which, depending on temperature, 

may deposit on the substrate as silicon nitride, silicon diimide or a mixture of both 

substances. 

Tachibane et al. (1993) also considered a reaction mechanism for silane/ammonia in 

which their postulated reaction pathway leads to the deposition of silicon nitride, 

proceeding via the formation of trisilylamine in the gas phase: 

SiH 4 + NH 3 -) SiH 3NH2 + H2 

SiH3NH 2 + SiH 4 -) (SiH3)2 NH + H 2 

(SiH 3)2 NH + SiH 4 -) (SiH 3)3 N + H 2 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

They concluded, however that the formation of tetraaminosilane was the most likely 

route. A sample of disilazane held at ooe for 72 hours (Aylett et aI. , 1969; Aylett et aI., 

1966) was observed to decompose forming trisilylamine as follows: 

(18) 

The stability of trisilylamine in the absence of air has been investigated and when held 

at 45°e for 5 days (Scantlin et aI. , 1972) the initial quantity of trisilylamine was fully 

retrieved within the limits of experimental error. The reaction with ammonia has been 

attempted in both liquid and gas phases (Wells et aI. , 1966). In the liquid phase silane 

gas was eliminated with a six membered ring compound as the first isolatable product: 
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(19) 

In the gas phase no elimination of silane was detected either after 16 hours at room 

temperature or 1 hour at 100°C. 

2.7.3 Comparison of Properties 

Silane is the most thermally stable of the silane series being stable indefinitely at room 

temperature whereas the higher silanes are known to decompose slowly even under inert 

conditions. The ease of thermal decomposition and reactivity of Si2H6, Si3Hg and Si4H IO 

in air increases with increasing number of Si-Si links. This occurs primarily because: 

• The electronegativity of Si (1 .8) is lower than hydrogen (2.1) and the 8+ charge on 

the silicon atom leaves it vulnerable to nucleophilic atttack. 

• Charge withdrawal from Si ~ H occurs to the extent that it weakens the Si-Si bond. 

• Silicon has low energy d orbitals which are capable of forming intermediate 

compounds thus lowering the effective activation energy of the process. 

In table 2.9 a comparison is given of the physical state, boiling points and heat of 

formation data of the lower si lanes and trisilylamine which emphasises the advantages 

of trisilylamine, especially in terms of the negative standard molar enthalpy of 

formation. Table 2.10 compares the physical properties of three materials namely silane 

gas, trisilylamine and trichlorosilane, showing that trisilylamine may be considered to 

be closer in its properties to trichlorosilane which is a liquid source used for many years 

as a precursor in high temperature LPCVD of nitride films in semiconductor 

applications. 

Although safety is an important consideration in CVD ' deposition processes, other 

parameters such as reactant purity are also very important. The silane manufacturing 

process is a very mature process and the equipment for analytical assessment of 

impurity concentrations is extremely sophisticated (Taylor, 1987). Ultra-pure silane 

supplies, with a deposited resistivity of 1000 Qcm, are available world-wide from a 

number of suppliers. 
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Table 2.9 

Comparison of Physical Properties of Silane (S), Disilane (D), Trisilane (TS) and 

Trisilylamine (TSA) 

32.1 

-112 (2) 

-185 (2) 

34.3 (3) 

Gmelin, 1989 

Weast, 1974 

62.2 92.3 

-14.5 (2) 52.9 (2) 

-132.5 (2) -117 (2) 

71.6 (3) 108.4 (3) 

(3) Gmelin, 1982 

107.3 

52 (2) 

-106 (2) 

-131.0 (1) 

This is because silane has been used for many years in CVD deposition of high and low 

temperature silicon and silicon semiconductor films. Potential precursor materials, like 

trisilylamine, are frequently not commercially available and therefore must be produced 

to requirement. Due to the lack of commercial availability of trisilylamine there is no 

significant body of information on the substance and therefore any comparative study 

with silane or other commercial precursors must be somewhat limited. A survey of the 

atomic content of the elements present in each precursor material from the literature is 

presented in table 2.11 indicating that only three precursors - N(SiH3)3' (SiH3)2NH and 

H3Si(NH2) have no extraneous atoms in their atomic structure. 

2.7.4 Substituted Trisilylamine 

Fluorinated substances appear to have a beneficial effect on film properties and silicon 

tetrafluoride has been shown to be the only halogen substituted silane to provide 

deposited films with good film properties. One may therefore propose by analogy the 

use of N(SiF3)3 as an alternative for trisilylamine to reduce the hydrogen content of 

films and improve film characteristics. The availability of the material is unknown but 

an attempted preparation of N(SiF3)3 was reported (Porritt, 1979) using silicon 

tetrafluoride and trilithium nitride which led to a violently explosive reaction. 
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Table 2.10 

Table of Physical Properties of Trisilylamine (TSA) Compared to Silane (S) and 

Trichlorosilane (TCS) 

toxic corrosive flammable 

Gas Liquid Liquid 

32.12(2) 135.4 (1) 107.34 (5) 

-112(2) 31.8(1) 52 (5) 

-185(3) -127 (1) -106 (5) 

° Gas 0.71 @ 21 C (2) 0.15 @0°C(4) 

34.3 (7) -469.3 (2) -131.0(4) 

7 (6) 

92.2 (2) 47.1 (2) 

-4 (2) 206 (1) 215 (4) 

49.4 (2) 40.6 (1) 9.6 (4) 

130 (3) 

268 (1) 

° 1.1 @-158 C (4) 

° ° 0.68 @ _185°C (5) l.342 @21 C (2) 0.895 @ -106 C (5) 

1.34 (2) 

° 0.75@20 C 

1.114(2) 

1375 

0.5 

Drews et aI., 1973 

Taylor, 1989 

5.8 (2) 

(5) Weast, 1974 

(6) Sujishi et aI., 1954 

Borreson et aI., 1978 (7) Gmelin, 1982 

Gmelin, 1989 
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Table 2.11 

Comparison of Percentage Elemental Composition for Potential Source Materials for 

PECVD Si3N4 Deposition 

87.5 12.5 

78.5 8.5 13.0 

72.7 9.1 18.2 2 

59.6 10.7 29.7 3 

34.8 11.8 8.7 44.7 4 

38.4 9.6 19.2 32.8 5 

24.4 7.9 36.5 31.3 6 

21.6 12.4 10.8 55.3 7 

16.1 10.4 32.2 41.3 8 

17.4 11.9 26.1 44.7 9 

13.8 11.8 27.4 47.0 10 

16.9 10.9 72.2 11 

9.3 10.6 80.1 11 

27.0 73 .0 12 

8.1 91.9 13 

5.2 94.8 14 

1 Reinberg, 1980 8 Kitoh,1994 

2 Anonymous, 1987 9 Yasui, 1994 

3 Azuma, 1988 10 Hoffman, 199 

4 IBM, 1986 11 Dahlhaus, 1993 

5 Belyi et aI. , 1986 12 Fujita et aI., 1984 

6 Nelson, 1979 13 Androshuk et aI., 1969 

7 Schuh et aI. , 1993 14 Shiloh et aI., 1977 
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3 ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR ORBITALS 

Molecular orbital modeling of molecules is based on the solution of the Schrodinger 

equation: 

H\f' = E\f' (1) 

where H is the Hamiltonian operator, E is an eigenvalue and \f' is a wavefunction 

For atoms and molecules the solution can only be exact for the simplest cases, which are 

the hydrogen atom H and the diatomic molecule Ht In all other cases the solution of 

the many-electron Schrodinger equation requires systematic approximations to obtain 

useful information. These approximations have been refined and improved with time 

and some of the more sophisticated models can be run in reasonable times with the 

availability of modem digital computers. 

The quantum theory presented in this chapter is not intended to be exhaustive in its 

content. It is presented as a background to show how the quantum theory used in semi

empirical programmes has developed from the classical Schrodinger equation. 

Invariably, a number of assumptions must be made and it is interesting to see how these 

have ultimately provided a set of quantum mechanical calculations that can provide 

direct molecular and thermodynamic data on molecules with up to 10,000 atoms. 
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3.1 SCHRODINGER WAVE EQUATIONS 

The Schrodinger equation is based on the work of Louis de Broglie who proposed that 

electromagnetic radiation can have a dual nature in that it has momentum like a particle 

and a wavelength like a wave. This duality is expressed by the relationship: 

h 
f...=

p 
(2) 

where f... = wavelength, p = momentum of the particle and h = Planck' s constant 

In terms of energy, the wavelength can be expressed as: 

h h f... - - - -------,-
- p - (2m(E - V))~ 

(3) 

where m = mass, E = energy and V = potential energy 

3.1.1 One Electron Atom 

Schrodinger took the classical 3-dimensional wave equation: 

2 (27t)2 V \}'(x, y, Z) = - T \}'(x, y, z) (4) 

2 
where V is the Laplacian operator and \}' = wavefunction 

h 
and inserted the de Broglie wavelength f... = - in place of the traditional value of f... to 

p 

make the equation applicable to particle waves. The Schrodinger equation for a one

electron atom is therefore given by: 

2 27t 
[ ]

2 

V \}'=- \}' 

(2m(E ~ V)) ~ 
(5) 



rearranging the equation and multiplying through gives: 

2 
V'tp=-

2 
8n m 

2 
h 

(E- V) 

2 8n m ( 2] V' tp = - 7 (E - V)tp 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

If we set H to be [ - (8:: m] V 
2 

+ V 1 then substituting H into eq u.tion (9) gives the 

familiar form of the Schrodinger equation: 

Htp = Etp (10) 

H is the Han1iltonian operator that contains the important information relating to the 

energy of the system and E is an eigenvalue. H operates on tp which is a wavefunction 

(eigenfunction) and contains the description of the electrons in the system. 

This gives a precise result for the hydrogen atom which has one electron and a nucleus. 
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3 .1.2 One-Electron Orbitals 

As we are interested in atoms that contain electrons and nuclei (protons + neutrons) we 

need to adapt the basic Schrodinger equation to allow for this. For two charged particles 

whose fields interact there is an associated electrostatic potential energy for each 

particle which is given by the equation: 

v ql q2 

r l2 
(11) 

where ql,q2 are the charges on the particles and r is the distance between them 

For a nucleus and an electron the charges are opposite and will therefore lead to 

attraction. We can now rewrite V in terms of the electronic (-e) and the nuclear (+ Ze) 

charges as: 

2 
- Ze 

V = --
r 

Substituting for V in equation (9) gives the following relationship: 

(12) 

(13) 

We now have a relationship whereby each wavefunction \f' and its energy correspond 

to one electron bound to a nucleus. These are one-electron orbitals. Electrons 

occupying these orbitals are defined by a set of quantum numbers: 

a principal quantum number, N, equal to 1,2,3, 4,5, .. . . .. . . . : 

an azimuthal quantum number, L, equal to n - 1, n - 2, ........ 0 

a magnetic quantum number, M, equal to ± L (including 0) 

These one-electron wavefunctions can exist in two spin states (which we can denote as 

a and ~) which are non-overlapping so that no two electrons have all the same quantum 
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numbers (Pauli exclusion principle). The filling of these one-electron orbitals is based 

on the aufbau principle whereby the total energy is minimised to produce a ground state 

electronic configuration for the atom. In the case of the three atoms that compose the 

trisilylamine molecule the ground state electronic configuration for each atom is given 

in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 

Ground State Electronic Configuration for H, N and Si 

t t t 

t t 

Electrons in these one-electron orbitals occupy positions III space governed by the 

probability density or charge density. This is defined as: 

(14) 

where \f' is a one-electron orbital and \f' * is its complex conjugate wave function 

If we sum the probability density over the distance, r, azimuthal angle, e, and angle, cp, 

a quantum-mechanical model of the atom can be produced which defines the shape of 

the atomic orbitals for any set of quantum numbers n, m, and 1. Figure 3.1 shows the 

probability density factor plotted against angle for the 1 s and 2p atomic orbitals. 

3.1.3 Many Electron Atom 

For a many electron atom with a total ofk electrons the Schr6dinger equation becomes: 

fl [ 
h 

2 
]i=k 2 i=k zl i=k-l j=k 1 1 

- 2 LV - L - + L L - \f' = E\f' 
8n me i=l i=1 ri i=1 j=l+1 fjj 

(15) 
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F or a multi-electron system the equation now has to account, not only for electron

nucleus interactions, but also for interactions between all the electrons in the atom. 

1 s Atomic Orbital 

Three 2p Atomic Orbitals 

Figure 3.1 

Graphical Representation of the 1 s and 2p Atomic Orbitals 

(Paul R. Young, University oflllinois at Chicago) 

i=k Z 
In equation (15) the term - L - accounts for the electron-nucleus interactions while 

i=l rj 

i=k-l j=k 1 
the fmal term in the equation L L - is the effect of the electron-electron 

i=l j=1+1 fij 

interactions on the eigenfunction \f'. These electron-electron repulsions are generally 

known as electron correlation effects and cannot be completely ignored if the atomic 

properties of the atoms and molecules are to be correctly predicted. Direct calculation 

of the electron-electron effects requires information on the position of any two electrons 

that are interacting at the same time. This is computationally feasible only for very 

small systems and therefore it is normal to replace this direct term by the effect of the 

electrons interacting with an average of the nucleus and all the other electrons. This is 

known as the self consistent field (SCF) approximation or the independent particle 

approximation in which the removal of the electron-electron effects effectively leaves 

an expression for a one-electron system describing a many electron system. One 
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important property of the SCF approximation is that the solutions satisfy the Variation 

Theorem so that the energy calculated with an inexact wavefunction is always higher 

than the actual value of energy calculated with the exact wavefunction. It follows 

therefore that in optimising the wavefunctions the energy is being minimised and the 

lowest energy calculated will be obtained from the best approximate wavefunction. 

3.1.4 Many Electron and Many Nuclei Systems 

When applying the Schrodinger equation to molecules the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation is applied to simplify the calculation. This states that given the rest 

mass and energy of the nucleus are significantly larger than that of the electron by a 

factor of about 104
, we can consider the nucleus to be stationary relative to the motion of 

the electrons. This eliminates the kinetic energy of the nucleus from the Hamiltonian. 

The Schrodinger equation for a molecule with k electrons and N atoms is therefore: 

(16) 

In this equation we now have additional terms to account for interactions involving 

j=N i=k Z . 
additional nuclei. The term - L L-J describes the electron-nucleus interactions 

j= 1 i=1 r ji 

i=k-I I=k 1 
while the L L - term accounts for electron-electron effects. Additionally a final 

i= 1 1= 1+ 1 r il 

j=N-1 m=N Z . Z 
term L L J m is incorporated for nucleus-nucleus interactions but this term is 

j=1 m= j+1 R jm 

generally treated as a constant because the assumption is made that during the 

calculation the position of the nuclei (in contrast to the electrons) is fixed. This form of 

the equation using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is often referred to as the 

electronic Schrodinger equation. 
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3.2 ONE ELECTRON SPIN ORBITALS 

Most chemists are familiar with the concept of a spin orbital which is the same as the 

eigenfunction or wave function tp. If we consider equation (10): 

Htp = Etp 

this can be modified into both separate one electron Hamiltonians, h, and one-electron 

energies, e, then for a two electron atom the relationship becomes: 

(17) 

where H = h(1) + h(2) and E = e . + e . 
1 J 

By virtue of the SCF approximation, tp is now made up from a combination of one

electron wavefunctions which can be denoted by ~ . (1) and ~ . (2). 
I J 

The spin orbital comprises a space function which is dependent on the position of the 

electron in space and a spin function which is dependent on the spin of the electron. 

Space functions are either symmetric of antisymmetric and are derived from the 

products of the one-electron wavefunctions. To describe the system correctly the 

wavefunctions must allow for the fact that electrons cannot be distinguished from each 

other and therefore positional interchange of electrons in a wavefunction must always 

produce the same wavefunction. 

The symmetric and antisymmetric space functions \jJ and \jJ can be described 
S a 

respectively by the relationships: 

\jJ =~.(1)~ . (2) + ~ . (2)~ . (1) 
S I J I J 

(18) 

\jJ =~.(2)~.(1) - ~ . (1)~ . (2) 
a I J I J 

(19) 

Interchange of electrons within the wavefunctions produces the relationships: 

~. (1) ~ . (2) + ~ . (2) ~ . (1) 
1 J 1 J 

~ . (2) ~ .(1) + ~ . (1) ~ .(2) 
1 J 1 J 

(20) 
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<1> . (1) <I> .(2) - <1> . (2) <I> .(1) 
I J I J - [<I>. (2) <I> . (1) - <1> . (1) <I> . (2)J 

I J I J 
(21) 

Spin functions, like space functions, also have symmetric ill and asymmetric ill 
s a 

forms and these spin functions mathematically represent the spin states described earlier 

and designated a. and ~ . 

According to the Pauli exclusion principle the wavefunction must change sign when two 

independent electronic states are interchanged, and therefore only the asymmetric forms 

of the wavefunctions have any physical meaning. The wavefunction \f' can now 

describe a spin orbital when represented by a space function and a spin function: 

and (22) 

Spin orbitals are often approximated by a Slater determinant which is a mathematical 

function that gives the anti symmetric wavefunction for n indistinguishable particles. 

Interchanging two electrons corresponds to interchanging two rows and a determinant 

automatically changes sign if two rows are interchanged. If the two electrons were in 

the same spin-orbital, then two columns would be the same and a determinant vanishes 

if it has two rows or columns that are identical. Also the wavefunction automatically 

obeys the Pauli Principle. 

For a two electron system with an a. or ~ spin state the combination of the spin orbitals 

can be written as: 

where cr = either a or ~ spin state and x, y, z are electron co-ordinates 

If the total wavefunction is to consist of a single Slater determinant then the total energy 

of this determinant must be equal to the total energy of the Hamiltonian. This requires 

that the energy be minimised and doing this in relation to the Slater determinant is 

generally accomplished using the Hartree-Fock approach. 
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3.3 HARTREE-FOCK (HF) METHOD 

The method most used in molecular orbital calculations to solve the molecular wave 

function is called the Hartree-Fock approach. In place of the Hamiltonian, H, we have 

an operator that approximates the Hamiltonian. This is known as the F ock operator, F, 

which uses the SCF approximation for a two electron system by considering the 

interaction of every electron (test electron) in the average field of all the electrons. The 

Fock operator is given by the relationship: 

F. 
I 

1 2 
-- V 

2 

j = N Z . I= k 

I _J + I (2J 1 - K1) 
j=1 r ji 1= 1 

(24) 

where F. is the Fock operator, k is the number of electrons, N is the number of 
I 

atoms, J is the Coulomb integral and K the Exchange integral 

The Coulomb integral, J, embodies the average potential of interaction for an electron 

due to all the other electrons in the system. The Exchange integral, K, represents 

additional charge factors associated with exchange of same spin electrons. Both J and K 

are functions of the one electron molecular orbitals and by virtue of this so is the Fock 

operator F . . 
I 

If we consider equation (14) in terms of a two atom system and apply the SCF 

approximation, the resultant Hamiltonian is: 

(25) 

The first two terms in equation (25) can be equated with the terms seen in equation (24) 

for the Fock operator. These terms can be replaced by the Fock operator and can be 

incorporated into the wave equation (17): 

to give the relationship: 
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[hi· + B. ]\}'. = e .\}'. 
I I I I 

(26) 

where h. = h(l) + h(2), B. is a term containing J and K and e. is the 
I I I 

averaged electron energies (SCF) 

This is the basis of the LeAO approximation method to obtain a value for the 

wavefunction \}'.. An initial guess is made at a set of wavefunctions \}'. and by using 
I I 

the Hartree-Fock method a value can be obtained for B. from the initial value of \}' .. 
I I 

Applying the Fock operator with the value of B. a new value of \}'. is computed. This 
I I 

process is continued iteratively for successive calculations of \}'. and B. until the value 
I I 

of \}'. produces a constant minimum value of E. 
I 

Two variations of the HF method can be applied. If two electrons are paired and occupy 

the same spatial orbital with different spins, then this restriction allows the magnetic 

moments of the electron spin to cancel therefore reducing the computation requirements. 

This is called a restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) method. Without this assumption we 

have the unrestricted Hartree-Fock mode (UHF) of calculation. 
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3.4 LINEAR COMBINATION OF ATOMIC ORBITALS (LCAO) 

The LCAO method is the main method used to build molecular orbitals from one

electron spin orbitals. The molecular orbitals can be described by the equation: 

\If . 
I 

j=m 

Ic .. ~ . 
. 1 IJ J 
j= 

(27) 

where \If is a molecular spin orbital, m is the basis set size (see section 3.5) and 

c .. is a molecular orbital coefficient 
IJ 

From which equation we need to determine the value of the molecular orbital coefficient 

c ... 
IJ 

The Variation Theorem asserts that the calculated molecular energy, E, will always be 

higher than the true molecular ground state energy Eo. This is because a trial 

wavefunction energy (E;) can only have an energy equal to, or higher than, the ground 

state energy. By definition the ground state energy is the lowest possible energy of the 

molecule. We therefore require the trial wavefunction to define the ground state of a 

system which will have the lowest possible energy and in the limiting case E j = Eo. The 

best approximation of the wavefunction is when the value of c .. produces the minimum 
IJ 

energy for a particular Hamiltonian and basis set. This coefficient determines the 

contribution of the one-electron wavefunction to each of the molecular orbitals and 

provides the best approximation to the actual wavefunction. The average energy (E) is 

given by the equation: 

(E) 

where \If * is the complex conjugate of the molecular spin orbital, H is the 

Hamiltonian and d. is an infinitesimally small volume of space 

(28) 

If we substitute the LCAO approximation for \If . given in equation (27) into the average 
I 

energy of equation (28) then the minimum energy condition for each molecular orbital 
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coefficient c.. will occur when the derivative of the average energy is zero. 
IJ 

Differentiation of (E) leads to two useful integrals known as the Coulomb integral 

Hkl and the Overlap integral Ski given by equations (29) and (30) respectively: 

Hkl - f~k H ~I d"t 

SkI - f ~ k ~ I d"t 

(29) 

(30) 

The equations for each \If . can be used to obtain a value for the average energy (E) by 
I 

the method of determinants using a secular determinant. This requires that values for 

the Coulomb and Overlap integrals are available. Once a value of (E) has been 

obtained then a value can be obtained for the molecular orbital coefficient c .. . 
IJ 

The general practice in molecular orbital computer packages is to generate molecular 

orbitals via a matrix comprising the Hamiltonian, H, Coulomb integral, H kl ' Overlap 

integral, Ski ' molecular orbital coefficient, c ij and the average energy (E) . 

There are two modes of calculation available with most molecular orbital programmes. 

One mode of calculation is known as the direct SCF method where the required 

integrals are calculated dynamically thus making optimal use of the capabilities of 

modem computer technology. Also available is the indirect SCF method where the 

required integrals are calculated initially, prior to the computation and the results stored 

and accessed from memory as required. 
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3.5 BASIS SETS 

Basis sets are the one-electron wavefunctions used in the LeAO approximation method 

to build molecular orbital wavefunctions. They are composed of a mathematical 

function that approximates the wavefunction, generally with a simplification of the 

radial term to cut calculation time. 

In section 3.2.3 to simplify the calculation of the Schrodinger equation the electron 

correlation effects (electron-electron interactions) were effectively ignored. However, if 

we ignore them completely the orbital descriptions will not be correct because the effect 

of the nucleus on the electrons is to contract the electron density. This can be overcome 

by introducing factors that reduce the effect of the nucleus. One way is to introduce a 

screening constant which compensates for the screening effect of electrons on each 

other from the nuclear charges. A second way is to modify the nuclear constant, Z, by 

replacing it with an adjustable parameter zeta (s) which can be used to compensate for 

the electron correlation effects. The two most popular are the Slater-type orbitals 

(STO): 

[
_ (z-s)r] 

(n-l) n 
r e (31) ~(r) 

where r is the radius, s is a screening constant and Z is the nuclear constant 

and the Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO): 

(32) 

where a is a curve fitting constant which approximates an STO 

In practice all the standard basis sets use GTO's to approximate an STO because this is 

much easier from a computational viewpoint. This can be expressed mathematically as: 

(33) 

- ----------------- --- -
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The minimal basis set is designated as STO-3G in which spherical symmetry is 

preserved and only the minimal number of orbitals are used to accommodate the 

electrons. The basis set is designated as 3G because 3 Gaussian wavefunctions with 

different values of a (the curve fitting constant) are used to approximate the STO 

function. 

The minimal basis is useful for simple molecules but the limited number of 

wave functions do not describe more complex molecules very accurately. A better 

option are the split valence basis sets which double the number of wavefunctions 

associated with the valence orbitals. This is achieved by splitting the orbitals into an 

inner core (a) and an outer envelope (b) with an area (c) for varying the relative sizes of 

the orbitals as shown in figure 3.2. 

Split valence basis sets are designated as 3-21G, 4-31G and 6-31G this represents the 

GTO's describing the Is (3, 4 or 6), 2s, 2px etc., (2 or 3) and 2s', 2px' (1 in each case) 

orbitals. Double zeta basis sets are also available which split the core orbitals. 

Figure 3.2 

Graphical Representation of Split Valence Basis Set 

The fmal basis sets that are generally available are those that feature polarisation. This 

is achieved by adding d orbital functions into the molecular orbital description for all 

atoms except for hydrogen. This can be important in the mode1ing of second row 

elements. These are recognisable by the addition of an asterisk to the designation, such 

as 3-21G* and 6-31G*. A further polarisation in available in the 6-31G** basis set 
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which has a set of p orbital functions that can be applied to add polarisation to the 

hydrogen atoms. 

For calculations on trisilylamine, the number and type of basis sets implemented in a 

commercial molecular orbital modeling package called SPARTAN from Wavefunction, 

Inc. is shown in table 3.2 for semi-empirical models and table 3.3 for ab initio models. 

In each case the shell type is indicated (s, sp, p or d) and the number of each type of 

shell that makes up the representation of the molecule (e.g. for MNDO there are 13 s 

shells + 4 P shells = 17 shells). Each shell comprises 1 or more gaussians (up to a 

maximum of six) and the total number is given in the basis set column. Some models 

explicitly include d shells (e.g. MNDO/d) represented by either five spherical d orbital 

functions (5d) or six Cartesian d orbital functions (6d). 

Table 3.2 

Configuration for Semi-empirical Models 

MNDO/d 13 4 3 40 26 

13 4 25 26 

13 4 25 26 

Table 3.3 

Configuration for Ab Initio Models 

s sp p 5d 6d 

13 7 41 58 

13 7 3 56 58 

22 11 66 58 

22 11 4 90 58 

22 11 3 84 58 

22 11 66 58 

22 11 4 90 58 

22 11 9 4 117 58 
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In most applications it is reasonable to assume that the more rigorous the mathematical 

description of the system implemented in the programme, the more confidence can be 

placed in the result obtained. In table 3.4 an attempt has been made to assess the 

various computational methods in terms of their general accuracy of prediction of 

molecular properties when compared to experimental data. A table has been compiled 

to compare the performance of the models which have been graded from 1 - 5 with a 

grade of 1 meaning poor and a grade of 5 meaning excellent. 

Table 3.4 

Performance of the Computational Models 

4 1 - 2 1 - 4 

4 4 I - 4 4 

4-5 4 4-5 4-5 

5 5 4-5 5 
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3.6 SEMI-EMPIRICAL METHODS 

Semi-empirical methods are based on the Hartree-Fock SCF method where a matrix is 

constructed and the integrals calculated to produce molecular wavefunctions. However, 

computational complexity is reduced via a series of assumptions that increase the speed 

of the calculation but reduce the quality of the approximation of the wavefunction. The 

principal assumption is the zero differential overlap (ZDO) approximation whereby an 

assumption is made that there is no overlap between different orbitals. The justification 

for this approach is based on the orthogonalisation of atomic orbitals and leads to a 

significant reduction in the number of two electron integrals that have to be calculated. 

Another means of achieving computational simplicity is by considering only the valence 

electrons directly and utilising a function to account for the core electrons and effects 

associated with the nucleus. 

Further reduction in the computational workload is achieved by replacing as many of 

the remaining integrals as possible with parameters. These parameters are optimised to 

provide the best approximation of the molecular properties compared to known 

experimental data and vary according to the particular semi-empirical model. A set of 

parameters for the MNDO, MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 semi-empirical models from the 

Wavefunction, Inc. Spartan molecular orbital programme can be seen in Appendix 2. 

In general, the performance of any semi-empirical model is directly related to how well 

the parameterisation of the model reproduces the wavefunctions, but on a practical basis 

even the smallest basis set ab initio model will reproduce molecular structure better that 

the semi-empirical models. What the semi-empirical models do provide is information, 

such as heat of formation values for molecules that would be very difficult to obtain by 

other means. Use can be made use of this information when performing thermodynamic 

calculations on molecules where experimental information is not available or unstable 

species where experimental measurements cannot be performed. 
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4 THERMODYNAMIC CALCULA nONS 

To be able to postulate a reaction for the formation of silicon nitride from trisilylamine 

and ammonia precursors requires that the reaction is initially thermodynamically 

feasible. The criterion for this is the Gibbs free energy change (L1Gom) which is related 

to the standard molar enthalpy change (L1HOm), the standard molar entropy change (L1S0m) 

and the temperature (T) by: 

(1) 

For the reaction to be thermodynamically feasible requires that L1Gom is both negative 

and large. The value of L1Gom for the analogous formation reaction of silicon nitride 

from silane and ammonia precursors will also be calculated. The two formation 

equations can be written as: 

N(SiH 3)3 + 3 NH3 ~ Si3N 4 + 9 H2 

3 SiH 4 + 4 NH3 ~ Si3N4 + 12 H2 

(2) 

(3) 

This will allow a direct comparison of the thermodynamics of the two reactions from 

which we can evaluate the potential of the trisilylamine and ammonia reaction for 

semiconductor applications. 

One of the required values is the standard molar enthalpy change (L1HOm) which is 

determined from the relationship: 

(4) 

Experimentally determined heat of formation values are available in the literature for all 

the molecules except for trisilylamine. In this case only values of semi-empirical 

calculations are available. An average of the two values will be used because there are 

no available data on the errors associated with the values. 

The standard molar entropy change (L1S0m) can be obtained from the relationship: 

L1Som = So (products) - So (reactants) (5) 
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and entropy of formation data are available on all products and reactants except 

trisilylamine. 

The absence of data requires that the entropy of trisilylamine must be calculated. The 

method of choice in this work involves calculating the entropy directly from 

spectroscopic data. As there is no experimental entropy value in the literature for 

comparison, the method requires verification by applying the calculation to a known 

substance and comparing the accuracy of the theoretical and measured values. Two 

methods have been considered to determine the accuracy ofthe entropy value: 

(a) Apply the calculation to a molecule of similar structure which has a known value 

of thermal entropy. In this case a suitable molecule is BCl3 which possesses the 

identical shape and symmetry point group to the heavy-atom skeleton of 

trisilylamine and has a very similar molecular weight. 

(b) Use curve-fitted empirical equations to estimate the entropy from plots of M.W 

versus So. 

In all the above calculations it is implicit that the calculation of thermodynamic 

properties is for the standard temperature of 298 K. 



4.1 STANDARD MOLAR ENTHALPY CHANGE (l'.HOm) FOR THE 

FORMATION OF Si3N4 
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This section deals with the calculation of the value of l'.Hom for the reactions of 

trisilylamine and ammonia to form silicon nitride (eqn. 2): 

Substituting values from appendix 1 into equation (4): 

allows the value of l'.Hom for the formation of silicon nitride from trisilylamine and 

ammonia to be obtained. The standard molar enthalpy of formation taken for 

trisilylamine was the mean of two MNDO calculations (Gmelin, 1989) converted from 

kcal/mol to kJ mor' using the factor 4.186 

We have therefore: 

Substituting in the values gives: 

l'.Hom = (- 743.5 + 0) - (- 137.7 + - 131.0) 

= - 474.8 kJ mor' 

(6) 

(7) 

In chapter 5 a range of semi-empirical models were used to obtain a value of the 

standard molar enthalpy of formation (l'.HOr) for trisilylamine. The value obtained from 

the mean of all the calculations was - 132.94 kJ mor'. Inserting this value in equation 

(6) permits a re-evaluation of the standard molar enthalpy change (l'.HOm) for the 

formation of Si3N4. Therefore: 

l'.Hom = (- 743.5 + 0) - (- 137.7 + - 132.94) = - 472.86 kJ mor' (8) 
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Repeating the calculation for the silane and ammonia reaction (eqn. 3): 

we obtain the result: 

(9) 

The values of ~Holl1 obtained for the reaction of trisilylamine with ammonia and silane 

with ammonia are both large and negative and as such indicate that both reactions are 

strongly exothermic and from the thermodynamic viewpoint would proceed to 

completion at standard room temperature and pressure. 



4.2 STANDARD MOLAR ENTROPY OF FORMATION (SO) FOR 

TRISIL YLAMINE 
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As no facilities exist at Middlesex University to measure the entropy of trisilylamine, 

nor is there a value available in the literature, the option considered was to evaluate the 

entropy from the relationship: 

SO (spectroscopic) = So (translational) + So (rotational) + SO (vibrational) (10) 

When attempting to calculate entropy it is clear that the largest contribution, and 

fortunately the easiest value to determine, is the translational entropy. 

4.2.1 Translational Entropy 

This is given by the Sackur-Tetrode equation (lames, 1976): 

SO (translational) = 28.72 log M + 195.48 J K' mor' 

where M = molecular weight (kg) 

(11) 

The molecular weight oftrisilylamine is 0.1 0735 kg mor' and substitution into equation 

(8) gives: 

SO (translational) = 28.72 log 0.1 07352 + 195.48 

= (28.72 x - 0.96919) + 195.48 

= - 27.84 + 195.48 

= + 167.64 J K'mor' 

4.2.2 Rotational Entropy 

(12) 

The rotational entropy of a molecule is dependent on a knowledge of the symmetry of 

the molecule and the moments of inertia about the major symmetry axes. The most 

important consideration when determining the rotational contribution is to ensure that 

the structure and symmetry of the molecule are assigned correctly prior to analysing the 

moments of inertia and the principal axes. The rotational symmetry number can be 
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assigned from a knowledge of the point group and a useful table is given in the literature 

(Herzberg, 1960). In this work we have assigned trisilylamine to the D 3h point group 

(Aylett, 1994) and therefore have used a rotational symmetry number cr = 6 (obtained 

from Herzberg) in the evaluation of the rotational entropy. This is the number of 

indistinguishable positions that a rigid body assumes when subject to rotation about its 

axes of symmetry. In the case of trisilylamine this is made up of 1 rotation around the 

C3 axis and 3 rotations around the C2 axes. No contribution for excited states is 

assumed as no odd numbers of electrons are present in the structure. If A, Band C 

describe the moments of inertia for rotations around the principal axes taken as 

Cartesian axes, then we can obtain a relationship for a planar polyatomic molecule. In 

this case there are symmetry operations in only two of the three principal axes given by 

(Knox, 1971): 

ABC = IxxIyy(Ixx + Iyy) (13) 

where Ixx = 3rnr2, Iyy = 2m(rsin60)2, r = bond length (metres) and m = M.W 

(kg) 

To evaluate the rotational entropy the relationship used is from Knox (Knox, 1971): 

(14) 

where R is the universal gas constant, cr is the rotational symmetry number, h is 

Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature (K) 

Substitution into equation (14) gives : 

[ [ 
_19J3/2] 3.2501 x 10 

SO (rotational) = R In (0.2954)x -67 .JABC 
4.3907 x 10 
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To evaluate the value of .J ABC we substitute the following values for trisilylamine: 

cr = 6, m = 31.114 g mor l and RN-Si = 1.738 X 10-10 m 

Therefore: 

2 31.114 (1.738xlO-
,of 

3rnr = 3 x 1000 x 6.022x 1023 = 4.6819 X 10-
45 

. 2 31.114 (1.738Xl0
IO

XO.866f -45 

2m(r.sin 60) = 2 x 000 X 23 = 2.341 x 10 
1 6.022xl0 

ABC = 3rnr2 x 2m(rsin60)2 x {3rnr2 + 2m(rsin60)2} 

= 1.096 x 10-89 {7.0229 X 1O-45} 

= 7.6971 X 10-134 

~ I -134 -67 
vABC = '/7.6971 x 10 = 2.7744 x 10 

Substitution gives: 

SO (rotational) = R In(1.8813 x 1071 x 2.7744 x 10-
67

) 

= Rln(5.2195 x 10
4

) 

= (8.3143 x 10.8627) 90.3161 

= + 90.32 J K' mor l (15) 

4.2.3 Vibrational Entropy 

The vibrational contribution to the entropy can be obtained using the relationship given 

by Knox: 

SO (vibrational) = R I [x.eX.(eX-l)-'] - [In (eX-I)] (16) 



h h.(J).c d . h ·b . Ifr (-I) h· were x =-- an (J) IS t e VI ratlOna equency cm , IS Planck's 
k.t 

constant, c is the velocity oflight, k is Boltzmann's constant and t is 

temperature (K) 
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All observable vibrational frequencies for trisilylamine (Gmelin, 1989) were included in 

the calculation and the contribution of the bonds to the entropy was evaluated. The 

results are shown in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 

Calculation of the Vibrational Entropy Component of Trisilylamine 

10.4531 34,652 34,651 2.9 x 10-5 10.4531 0.0003 

10.4386 34,153 34,152 2.9 x 10-5 10.4386 0.0003 

10.3856 32,390 32,389 3.1 x 10-5 10.3856 0.0003 

10.3566 31 ,464 31 ,463 3.2 x 10-5 10.3566 0.0003 

10.3180 31 ,273 31 ,272 3.2 x 10-5 10.3180 0.0003 

4.8791 131.5123 130.5123 0.0077 4.8715 0.0450 

4.8115 122.9159 121.9159 0.0082 4.8033 0.0477 

4.5654 96.1010 95.1010 0.0106 4.5549 0.0585 

4.5606 95.6409 94.6409 0.0106 4.5501 0.0587 

4.4448 85.1828 84.1828 0.0119 4.4330 0.0646 

4.4351 84.3606 83 .3606 0.01200 4.4232 0.0651 

4.3338 76.2334 75.2334 0.0133 4.3206 0.0708 

3.6099 36.9624 36.9624 0.0271 3.5825 0.1278 

3.3637 28.8959 27.8959 0.0359 3.3285 0.1558 

3.3637 28.8959 27.8959 0.0359 3.3285 0.1558 

3.1900 24.2884 23 .2884 0.0429 3.1480 0.1790 

2.3792 10.7963 9.7963 0.1021 2.2820 0.3401 

1.5057 4.5073 3.5073 0.2851 1.2549 0.6801 

0.9411 2.5628 1.5628 0.6399 0.4465 1.0968 
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The full list of band assignments are given in table n, page 5050 of Wendel (Wendel et 

aI., 1992) and page 101 of Gmelin (Gmelin, 1989). Evaluating equation (16) gives a 

value of the vibrational entropy. In this case: 

SO (vibrational) for trisilylamine = + 26.17 J K"I mor l (17) 

The substitution of entropy contributions from equations (10), (13) and (15) into 

equation (8) gives a value for the standard molar entropy oftrisilylamine at 298 K: 

SO = 167.64 + 90.32 + 26.17 = 284.13 J K"I mor l (18) 

Substituting the values listed in appendix 1 we can obtain a value for the standard molar 

entropy change (llSo m) for the formation of Si)N4 from the relationship (eqn. 5): 

llS0m = 101.3 + 1176.3 - 578.4 - 284.1 

= + 415.1 J K"I mor l (19) 

For the formation of silicon nitride from the silane and ammonia reaction, evaluation of 

equation (5) gives a value of: 

(20) 

It should be noted that the material discussed in this present work applies only to 

trisilylamine and other species in the gas phase. The positive entropy sign is an 

indication of a disordered state and upon attachment to a surface a molecule loses one 

degree of freedom and becomes less disordered. This implies that the entropy value will 

become less positive and in the limiting case where the molecule is attached to a surface 

and has lost all its three degrees of freedom the entropy will be at its minimum value. 

As this is a theoretical study no account has been taken of the processes that occur in 

non-equilibrium systems such as in plasma CVD reactors. Where species are 

condensing onto surfaces there will be a number of factors that need to be taken into 

account. There are a number of different ways in which absorption onto a surface can 
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occur and the mechanisms are different in each case. This work does not assume any 

particular mechanism because the emphasis is on the gas phase reaction and the 

precursor speCies. Temperature and pressure will also have an effect on the 

thermodynamics and kinetics of reaction in CVD systems and for a fully comprehensive 

study on the deposition using trisilylamine as a precursor at elevated temperature the 

thermodynamic values would have to be determined as no values are available in the 

literature for this work. The pressure in this study is assumed to be atmospheric 

pressure but in a CVD system the partial pressures of the reactants would need to be 

considered as would the nature of the dilutant and its potential effect on the film growth 

in a non-equilibrium situation. 
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4.3 GIBBS FREE ENERGY CHANGE (~Gom) FOR THE FORMATION OF Si3N4 

The Gibbs free energy change is given by the relationship (eqn. 1): 

Using the values of ~Hom = - 472.86 kJ mor! from equation (8) and ~Som = + 415.1 J K-! 

mor! from equation (19) we can substitute into equation (1) with temperature T equal to 

298.15 K. The value of ~Gom obtained for the formation of Si3N4 from the reaction of 

trisilylamine and ammonia is: 

~Gom = - 472.86 - (298.15 x 0.4151) 

= - 472.86 - 123.76 

= - 596.62 kJ mor! 

Repeating the calculation for the silane and ammonia reaction gives the result: 

~Gom = - 747.7 kJ mor! 

(21) 

(22) 



4.4 THE ACCURACY OF THE STANDARD MOLAR ENTROPY OF 

FORMATION (SO) CALCULA nON FOR TRISIL YLAMINE 
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The boron trichloride molecule was chosen as a reference on which to perform a 

specimen calculation to determine whether the method used to calculate the standard 

molar entropy of formation for trisilylamine produced an acceptable value. The 

following values were assumed when repeating the calculation for BCI3 : 

M.W = 0.11716 kg mori , cr = 6, m = 35.45 g mori , R8_CI = 1.715 X 10-10 m 

For the vibrational entropy the vibrational frequencies v I - V 4 (Gmelin, 1978) were 

used for both the IOB35Cl3 and IIB35Cl3 isotopic species. The values obtained for BCl3 are 

as follows: 

SO (translational) = 168.7 J K"I mor l 

So (rotational) = 95.63 J K"I mor l 

Sa (vibrational) = 26.34 J K"I mor l 

Substituting these values into equation (11) gives an entropy for BCl3 of: 

SO = 168.7 + 94.31 + 27.34 = 290.7 J K"I mor l 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

which is in excellent agreement with the published value for BCl3 of 290.1 J K"I mor l in 

the Chemical Rubber Handbook (Lide, 1993). 

A plot of molecular weight against So for known polyatomic gaseous molecules 

provides a curve-fitted equation of sufficient accuracy that a good estimate of the value 

of Sa for an unknown compound can be obtained. For polyatomic molecules with a 

molecular weight less than 250 a value of Sa can be expressed by an empirical curve

fitted equation (Dasent, 1970): 

Sa = 163 + l.4M - (2.6 x 10-3)M2 (27) 

More recently two further curve-fitted equations have been developed dependent on the 

number of atoms in the molecule (Kubaschewski, 1993). The equation for 4 atoms is: 
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so = -7.53 + 146.44 log M (28) 

and for 5 or more atoms: 

SO = -131.8 + 207.11 log M (29) 

Equation (28) can be applied to trisilylamine if we assume that the SiH) groups are one 

entity with a mass of 31. This is the approach taken when determining values of mr2 for 

the rotational entropy of a gas and allows a direct comparison of the equation with BCI) 

which has 4 atoms in the molecule. Table 4.2 gives a comparison of SO values for 

trisilylamine and BCI) from direct entropy calculation and equations generated from the 

graphical method. 

Table 4.2 

Comparison of Entropy Values of TSA and BCl3 

291.4 

289.9 295.4 

288.8 293.4 

287.4 293.4 

284.1 290.7 

290.1 

The results from the mean of the graphical method are within 1 % of the literature value 

for boron trichloride and this agreement gives confidence that, within the limitations of 

the method, a value of entropy can be obtained for neutral molecules where no value 

exists in the published literature. 
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4.5 STANDARD EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT 

The generally held relationship between the standard enthalpy and entropy changes and 

the equilibrium constant KO is: 

o o 
o 

log K (T) 
~S m 

2.303R 

~H m 

2.303RT 
(30) 

where R is the gas constant equal to 8.314 J KI mor l and T = 298.15 K 

Substituting our calculated values for ~Som and ~Ho m into the equation we obtain for the 

reaction oftrisilylamine and ammonia to form silicon nitride: 

o 
log K (T) 

412.4 

19.15 

o 104 
K (T) = 4.9 x 10 

3 
- 474.8 x 10 

3 
5.71 x 10 

= 21.54 - (- 83.15) = 104.69 

(31) 

Repeating the calculation for the reaction of silane and ammonia to form silicon nitride: 

o 130 
K (T) 8.91 x 10 (32) 
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5 SEMI-EMPIRICAL CALCULATIONS 

The main models available for semi-empirical calculation are MNDO, MNDO/d, AMI 

and PM3. Due to the difference in parameterisation of the models it is not possible to 

say with any degree of certainty that one particular model will be most suitable for this 

work. To obtain some information on the models and their applicability some test runs 

will be performed to see what molecules they can handle and how the results compare 

for each of the models and the degree of reproducibility of each model. 

Information available from the semi-empirical programmes includes data on bond 

length and angle, dipole moment, charge density on atoms, lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO), highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and electron 

probability. Some or all of these will be useful in determining the potential for reaction 

of trisilylamine. 

Three different commercially available molecular orbital programmes have been used to 

determine the standard molar enthalpy of formation for trisilylamine. Due to the limited 

number of semi-empirical models available there is insufficient data to perform a 

meaningful statistical analysis (F or t test) of the data. Therefore the standard deviation 

has been calculated to provide information on the standard deviation from the mean (Z 

factor) for each data point. 
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5.1 SOFTWARE 

The main software package used in this programme of work was Chem3D Pro from 

CambridgeSoft Corporation. Chem3D incorporates the MOPAC semi-empirical 

calculation routines developed by Fujitsu and runs on a PC using the Windows 

operating system. The majority of the standard molar enthalpy of formation information 

was obtained using this package. 

Additionally two other software packages containing molecular orbital routines were 

obtained on a time-limited demonstration basis. One was a personal computer (PC) 

version of Hyperchem 5.1 from Hypercube which was fully functional and obtained on 

a two week time-limited trial. The other was a fully functional copy of the Spartan 

molecular orbital software package obtained on a 30 day trial. The Spartan programme 

was run on an HP 700 UNIX workstation. These additional programmes were useful as 

they allowed comparisons to be made between the methods implemented in the 

software. 

In all three software packages a graphical user interface (GUI) was provided so that a 

graphical representation of the molecule could be created rather than having to write a 

textual input file to represent the molecule. Each package provided a molecular 

mechanics routine to minimise the energy of the molecule. For Chem3D and 

Hyperchem 5.1 this was MM2 and for Spartan was SYBIL. The MNDO, AMI and 

PM3 semi-empirical models were implemented in all the software packages and 

additionally Chem3D and Spartan had an implementation of MNDO/d. Two modes of 

operation were allowed: 

(a) single energy mode where one iteration ofthe algorithm is used or 

(b) an optimisation of the geometry which requires multiple iterations to converge the 

calculation below a preset level 

For single energy calculations the result is highly dependent on the ability of the model 

to obtain a good result in one iteration and is therefore a function of the quality of the 

parameters in the model. For this programme of work it was decided that single energy 

calculations would not provide sufficient accuracy and would be ignored. 
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One of the problems with the implementation of semi-empirical models is that the 

parameterisation is different for different models and may vary for different 

implementations of the same model. There is no easy way of determining which of the 

models will perform best in predicting the structure, energy and thermodynamic 

properties of the molecules. From information in the Chem3D manual the programmes 

compute the standard molar enthalpy of formation from the relationship: 

° LlH r = Eelec + EnucI + Eisol + Eatom (1) 

where Eelec is obtained from the SCF calculation, EnucI is the core-core 

repulsion and Eisol and Eatom are parameters supplied by the potential function 

defined for the gas phase at 298 K for one mole of a compound from its elements in 

their standard state. The semi-empirical software used in this investigation originates in 

the USA and therefore all the energy values are given in units of kcallmol. In this, and 

future chapters, all values of energy in kcallmol have been converted to kJ mof' using 

the factor 4.186. 

Prior to using the semi-empirical methods on trisilylamine, some calculations were 

performed on silane and ammonia to investigate the functioning of the models. Each 

model in the two PC programmes were used to determine the standard molar enthalpy 

of formation of silane and ammonia and the results are given in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 

Values of LlHor for Silane and Ammonia from Energy Minimisation Calculations using 

Chem3D 

+4.96 +4.73 - 26.72 - 26.83 

+ 43.53 N /A - 26.67 N/A 

+ 17.25 + 17.04 - 30.53 - 30.68 

+ 52.22 + 51.99 - 12.87 - 12.98 

+ 34.37 - 45.96 
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It appears that for small, inorganic molecules the ability of the semi-empirical models to 

obtain a correct minimum convergence point is variable. However, all the models 

correctly predicted the formation of silane to be endothermic and the formation of 

ammonia to be exothermic. It is also interesting to note that the oldest of the semi

empirical models MIND03, which is based on the INDO (Intermediate Neglect of 

Differential Overlap) integrals of Pop le, performed better than the newer models. In 

this model every atom is represented by eight parameters and every pair of atoms by one 

parameter. This programme has also been used successfully for calculations of the 

electronic structure of silicon nitride (Gritsenko et aI., 1997). 

From the CambridgeSoft analysis of the semi-empirical models one can conclude that, 

in the absence of empirical data, the MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 calculations currently 

represent the best means of obtaining a value for the standard molar enthalpy of 

formation of trisilylamine. All these models are based on the NDDO (Neglect of 

Differential Diatomic Overlap) principle with MNDO having seven atomic parameters 

and one for computing multipole interactions. In contrast AM 1 and PM3 are very 

similar with about fourteen parameters per atom and varying only on their respective 

choice of parameter. 

The analysis in table 5.1 demonstrates that newer models are not necessarily more 

accurate than older models and that improvements in the formulation of the model may 

have a detrimental effect in the calculation of wavefunctions for certain molecules. It 

appears then to be important to run baseline tests on molecules with each of the semi

empirical models prior to extracting thermodynamic, bonding and structural data. This 

is especially important where the representations of the orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) 

are to be used to infer information on reactivity and bonding. Parameterisation and 

atomic data can be seen in Appendix 2. 



5.2 STANDARD MOLAR ENTHALPY OF FORMATION (~HOf) FOR 

TRISIL YLAMINE 
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The trisilylamine molecule was created in each of the GUI screens and saved as a 

default file after energy minimisation using the MM2 molecular mechanics programme. 

In each case the minimised molecular structure possessed C3v symmetry with the van der 

Waals energy dominating the steric energy values. The steric energies obtained were: 

Chem3D 

Hyperchem 5.1 

Spartan 

- 0.985 kJ mor l 

- 2.127 kJ mor l 

- 3.684 kJ mor l 

The information about the progress of the calculation is stored as a file. In the case of 

Hyperchem 5.1 and Chem3D the output files are stored as MS Word readable files. An 

example is given for Hyperchem 5.1 in Appendix 3. 

5.2.1 Standard Molar Enthalpy of Formation 

Table 5.2 gives the values for the molar enthalpy of formation for trisilylamine from 

calculations that involve optimisation of the molecular geometry. The MIND03 

programme was unable to achieve self-consistency and the calculation terminated early. 

The MIND03 method was no longer considered for use after this point. 

Table 5.2 

Values of ~H of for Trisilylarnine from Geometric Optimisation Calculations 

NIA - 137.41 - 130.73 

- 127.76 - 127.60 - 127.05 

- 138.01 - 137.54 - 137.38 

Livant et aI. , 1983 -130.31 kJ mol 

Cuthbertson et aI., 1983 -131.57 kJ mol 
- I 
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In table 5.2 there are eight results from three different semi-empirical methods 

implemented in three different software programmes. The standard molar enthalpy of 

formation of trisilylamine is best calculated from the mean of the eight readings. This 

was achieved by calculating the standard deviation of the readings, S, from the equation: 

S 
I:t(X

j 
- X)2 

N -1 
(2) 

where N is the number of readings, x . are the individual readings and x is the 
I 

mean of the readings 

Substituting the results from Table 5.3 into equation (2) gives: 

Standard deviation S ~181.48 
7 = .J25.93 = 5.092 (3) 

Table 5.3 

Calculation of Standard Deviation of ~H of for Trisilylamine 

N& ber ~ean Number-~an (Numm -Meanr~ 1;W~z"sz~cr;;, 
'" " 

I'!!J 
Jl~.41 132.94 4.47 19.98 0.87 

11"73 132.94 2.21 4.88 0.43 
I", 

127.05 132.94 - 5.89 34.69 - 1.16 

~60 132.94 - 5.34 28.52 - 1.05 

12w176 132.94 -5.18 26.83 - 1.02 

138.01 132.94 5.07 25 .71 0.99 
,', 

I ~ 
l~.54 132.94 4.60 21.16 0.90 

1§'.38 132.94 4.44 19.71 0.87 

Sum = 1063.48 Sum = 181.48 

Mean = 132.94 

We can convert the readings into a distribution by determining the relative standing of 

each reading in terms of standard deviations from the mean using the Z score equation: 
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z 
(x . - x) 

I 

S 
(4) 

where S is the standard deviation 

The Z scores obtained in table 5.3 indicate that the values of ~H of for trisilylamine from 

geometric optimisation calculations using three different semi-empirical models and 

three implementations of the models are all around one standard deviation from the 

mean. However, all three implementations of the AMI model are above one standard 

deviation and therefore this model is less applicable to trisilylamine than the others for 

the determination of ~H of. 

As these were results from one run and it was considered important to determine the 

variation in each semi-empirical programme as well as between them. Five energy 

minimisation runs were performed using the MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 programmes 

with Chem3D starting each time with a new molecule of trisilylamine. By creating the 

molecules via text input of the chemical formula and moving a different hydrogen atom 

each time, the starting point of the calculation could be varied to obtain the maximum 

variation in the standard molar enthalpy of formation. The results of this experiment are 

given in table 5.4. Analysis of the results showed that there were minimal variations for 

the MNDO/d model whereas the AMI model gave a small variation which may be 

explained by the Z factor calculated in table 5.3. 

Table 5.4 

Repeatability of ~Hof Value for MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 Semi-empirical Methods 

from Energy Minimisation Calculations using Chem3D 

128.28713 137.41248 137.53580 

127.57529 137.41240 137.53044 

128.28709 137.41248 137.48691 

127.60255 137.41299 137.53137 

127.87088 137.41256 137.51811 
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5.2.2 Molecular Geometry and Atomic Charges 

Each of the semi-empirical methods provides an output file with the geometric data. 

The bond angle (degrees) and bond length (nm) data are given in table 5.5. 

Table 5.5 

Comparison of Bonding Data for Trisilylamine from Energy Minimisation Calculations 

using Chem3D 

0.2976 0.1718 0.1470 120.0 112.5 106.3 this work 

0.2997 0.1756 0.1501 117.1 111.1 107.3 this work 

0.2997 0.1734 0.1485 119.7 108.1 110.8 1 

0.2998 0.1736 0.1506 119.4 106.6 112.2 1 

0.3005 0.1738 0.154 119.6 N/A N/A 2 

0.3043 0.1757 0.1443 120.0 109.3 N/A 3 

NIA 0.1758 0.1443 N/A 109.4 N/A 4 

Beagley et aI., 1970 3 Cuthbertson et aI., 1983 

Hedberg, 1955 4 Livant et aI. , 1983 

Where more than one bond length or bond angle is involved the mean value has been 

given in the table. There are two sets of values obtained from electron diffraction 

experiments by Beagley given in table 5.5. The results highlighted in bold text were 

obtained using a fixed value of 0.1485 nm for the Si-H bond length and are considered 

by chemists to represent the most accurate experimental results available with which to 

compare the results obtained from the semi-empirical models. 

The MNDO/d model appears to be good at predicting bond angles but poor with bond 

lengths whereas almost the reverse is true of the AMI and PM3 models. The 

performance of the MNDO/d model is not unreasonable as the geometry of the model 

was close to expectations. What is disappointing is the performance in predicting the 

bond lengths which were noticeably worse than the AMI and PM3 models. 
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The charge on the atoms is an indication of the polarisation and delocalisation effects 

within the molecule. Table 5.6 gives a comparison of the atomic charges. In all cases 

the charges on the nitrogen, silicon and hydrogen atoms follow the same sequence: 

MNDO/d > AMI > PM3 

Table 5.6 

Comparison of Atomic Charge Data for Trisilylamine from Energy Minimisation 

Calculations using Chem3D 

-0.56813 

1.79325 1.15038 0.66838 

1.79328 1.15204 0.66852 

1.79328 1.15448 0.66842 

-0.43381 -0.23496 -0.14658 

-0.43322 -0.25258 -0.18125 

-0.43333 -0.26154 -0.15120 

-0.43331 -0.23078 -0.15150 

-0.43383 -0.26263 -0.14656 

-0.43320 -0.25929 -0.18106 

-0.43382 -0.23047 -0.14671 

-0.43320 -0.26409 -0.18118 

R(13) -0.43333 -0.25666 -0.15114 

5.2.3 Molecular Structure 

The structure of trisilylamine is generated by semi-empirical methods via quantum 

mechanical techniques and varies with the parameterisation of the model. From the 

work ofVarma (Varma et aI. , 1963) we know that the dipole moment oftrisilylamine is 

zero as would be expected for a perfectly symmetrical, planar molecule. The magnitude 

is the dipole moment of the molecule determined by the vector sum of the constituent 

moments obtained by summation over all nuclei and electrons in the molecule. This can 

be represented by an equation of the form: 



N 

Le)(X)i + Y)j + Z)k) 
)=) 

(5) 

where fl is the dipole moment, N is the number of atoms, e) is the charge of the 

th 
I particle and i, j and k are unit vectors 
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The dipole moments for trisilylamine from semi-empirical models are given in table 5.7. 

Table 5.7 

Values of Dipole Moment for Trisilylamine from Energy Minimisation Calculations 

using Chem3D 

- 0.179 0.062 - 0.060 0.198 

- 0.062 0.147 0.087 0.181 

From the results obtained it is evident that the MNDO/d model has managed to optimise 

the structure of trisilylamine sufficiently well that it has almost, but not quite, produced 

a planar and symmetrical molecule. From the output file the symmetry point group for 

the energy minimisation oftrisilylamine by MNDO/d and AMI models is Cs and C3v for 

geometric optimisation by the PM3 model. In the following figures we can see 

information available from the semi-empirical programmes. In figure 5.1 by utilising 

the wire bond models it is possible to take a Newman projection along a bond to see 

how close the semi-empirical models get to the planar structure of trisilylamine after 

energy minimisation. Figure 5.2 shows the total charge density surfaces which 

represent the probability of finding electrons in space and provides the best "shape" for 

the molecule. 

In figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) have been mapped onto the electron density 

surfaces. This provides a colour-coded visualisation of the distribution of the molecular 

orbitals over the atoms in the molecule. Areas of highest occupancy are coloured red 

and lowest occupancy are coloured violet and the mid colour is green. The AMI and 

PM3 models show a distinct similarity in the delocalisation of the molecular orbitals 

mapped onto the total electron distribution surface. Variation in colour is apparent 
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indicating differences in occupation. In companson the MNDO/d model shows 

complete localisation of orbitals and very even occupancy of molecular orbitals. These 

differences are due to the different algorithm used in the MNDO/d model but which is 

the most appropriate cannot be decided on calculation alone. 
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(a) MNDO/d 

(b) AMI 

(c) PM3 

Figure 5.1 

Newman Projection of Trisilylamine from Semi-empirical Models 
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(a)MNDO/d 

(b) AMI 

(c) PM3 

Figure 5.2 

Total Charge Density of Trisilylamine from Various Semi-empirical Models 
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(a) HOMO - top view (b) HOMO bottom view 

(c) LUMO - top view (d) LUMO bottom view 

Figure 5.3 

HOMO and LUMO of Trisilylamine from AMI Semi-empirical Model 
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(a) HOMO - top view (b) HOMO bottom view 

(c) LUMO - top view (d) LUMO bottom view 

Figure 5.4 

HOMO and LUMO of Trisilylamine from PM3 Semi-empirical Model 
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(a) HOMO - top view (b) HOMO bottom view 

(c) LUMO - top view (d) LUMO bottom view 

Figure 5.5 

HOMO and LUMO of Trisilylamine from MNDO/d Semi-empirical Model 
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5.3 THE EFFECT OF HYDROGEN REMOVAL 

Molecular orbital programmes allow the investigation of the potential for triaminosilyl 

radicals to be involved in reaction mechanisms in an analogous way to silyl radicals in 

silane radical reactions. One possibility is that trisilylamine loses hydrogen atoms and 

that -NH2 groups attach onto the silicon atoms from the position where the hydrogen 

atom was lost. The values of the molar enthalpy of formation for partial 

dehydrogenation of trisilylamine has been determined and the results are given in table 

5.8. 

Table 5.8 

Values of L1Hof of Dehydrogenated Trisilylamine from Energy Minimisation 

Calculations using Chem3D 

- 135.96 - 127.59 - 137.47 

- 0.77 - 60.83 - 51.42 

+ 6.28 + 5.60 -4.17 

+ 10.57 +7.24 + 3.24 

+ 74.65 + 25.75 + 23 .75 

Of the results obtained there are considerable variations in the values. This is not 

altogether unexpected because, in general, the algorithms in semi-empirical methods are 

parameterised with molecules rather than radicals. The N(SiH3)2SiH radical species 

produced a difference in sign for the PM3 model which was unexpected. In order to 

analyse these differences reference needs to be made to ab initio calculations or 

empirically determined results which are currently unavailable. 

Information can be obtained on the standard molar enthalpy change from the reaction 

for the formation ofN(SiH3)2SiH2 via hydrogen extraction with H: 

H + (SiH 3 )3 N ~ N(SiH) 2 SiH 2 + H2 (6) 

by substituting values from appendix 1 into equation (7): 



Therefore: 

llHom = llHof(N(SiH3)2SiH2) + llHOf(H2) - llHof(N(SiH3)3) + llHOf(H) 

= (- 37.67 + 0) - (+ 218.0 + - 132.94) 

= - 122.73 kJ mor l 
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(7) 

(8) 

For the formation ofN(SiH3)2SiH2 via the reaction ofNH2 we can substitute values from 

appendix 1 into equation (7): 

to obtain the standard molar enthalpy change: 

llHom = llHof (N(SiH3)2SiH2) + llHof (NH3) - llHof(N(SiH3)3) + llHof (NH2) 

= (- 37.67 + - 45.9) - (+ 109.37 + - 132.94) 

= - 59.97 kJ mor l 

What is of interest is that both hydrogen extraction reactions are exothermic. 

(9) 

(10) 
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5.4 AN ESTIMATION OF THE Si-N AND Si-H BOND STRENGTH 

With information on the value of ~Hom for (SiH3)3N and (SiH3)2NSiH2 it is possible to 

obtain an estimate of the mean bond energy for the Si-N and Si-H bonds (see OU, 

1975). The complete dissociation oftrisilylamine is given by the equation: 

(SiH3)3N (g) = N (g) + 3 Si (g) + 9 H (g) (11) 

For which the value of ~Hom is given by: 

Substituting values from appendix 1 gives a value of ~Hom as follows: 

~Holl1 = (472.7 + 1350 + 1962) - (- 132.94) 

= + 3917.64 kJ mol 
-I 

(12) 

If we now repeat the calculation for N(SiH3)2SiH2 which is trisilylamine minus one 

hydrogen atom we can obtain an approximation for the Si-H bond strength. Therefore: 

N(SiH3)2SiH2 (g) = N (g) + 3 Si (g) + 8 H (g) (13) 

For which the value of ~Hom is given by: 

Substituting values from appendix 1 allows us to calculate the value of ~Hom for the 

total dissociation as follows: 

~Hol11 = (472.7 + 1350 + 1744) - (-37.67) 

= + 3604.37 kJ mol 
- I 

(14) 

We can write ~Hom in terms of the mean bond energy Em(Si-H) as the value of ~Hom is 

directly related to the sum of all the bond energies in the molecule. We have: 



f1Hom (N(SiH3)3) = 3 Em (Si-N) + 9 Em (Si-H) 

f1Hom ((SiH3)2NSiH2) = 3 Em (Si-N) + 8 Em (Si-H) 

which gives respectively: 

3917.64 = 3 Em (Si-N) + 9 Em (Si-H) 

3604.37 = 3 Em (Si-N) + 8 Em (Si-H) 

On subtracting simultaneous equations the value of Em(Si-H) is given by: 

Si-H = 3917.64 - 3604.37 = 313.27 kJ mol 
- I 
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(15) 

the mean bond energy Em(Si-N) can be obtained by calculating the total Si-H bond 

energy and subtracting this from f1Hom and dividing the resultant energy by three. 

Therefore: 

3917.64 - 9 Em (Si-H) = 3917.64 - 9 (313.27) = 3917.64 - 2819.43 = 1098.2113 

3604.37 - 8 Em (Si-H) = 3604.37 - 8 (313.27) = 3604.37 - 2506.16 = 1098.2113 

1098.21 - I 
Em (Si-N) = 3 = 366.07 kJ mol 

If the calculation is repeated for the Si-H bond in silane we have: 

Substituting values from Appendix 1 provides a value of f1Ho m for the total dissociation 

as follows : 

° f1H on = (+ 450 + 872) - (+ 34.3) 

= + 1287.7 kJ mol 
-I 

Therefore: 
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1287.7 ., 
Em (Si-H) = 4 = 321.9 kJ mol 

Similar values are given for the Si-H bond strength in silane ' of 325.5 kJ mor' by 

Trotman-Dickenson (Trotman-Dickenson, 1973) and 339.1 kJ mor' from pyrolysis in 

Gmelin (Gmelin, 1982). 
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5.5 THE FORMATION OF AMINOTRISIL YLAMINES 

The formation of aminotrisilylamines requires that -NH2 groups will substitute for 

hydrogen atoms in the trisilylamine structure. There exists the possibility that in a 

plasma reaction any level of substitution may occur from mono- to nona-substitution. 

This being the case all molecules that could be formed are shown in figure 5.6. 

N 
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N N 

~ 
N N N N 

~3NH2. ~ ~ 
N N N X 

N N N N N 

~4NH2 N~ N~N • 
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X N 

N N N N 

~5NH2 N~ NX • 
N N N 

X N N 

N N N 

~ONH2 • N~N NX 
N N NN 

N N 

~7NH2 X X • 
N N N 

NN N 
N N 
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N 

~8NH2 X ... 
N N 

NN N 

N 

~9NH2 X ... 
N N 

NN N N 

Key: 

equates to tile stl11ctm'e 

N equates to the RI'OUP 

Figure 5.6 

Formation of Molecules by Amination of Trisilylamine 

The standard molar enthalpy of formation for all the species shown in figure 5.6 has 

been determined. In view of the anomalous standard molar enthalpy of formation for 

trisilylamine obtained from the MNDO model, a decision was taken only to use the 

MNDOID, AMl and PM3 molecular orbital models. The results are given in table 5.9. 

The values given in table 5.9 do not clearly show any trends that might be present in the 

way that the energy associated with the addition of amino groups is affected by the 

position of the hydrogen that is being substituted and any amino groups that are already 

present. The main observation from table 5.9 is that all the standard molar enthalpy of 

formation values are negative and increase with increasing numbers of Si-N bonds. To 

show this the data in table 5.9 is presented graphically in figure 5.7. 



Table 5.9 

Values of ~Hof of Substituted Trisilylamines from Energy Minimisation Calculations 

using Chem3D 

PM3 

- 137.41 - 127.60 - 137.54 13 

- 205.02 - 238.67 -231.01 15 

- 264.80 - 360.49 - 329.30 17 

- 270.87 - 348.65 - 324.84 17 

- 316.41 - 480.99 - 427.09 19 

- 330.15 - 467.68 - 421.44 19 

- 334.79 - 456.85 - 412.19 19 

- 379.59 - 589.02 - 520.38 21 

- 383 .35 - 588.62 - 512.48 21 

- 389.90 - 576.82 - 507.65 21 

- 449.36 - 693.60 - 601.92 23 

- 434.50 - 710.77 - 615 .38 23 

-439.51 - 696.78 - 606.92 23 

- 479.26 - 825.55 -711.18 25 

- 494.38 - 818.06 - 699.56 25 

- 500.76 - 814.38 - 703.77 25 

- 538.21 - 933.96 - 823.17 27 

- 546.98 - 933.41 - 798.18 27 

- 585.83 - 1052.78 - 898.88 29 

- 624.26 - 1168.70 - 991.34 31 
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Figure 5.7 

Graph of Standard Molar Enthalpy of Formation vs. Number ofNH2 Groups for 

MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 Semi-empirical Models 
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A limited amount of information was obtained from the AMI and PM3 models in 

Hyperchem 5.1 and these results are given in table 5.10. A comparison of results 

obtained from Chem3D and Hyperchem 5.1 are given in table 5.11. 

Table 5.10 

Values of ~Hof for Substituted Trisilylamines from Geometric Optimisation 

Calculations using Hyperchem 5.1 

- 348.74 - 307.76 

- 348.95 - 308.84 

- 457.36 - 403.78 

- 481.52 - 426.60 

Table 5.11 

17 

17 

19 

19 

Comparison of ~Hof Values for Substituted Trisilylamines from Chem3D and 

Hyperchem 5.1 Semi-empirical Models 

Chem3D 

AMI 

- 238.67 - 238.60 

- 360.49 - 329.30 - 348.74 - 307.76 

- 348.65 - 324.84 - 348.95 - 308.84 

- 456.85 - 412.19 - 457.36 - 403.78 

- 480.99 - 427.09 - 481.52 - 426.60 

In table 5.12 the values from table 5.9 have been reformulated to show the molecular 

weight of the molecules and a factor of standard molar enthalpy of formation divided by 

the molecular weight to normalise the energy. Figure 5.8 illustrates the normalisation 
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factor for each of the possible aminated trisilylamine molecules shown in figure 5.6 

plotted against the number ofNH2 groups. 

Table 5.12 

Nonnalisation Factor Derived from Mean Values of L1Hor and Molecular Weight for 

Trisilylamine and Derivatives 

Molecule mO
f MW Factor 

- 134.18 107.35 1.25 

- 224.90 122.37 1.84 

~(S~~2SiH(NHJ2 - 318.20 137.39 2.32 

Nsift;(SmiNHJ 2 - 314.79 137.39 2.29 

-408.16 152.40 2.68 

- 406.42 152.40 2.67 

- 401.28 152.40 2.63 

- 496.33 167.42 2.97 

- 494.82 167.42 2.96 

N(SiH2NH2)2SiHCNHJ2 - 491.46 167.42 2.94 

- 586.88 182.44 3.22 

- 581.07 182.44 3.19 

- 581.63 182.44 3.19 

- 670.67 197.46 3.40 

NS~fSi(NHJ3)2 - 672.00 197.46 3.40 

N(SiJt(NH1)J3 - 672.97 197.46 3.41 

- 765.11 212.48 3.60 

- 759.52 212.48 3.58 

- 845.83 227.49 3.72 

-928.10 242.51 3.83 
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Figure 5.8 

Graph ofNonnalisation Factor vs. Number OfNH2 Groups 
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6 PLASMA ENHANCED DEPOSITION OF SILICON NITRIDE 

In this chapter an attempt will be made to postulate a mechanism for the reaction of 

trisilylamine and ammonia in a plasma. Available for comparison are the known 

reactions of si lane and ammonia and the conditions of temperature and pressure under 

which they occur. 

There are two initiation reactions that will be considered. One is the initial step in the 

reaction of silane and ammonia proposed by Tachibane et al: 

(1) 

in which their reaction involves the lone pair of electrons centered on the nitrogen atom 

of ammonia attacking a silicon atom which is positively polarised. 

The other initiation process involves the formation and reaction of radical species as 

suggested by Tachibane (Tachibane et aI., 1992): 

and J asinski (J asinski et aI., 1989): 

H + SiH
4 
~ SiH 3 + H2 

NH2 + SiH
4 
~ SiH 3 + NH3 

(2) 

(2) 

(3) 

Iftrisilylamine reacts in the same mechanistic way then we can propose the formation of 

the respective analogous products: 

N(SiH 3)3 + NH3 ~ N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2NH2 + H2 

H + N(SiH 3)3 ~ N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2 + H2 

NH2 + N(SiH 3)3 ~ N(SiH)2 SiH 2 + NH3 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

In the case of energy supplied by a plasma for CVD reactions the most likely occurrence 

is the formation of neutral, ion and radical species. 
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From the review of the literature it is evident that most authors consider that under 

conditions of excess ammonia the reaction of silane and ammonia proceeds via 

triaminosilane and/or tetraaminosilane species. The deposition of silicon nitride is very 

dependent on the plasma conditions and especially on the gas phase ratio of silane to 

ammonia precursors. Unlike silane, trisilylamine is a prevenient precursor and therefore 

it cannot be assumed that the reaction will proceed in an analogous way to that with 

silane and ammonia. The most appropriate approach therefore is to consider all the 

possible species that could be formed by the interaction of trisilylamine and ammonia 

having due consideration to the potential reactions of silane and ammonia. 

By using semi-empirical MO methods the standard molar enthalpy of formation of all 

the reactant species can be determined and from these values can be calculated the value 

of ~Hom' This will provide information on the stability of the species and the exothermic 

or endothermic nature of the reactions. 

From the work of Lucovsky and others it is known that silicon nitride does not contain 

measurable quantities of Si-Si and N-N bonds, which limits the reactions that can occur. 

In terms of the structure of trisilylamine and silicon nitride there is evidence in the 

literature of the structural similarity between planar trisilylarnine and crystalline silicon 

nitride (Lucovsky et aI. , 1983) and that the planar NSi3 skeleton in trisilylamine is 

nearly identical to that of NSi3 in the framework of a and ~-silicon nitride (Julian et aI. , 

1988). It is not unreasonable to suggest therefore that reaction with ammonia to form 

silicon nitride requires little structural modification from the trisilylamine precursor to 

the product. 
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6.1 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A PLASMA 

For PECVD applications, a glow discharge plasma is produced at reduced pressure (i.e. 

a vacuum) and consists of a highly complex mixture of ions, electrons, radicals and 

neutrals maintained in a continuous state of generation and recombination. The 

characteristics of the plasma state are defined by the electron density and electron 

energy, and various plasm as are shown in figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 

Characterisation of a Plasma by Electron Density and Energy 

(after RosIer et aI, 1976) 

In the case of plasma deposition of insulators the plasma is a glow discharge generated 

by an applied voltage. The application of glow discharges in semiconductor fabrication 

technology is a technologically mature process. 
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In PECVD reactors the system chamber is evacuated to a base pressure, then a precursor 

gas (or mixture of gases) is introduced to increase the pressure to within the operating 

pressure range for a glow discharge plasma to be initiated and sustained. The plasma is 

initiated by applying a voltage across horizontal, parallel electrode plates. A typical set

up is shown in figure 6.2. 

RF. Plate 
(cathode) 

~ RE Generator 

Source Gas ---+ t 
Vacuum 

Figure 6.2 

Radial Flow Parallel Plate Reactor 

(after Bunshah et aI, 1982) 

The production of reactive species in a plasma occurs via two main processes. These 

are impact ionisation and impact excitation. In the case of argon: 

+ 
e + Ar ---+ Ar + 2e (7) 

e+Ar---+Ar + e (8) 

The external energy source acts on both ions and electrons, but due to the mass 

difference the much lighter electrons can be accelerated by the field while the heavier 

ions will have only slightly higher kinetic energy than the neutrals. The acceleration 
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and inelastic collisions of electrons and neutral atoms produces ions and propagates and 

multiplies electrons. The avalanche collisions of electrons and neutral atoms continues 

until a plasma density is achieved concomitant with the applied external field. For this 

type of plasma the electron density is between 10
9 

- 1012/cm with electron energies of 

between 1 - 10 eV. Assuming 1 eV - 100 kJ mor
l 

it is clear that within this energy 

range almost any chemical bond can be broken by electron impact. 

Consider as an example the case of carbon tetrafluoride which dissociates under electron 

impact to give a pair of radicals: 

CF + e ~ CF . + F· + e 
4 3 

(9) 

To maintain the essential neutrality of the plasma the creation processes must be 

balanced by recombination and relaxation processes forming neutral atoms. In the case 

of argon: 

+ 
e+Ar ~Ar (l0) 

e + Ar ~ Ar + hv (11) 

a quanta of energy is released, the wavelength of which is dependent on the pathway 

from excited state to ground state. Energy with a wavelength between 4000 and 7000 A 

will be in the visible region and responsible for the phenomena known as the "plasma 

glow" observed in the plasma. A large number of other processes occur in the plasma 

region with varying degrees of importance. 

With a DC voltage the large disparity in mass between electrons and ions will cause 

problems with an insulator in the system. The consequence of this thousand fold 

difference in speed is that the electron flux will charge an insulator up to a floating 

potential, V f, which is always less than the overall plasma potential, V p. When fully 

charged the insulator will begin to repel further incoming electrons and a positively 

charged sheath will develop around the insulator. This charging effect is not compatible 

with good film deposition of insulators. 

In practice DC power supplies are seldom used to power PECVD systems because the 

capacitative coupling means the voltage characteristics show a time dependence and the 
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discharge will extinguish itself every time the voltage at the insulator surface drops 

below the discharge sustaining voltage. With an AC discharge it has been determined 

empirically that frequencies above 100 kHz are sufficient to maintain a continuous 

discharge and the alternating positive and negative charge ensures that no build-up of 

charge occurs. Most systems use the 13.56 MHz radio frequency (RP) band assigned to 

commercial users, but lower frequencies and dual frequencies have been utilised to 

tailor thin film dielectric characteristics. For more information see, for example, the 

account given by Hess and Graves of plasma-assisted chemical vapour deposition 

(Hitchman et aI. , 1993). 
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6.2 MEAN FREE PATH FOR TRISIL YLAMINE 

We can estimate a value for the mean free path, A" oftrisilylamine at temperature, T and 

pressure, p , from the equation: 

A, = 
k.T 

J2.p.7r./ 

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, p is pressure and d is 

molecular diameter 

(12) 

The molecular diameter of trisilylamine, d, is obtained as the mean of the largest 

distance across the energy minimised structure measured from each of the four semi

empirical programmes. The actual values provided by MNDO, MNDO/d, AMI and 

PM3 were 5.079, 5.266, 5.212 and 5.328 A respectively and the mean value obtained 

was 5.2 x 1O-8cm. From equation 12 and using a pressure of 0.5 Torr: 

A,= 

A, = 

- 23 
1.38 x 10 x 298 

- 8 2 
1.414 x 3.142 x 0.5 x (5.2 x 10 ) 

- 21 
4.11x10 

- 15 
6.01 x 10 

- 7 -1-2 
6.84 x 10 J TOff cm (13) 

We require the mean free path to be in centimetres and so we have to multiply by the 

appropriate factors to remove the energy and pressure terms: 

- 7 
A, = 6.84 x 10 x 

- 2 
8.206 x 10 

8.31 
x 1000 x 760 

- 3 
5.14 x 10 cm (14) 

This method was obtained from a specimen calculation available on the internet at URL 

http://mulliken.chem.hope.edu/-poliklChem345-1997/vacuumtechniques/vacuumtechniquesl .htm 
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At reduced pressure the mean free path (distance between collisions) and the collision 

diameter (~ molecular diameter) are so disparate that bimolecular reactions are not 

feasible. In a gas phase plasma there are also many reactive ions and radicals in the 

process of formation and recombination and these are sufficiently energetic that kinetics 

would favour reaction with these species. 
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6.3 THERMODYNAMICS OF REACTIONS 

Tachibane et al. suggest that the formation of silylamine SiH3NH2 is the initiation step 

in the reaction involving silane and ammonia. Values of dHor for the three compounds 

silylamine, triaminosilane and tetraaminosilane have been obtained using Chem3D and 

the results are given in table 6.1. A value of - 41.67 kJ mofl was obtained for the 

standard molar enthalpy of formation for silylamine as a mean value. This compares 

favourably with the estimated value from the literature of - 50.23 kJ mofl (Gmelin, 

1989). 

Table 6.1 

Values of dHorfor Silylamine, Triaminosilane and Tetraaminosilane from Chem3D 

- 43.21 - 254.24 - 140.66 

- 224.58 - 441.70 - 316.05 

The values of standard molar enthalpy of formation in appendix 1 can be used to 

determine the standard molar enthalpy change for the overall reaction for the formation 

of silylamine from silane and ammonia. Taking equation (1): 

(1) 

and inserting values from table 6.1 for the 3 semi-empirical models gives equation 15 

(MNDO/d), equation 16 (AMI) and equation 17 (PM3): 

dHo
m 

= dHor (SiH3NH2) + dHor (H2) - dHor (SiH4) + dHor (NH3) 

= (- 28.09 + 0) - (+ 34.3 + - 45.9) 

= - 16.49 kJ mol 
- I 

(15) 



= (- 22.52 + 0) - (+ 34.3 + - 45.9) 

= - 10.92 kJ mol 
-\ 

llHom = llHof (SiH3NH2) + llHof (H2) -llHof (SiH4) + llHof (NH3) 

= (- 74.43 + 0) - (+ 34.3 + - 45.9) 

= - 62.82 kJ mol 
- \ 
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(16) 

(17) 

Considerable variation exists between the models and therefore care needs to be 

exercised when using the results from individual models. While the MNDO/d and AMI 

results are in reasonable accord the PM3 value is very high in comparison. This result is 

unexpected because the AM 1 and PM3 models have similar algorithms whereas the 

MNDO/d model is different. Further work would need to be performed to determine the 

accuracy of the models. Meanwhile taking the mean value which is in reasonable 

accord with the published value may offer an alternate approach: 

llHom = llHof (SiH3NH2) + llHof (H2) -llHof (SiH4) + llHof (NH3) 

= (- 41.67 + 0) - (+ 34.3 + - 45 .9) 

= - 30.07 kJ mol 
-\ 

The equivalent reaction for trisilylamine and ammonia shown in equation (4): 

(18) 

(4) 

results in the formation of (SiH3)2SiH2NH2 and the standard molar enthalpy change for 

this reaction is: 

llHom = llHof [(SiH3)2SiH2NH2)] + llHof (H2) - llHof [N(SiH3)3] + llHof (NH3) 

= (- 224.90 + 0) - (- 132.94 + - 45 .9) 

= - 46.06 kJ mol 
-\ 

(19) 

For this reaction the values for the standard molar enthalpy change for both silane and 

trisilylamine are negative and of the same order of magnitude. 

In most of the literature on the low temperature plasma deposition of silicon nitride 

from silane and ammonia the triaminosilyl radical and the tetraaminosilane species are 
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considered to be the key intermediates in film formation (see for example Smith et aI., 

1990a). The standard enthalpy of formation of these two intermediates has been 

determined using the MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 routines in Chem3D and the results are 

given in table 6.1. Both sets of results suggest that formation is an exothermic process. 

Jasinski et al. suggested from their studies that the reaction of silane and ammonia may 

be initiated via the formation of a silyl radical in one of two ways: 

H + SiH
4 

--+ SiH3 + H2 

NH2 + SiH
4 

--+ SiH3 + NH3 

(2) 

(3) 

Calculating the value of ~Hom for these reactions gives, for equation (2) and equation (3) 
- I -I 

gives - 41.33 kJ mol and + 21.4 kJ mol respectively: 

~Hom = ~Hof (SiH3) + ~Hof (H2) - ~Hof (SiH4) + ~of (H) 

= (+ 210.97 + 0) - (+ 34.3 + 218.0) 

= - 41.33 kJ mol 
-I 

~Hol11 = ~Hof (SiH3) + ~Hof (NH3) - ~Hof (SiH4) + ~Hof (NH2) 

= (+ 210.97 + - 45.9) - (+ 34.3 + 109.37) 

= + 21.4 kJ mol 
- I 

(20) 

(21) 

Comparing the reactions shows that the standard molar enthalpy change for hydrogen 

abstraction via ammonia (equation 2) is endothermic whereas the standard molar 

enthalpy change for hydrogen abstraction by hydrogen (equation 3) is exothermic. 

Tachibane (Tachibane et aI. , 1992) have also suggested that for chemical vapour 

deposition of silicon nitride the formation of silylamine can be achieved via a radical 

process involving a two step reaction: 

H + SiH
4 

--+ SiH 3 + H2 

SiH 3 + NH 3 --+ SiH3NH 2 + H 

The standard molar enthalpy change for the formation of silylamine is given by: 

(2) 

(22) 



L\HO m = L\Ho f (SiH3NH2) + L\Ho f (H) - L\Ho f (SiH3) + L\Ho f (NH3) 

= (- 41.67 + 218.0) - (+ 210.97 + - 45 .9) 

= + 11.26 kJ mol 
·1 
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(23) 

If we apply the same calculation to trisilylamine we have from Chapter 5, section 5.3 

that the standard molar enthalpy change from the formation of N(SiH3)2SiH2 via 

hydrogen extraction with H: 

(5) 

has a value of L\Hom = - 122.73 kJ mofl. This value is three times larger than the 

equivalent reaction for si lane (- 41.33 kJ mof\ 

By substituting values from appendix 1 into equation (6): 

(6) 

we can obtain a value for the standard molar enthalpy change for the abstraction of 

hydrogen from trisilylamine with NH2: 

L\Hom = L\Hor [(SiH3)2SiH2] + L\Hor (NH3) - L\Hor [N(SiH3)3] + L\Hor (NH2) 

= (- 37.67 + - 45.9) - (- 132.94 + 109.37) 

= - 60.0 kJ mol 
·1 

(24) 

In this case the value obtained is negative indicating an exothermic reaction. In the 

equivalent reaction for silane the value is positive and therefore energy may be required 

from the plasma for the silane reaction to occur. Hydrogen abstraction from ammonia 

to form NH2 is given by the equation: 

(25) 

Evaluation of L\Hom for this reaction gives: 



f1Hor = f1Hor (NH2) + f1Hor (H2) - f1Hor (H) + f1Hor (NH3) 

= (+ 109.37 + 0) - (+ 218.0 + - 45.9) 

= - 62.73 kJ mol 
- I 
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(26) 
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6.4 INITIATION OF THE PLASMA REACTION 

When power is applied to the parallel electrodes of the plasma deposition rig, the gas 

between the electrodes will be subjected to a sufficiently large input of energy that the 

molecules form a gas plasma. There are various reactions that occur but in general the 

rate at which dissociation occurs is related to the input energy and the energy of the 

bonds that are ruptured. In the case of silane and ammonia it is well documented that 

silane dissociates before ammonia because the silane Si-H bond is weaker than the 

ammonia N-H bond. In this case an assumption can be made that the plasma energy is 

sufficient to rupture the weakest bonds in the trisilylamine and ammonia system and 

produce radical species. From the work presented in section 5.4 we know that the Si-H 

bond is around 45 kJ mof' weaker that the Si-N bond and therefore the most likely 

reaction is: 

The standard molar enthalpy change for trisilylamine is given by: 

~H0111 = ~Hof (N(SiH3)2SiH2) + ~Hof (H) - ~Hof (N(SiH3)3) 

= (- 37.67 + 218.0) - (- 132.94) 

= + 313.27 kJ mol 
-I 

and for silane: 

~H0111 = ~Hof (SiH3) + ~Hof (H) - ~Hof (SiH4) 

= (+ 210.97 + 218.0) - (+ 34.3) 
-, 

= + 394.67 kJ mol 

If we perform the same calculation for the ammonia reaction: 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 



o 0 0 0 

~H In = ~H f (NH2) + ~H f (H) - ~H f(NH3) 

= (+ 109.37 + 218.0) - (- 45.9) 
· 1 

= + 373 .27 kJ mol 
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(28) 

(29) 

These dissociation reactions are very endothermic and can be induced thermally at 

elevated temperatures, however due to the applied RF voltage there is sufficient energy 

in a glow discharge for these reactions to occur at low temperatures. From figure 6.1 

the typical energy values in a glow discharge plasma range from 1 - 10 e V, which is 
·1 

equivalent to 96.5 - 965 kJ mol . 

In this case the most abundant neutral molecules in the plasma are trisilylamine and 

ammonia molecules and therefore we can postulate that initiation of the reaction 

involves electron impact: 

N(SiH3)3 + e -+ N(SiH)2SiH2 + H + e 

NH + e -+ NH + H + e 
3 2 

(30) 

(31) 

Only a very small fraction of a plasma consists of reactive species and therefore the 

most likely event for a radical is that it will collide with a neutral molecule. There are a 

number of possible reactions involving hydrogen abstraction and regeneration of radical 

specIes, e.g.: 

H + NH 3 -+ NH 2 + H 2 

H + N(SiH3)3 -+ N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2 + H 2 

NH 2 + N(SiH 3)3 -+ N(SiH)2 SiH 2 + NH 3 

For the deposition of silicon nitride films the important reactions are: 

N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2 + NH 3 -+ N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2NH 2 + H 

N(SiH 3)3 + NH 2 -+ N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2NH 2 + H 

(22) 

(5) 

(6) 

(32) 

(33) 
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For the deposition of silicon nitride films from trisilylamine and ammonia the work of 

Jasinski suggests that, in an analogous way to silane and ammonia, most of the lower 

aminotrisilylamine compounds would be formed initially in the plasma. It is evident 

from the mass spectral work of Brooks (Brooks et aI., 1988) that only a limited number 

of these compounds would have the required stability that their concentration and 

residence time in the plasma would be sufficient for reaction to occur. 

In the case of silane and ammonia Brooks suggests that these compounds are 

triaminosilane and tetraaminosilane, both of which have negative values of standard 

molar enthalpy of formation. One cannot rely entirely on the thermodynamic properties 

of the compounds, as the kinetic effects are not be accounted for. However, comparison 

of the ~Hof values from, for example, the PM3 semi-empirical model for 

triaminotrisilylamine (- 412.19 kJ mol-I) with triaminosilane (- 140.66 kJ mol-I) and 

tetraaminotrisilylamine (- 512.48 kJ mol"l) with tetraaminosilane (- 316.05 kJ mol-I) 

shows comparable values for the standard molar enthalpy of formation and therefore the 

potential exists for using the ~Hof value to assess the potential stability of species in 

plasma reactions. 
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6.5 PROPAGATION REACTIONS 

By a continual process of radical formation the reaction can be propagated leading to the 

formation of higher molecular weight species. If we consider the molecule 

N(SiH3)2SiH2NH2 there are a number of options for reaction. The molecule can lose 

hydrogen from an aminosilyl group, from one of the two remaining silyl groups or from 

the NH2 group, either by dissociation in the plasma by electron impact: 

N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2NH2 --+ N(SiH 3)2 SiHNH 2 + H 

N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2NH2 --+ NSiH3SiH/SiH2NH) + H 

N(SiH3)2 SiH 2NH2 --+ N(SiH 3)2 SiH2NH + H 

or by hydrogen abstraction reactions via interaction with either H or NH2: 

N(SiH3)2 SiH2NH2 + H --+ N(SiH3)2 SiHNH2 + H2 

N(SiH3)2SiH 2NH2 + H --+ NSiH 3SiH/SiH2NH2) + H 2 

N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2NH 2 + H --+ N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2NH + H 2 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

In equation (40) we can see how a radical species can be created by the loss of hydrogen 

from a Si-H bond followed by reaction with a neutral ammonia molecule to add another 

NH2 group: 

(40) 

A representation of the molecule N(SiH3)2SiHCNH2)2 can be seen in figure 6.3. 

Where the radical species has been created by the loss of hydrogen from a N-H bond a 

reaction can occur with neutral trisilylamine: 

This process adds considerably to the molecular weight and size of the product and a 

representation of the molecule N(SiH3)2SiH2NHSiHiSiH3)2N can be seen in figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3 

Structure ofN(SiH3)2SiH(NH2)2 from PM3 Semi-empirical Model 

Figure 6.4 

Structure ofN(SiH3)2SiH2NHSiHiSiH3)2N from PM3 Semi-empirical Model 
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By a continual process of radical formation by the loss of hydrogen from Si-H and N-H 

groups and the reaction of the subsequently formed radicals with neutral ammonia or 

trisilylamine a series of higher molecular weight species can be generated which will 

incorporate into a growing solid film with the general stoichiometry of SixNyHz• 



.. 
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6.6 TERMINATION REACTIONS 

Termination of radical reactions can be by annihilation of two radical species either 

directly as in equation (42) or by reaction with a third body which in this case includes 

all the internal surfaces of the PECVD reaction chamber (denoted as M) as shown in 

equation (43). 

A· + B· ~ AB 

A· +B· +M~AB+M 

(42) 

(43) 

The annihilation reaction of two extremely unstable and reactive species is a highly 

exothermic event. For example, if we look at the following reactions from section 6.4: 

N(SiH3)3 ~ N(SiH 3)2 SiH 2 +H 
o -I 

~H m = + 313.27 kJ mol (24) 

SiH
4 
~ SiH 3 + H 

o -I 
~H In = + 394.67 kJ mol (26) 

NH3 ~ NH2 + H 
o -I 

~H m = + 373.27 kJ mol (28) 

the reverse of these equations is the formation of trisilylamine, si lane and ammonia 

from the respective radical species and the standard molar enthalpy of formation is also 

the reverse being ~Hom = - 313.27, - 394.67 and - 373.27 kJ mofl respectively. 

However, the proportion of radical species in the chamber is minute in comparison to 

the quantity of neutral species the probability of termination process by a radical-radical 

reaction is remote. The most likely termination reaction therefore is the interaction with 

the inside of the deposition chamber. 

The rate of reaction is dependent on applied temperature as well as applied RP energy 

and the platen on which the substrates are situated can be heated and thermostatically 

controlled. The rate of film growth on the substrates and platen will be considerably 

higher than elsewhere inside the chamber. The ideal situation is that the film growth 

should occur only on the substrates and platen as the de-lamination of films built up on 

the vertical walls of the deposition chamber can lead to particulate contamination of the 

growing films. In many deposition systems the facility to cool the vertical chamber 

walls can lead to a reduction in unwanted film deposition and particulation. 
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6.7 THE USE OF ~Hom IN PLACE OF ~Gom IN REACTION ANALYSIS 

In the reaction analysis carried out so far the values for the standard molar enthalpy 

change have been calculated to compare and investigate the potential reactions. This 

has been necessary due to the lack of availability in the literature of standard molar 

enthalpy values, structural information or other thermodynamic data on aminated 

trisilylamine compounds that would have facilitated the determination of the Gibbs free 

energy change. It is generally the case that the sign and magnitude of ~Ho m is reflected 

in the value of ~Gom' Some experimental results were used to check the validity of this 

assertion as applied to the case oftrisilylamine. 

A search was conducted on the NIST WebBook internet page to determine whether an 

analogous compound could be found to provide entropy change information. 

Unfortunately the information available was sufficiently limited to be unusable in these 

case. Therefore the entropy was calculated using the equations of entropy versus 

molecular weight developed by Kubaschewski and introduced in chapter 5. Using this 

data applied to some standard reaction equations allows the correlation between the 

standard molar enthalpy change and the Gibbs free energy change to be tested. Using 

the following reaction equations: 

N(SiH 3)3 + NH 3 ~ N(SiH3)2SiH2NH2 + H2 

N(SiH)2SiH2NH2 + NH3 ~ N(SiH3)2SiH(NH2)2 + H2 

N(SiH3)2SiH2NH2 + NH3 ~ NSiH 3(SiH2NH 2)2 + H2 

N(SiH3)2SiH(NH2)2 + NH3 ~ N(SiH)2 Si(NH)3 + H2 

NSiH/SiH 2NH 2)2 + NH3 ~ NSiH/SiH2NH 2)3 + H2 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

and taking values of ~Hof from appendix 1 we can obtain values for ~Hom' The results 

of these calculations are given in table 6.2. 

From the experience with the entropy of trisilylamine and BCl3 there is no one entropy 

versus molecular weight equation that is best for all molecules therefore an average of 

the three equations was used (see table 4.2 in chapter 4). 



Table 6.2 

Values of ~Hom for Substituted Trisilylamines Using AMI and PM3 Models 

- 63.2 - 37.1 

- 64.3 - 38.2 

- 87.7 -72.8 

- 63.9 - 48.9 

The equations are given below: 

o ~ 2 
S = 163 + 1.4M - (2.6 x 10 )M 

o 
S = - 7.53 + 146.44 log M 

o 
S = - 131.8 + 207.11 log M 

and the results of the calculation are given in table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 
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(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

o 
Values of S for Substituted Trisilylamines from Entropy vs. Molecular Weight 

Equations 

300.58 298.05 

306.27 305.55 310.99 307.6 

306.27 305.55 310.99 307.6 

315.97 312.15 320.32 316.15 

315.97 312.15 320.32 316.15 
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Substituting the values into the equation: 

o 0 0 

~S m = S (products) - S (reactants) (50) 

we can obtain the standard molar entropy change (~Som) for the reaction species and the 

results of the calculations are given in table 6.4. 

To ensure equivalence, the entropy value used for trisilylamine is that obtained in 
-I -I 

chapter 4 for the average of the three entropy vs. MW equations (287.4 J K mol) and 
- I -I 

not the value calculated from the spectroscopic entropy (286.8 J K mol ). 

Table 6.4 

Values of ~Som for Substituted Trisilylamines 

- 51.45 

- 52.55 

- 52.55 

- 53.55 

- 53.55 

As we have seen from chapter 4 the standard molar enthalpy change (~Go m) for the 

formation of products from reactants is given by: 

(47) 

Substituting into this equation and setting T equal to 298_15 K, values of ~Gom obtained 

for the formation of substituted trisilylamines are given in table 6.5. 

From table 6.5 we can see that all the reactions are thermodynamically feasible. The 

trends in the standard molar enthalpy results given in table 6.2 are reflected in the Gibbs 

free energy change values in table 6.5 because there is little apparent difference in the 

values of the standard molar entropy change given in table 6.4. 
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Table 6.5 

Values of ~Gom for Substituted Trisilylamines Using AMI and PM3 Models 

- 47.54 - 21.44 

- 48.64 - 22.54 

- 71.74 - 56.84 

- 47.94 - 32.94 
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7 DISCUSSION 

An extensive review of the literature has been undertaken to determine what information 

is currently available related to the physical properties and reactions of trisilylamine. 

Extensive use was made of the BIDS and Compendex on-line database searches and the 

facilities of the readin~ room at the Science Reference Library in London. The most 

useful source of accumulated information on trisilylamine is the Gmelin Handbook of 

Inorganic Chemistry. 

What emerged was rather limited in breadth and depth and it can only concluded that 

this was due to the absence of significant amounts of information from commercial 

applications of trisilylamine. Clearly, from the semiconductor industry viewpoint, the 

succession of patents taken out relating to the deposition of silicon nitride by glow 

discharge methods with trisilylarnine as a precursor, demonstrates that the potential of 

the material has been identified but this has not, as yet, been translated into practice. 

This is not really surprising given the maturity of silane based chemistries and the 

reluctance of manufacturers to alter processes that have run successfully over long time 

periods with high product yield. 

The literature review reveals a considerable amount of activity in finding a replacement 

for silane in silicon nitride deposition. In three decades the complexity of the precursors 

under investigation has increased from simple inorganic silanes like SiBr4 (proposed in 

1969 by Androshuk et al. and Aboaf) to organosilane compounds such as Si[N(CH3)2]4 

(proposed by Hoffman et al. in 1995). There is still much to be said for the principle of 

simplicity and in this respect trisilylamine has many virtues. In common with the 

current trends for semiconductor precursors, trisilylamine is liquid at room temperature 

and stable under inert conditions. The analysis of the elemental composition of 

precursors given in Chapter 2, table 2.6 indicates that only trisilylamine and disilazane 

have similar silicon and hydrogen composition to silane and, with additional nitrogen, 

the potential exists for the reaction with ammonia to form silicon nitride in an analogous 

fashion to silane and ammonia without incorporating extraneous atoms into the film. 

Comparisons have been drawn in the literature review to other precursors used for 

silicon nitride deposition. From Chapter 2, table 2.4 we can see that the heat of 

formation of trisilylamine is negative in comparison to silane or its higher homologues 

which all have positive values. In the case of the silane series, increasing molecular 

weight does not lead to an increase in stability. Trisilane and trisilylamine have 
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comparable boiling point, melting point and molecular weight, yet in terms of the heat 

of formation trisilylamine is some 238.6 kJ mofl (57 kcal/mol) more stable than 

trisilane. 

In the vapour phase silane, in common with most gaseous or volatile silanes, reacts 

spontaneously with oxygen and/or water vapour to form silicon dioxide. What sets 

silane apart is the fact that it is a p'yrophoric gas and has been known to be detonatable. 

This clearly leads to severe handling and operational difficulties both in manufacturing 

and research and there have been innumerable cases of silane fires and explosions 

recorded in semiconductor and related laboratories. In the case of trisilylamine the risk 

is considerably reduced as we are dealing with vapour from a liquid rather than a 

pressurised gas from a cylinder. 

The liquid precursor trichlorosilane has been used over many years for the LPCVD 

deposition of silicon nitride and from the information given in Chapter 2, table 2.5 the 

precursor is categorised as flammable and corrosive. Trisilylamine has a boiling point 

of 52°C, higher than that of trichlorosilane and almost identical to trisilane (52.9°C) 

whereas, in comparison, silane has a very low boiling point at -110°C. The enthalpy of 

formation of both trisilylamine and trichlorosilane is negative while that of silane is 

positive. This positive value indicates that silane is very reactive and less stable than its 

decomposition products whereas the reverse is true for the other two precursors. 

Finally, the critical temperature of both trichlorosilane and trisilylamine exceeds 200°C 

whereas that of silane is below O°e. Having used trichlorosilane in semiconductor 

production for many years it is unlikely that handling a liquid precursor such as 

trisilylamine would cause significant additional problems. 

To change the precursor in a fabrication process often requires a very substantial change 

to the equipment and the deposition conditions and such a change will be driven by 

forces encompassing changes in technology, market or external regulation. In the case 

of most gaseous precursors (e.g. arsine, diborane, phosphine, etc.) the change to organo

metallic liquid precursors, for deposition and ion implantation applications, has been on 

the grounds of safety and this situation also applies to the need to find a replacement 

precursor for silane. This has been effectively achieved for silicon dioxide deposition 

with TEOS but the commercial acceptance of TEOS has taken over a decade. At this 

moment in time none of the precursors that have been proposed for glow discharge 

deposition of silicon nitride has achieved any form of acceptability. 
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7.1 SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODELLING 

Over the course of the research access was obtained to three different molecular orbital 

programmes - Spartan, Hyperchem 5.1 and Chem3D all of which had semi-empirical 

routines available for structural and thermodynamic calculations on molecules. Spartan 

was the earliest programme obtained on a 30 day trial and due to the long time spent 

learning to use the programme running under UNIX not a large amount of information 

was obtained. Hyperchem 5.1 and Chem3D both ran under a Windows environment 

and therefore were more intuitive for PC users. 

7.1.1 Limitations of the Models 

It is evident from Chapter 3, table 3.4 that all the models are able to predict the 

equilibrium geometry with some degree of accuracy. In general the ab initio models are 

far better at predicting across the range of properties than the other models. There are 

some exceptions to this rule; this is the case with the molecular mechanics models 

which can predict some properties with the same level of accuracy as the larger basis set 

ab initio models. 

In general the ab initio methods are necessary to obtain the correct geometry of a 

molecule. Semi-empirical models can be used to obtain molecular information but are 

far less reliable than even simple ab initio basis sets. However the advantage is the 

speed of calculation for a compound. For less well studied compounds this provides 

valuable information which may not be available from published literature sources. 

The use of semi-empirical routines can be a problem area due to the approximations 

used in the models to circumvent the direct computation of the two-electron integrals, as 

would be performed in an ab initio calculation. These approximations are generally: 

• the minimum basis set has only s and p STO' s for valence electrons 

• core electrons are added to the nucleus which reduces the nuclear charge for an atom 

• many of the direct computations of the Coulomb and Exchange integrals are replaced 

with element dependent parameters 

The main difficulty is that there is no way of ensuring that the molecules from which the 

element dependent parameters have been obtained will have any similarity to the test 
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molecules on which semi-empirical calculations are being performed. It is therefore to 

be expected that the most reliable results will be obtained where there is a close 

relationship between the parameterisation molecules and the test molecules and less 

reliable results where they are more diverse. Where there is experimental information 

available some account may be made for this, but this is not the case for molecules such 

as trisilylamine where little semi-empirical MO information is available in the literature. 

In an effort to quantify the problem a test run was performed, using silane and ammonia, 

to calculate the standard molar enthalpy of formation. Two programmes were used, 

Hyperchem 5.1 and Chem3D, in which four semi-empirical methods were common and 

one, MIND03, was available only in one programme. The results are given in Chapter 

5, table 5.1 and demonstrate that all the models could correctly predict the sign but only 

the oldest model, MIND03, was able to accurately predict the standard molar enthalpy 

of formation for both silane and ammonia when compared to the literature value. This 

is a special case because the model has a different implementation of the Hamiltonian, 

being parameterised in terms of diatomic pairs. These include N-H and Si-H diatomic 

pairs which are found in silane and ammonia. The other models varied as to how well 

they mirrored the literature value and this demonstrates that problems can arise if only 

one model is used. For both silane and ammonia the precision of the semi-empirical 

models was exceptionally good but only the MIND03 model computed an accurate 

value. The worst matches were the MNDO model for silane and the PM3 model for 

ammonia. In the Chem3D users guide there is a brief discussion of the applicability and 

limitations of the various semi-empirical models in the programme and the following 

extracts are taken from the users guide: 

• "AMI is a distinct improvement over MNDO, in that the overall accuracy is 

considerably improved. Specific improvements are : ................. In general, errors 

in ~Hof obtained using AMI are about 40 % less than those given by MNDO." 

• "PM3 is a distinct improvement over AMI." 

• "Overall errors in ~Hof are reduced by about 40 % relative to AMI." 

• "Results obtained from MNDO-d are generally superior to those obtained from 

MNDO. The latter method should mainly be used in cases where it is necessary to 

compare or repeat calculations previously performed using MNDO." 
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7.1.2 Molecular Structure of Trisilylamine 

The limitations of the semi -empirical routines, discussed in section 7.1 .1, are evident 

from the molecular structures produced after a geometric optimisation run has been 

performed. From the electron diffraction work of initially Hedberg and then Beagley 

the gas phase structure of trisilylamine is trigonal planar. Ab initio calculations with 

large basis sets are able to correctly predict the structure of trisilylamine but this is not 

so with the semi-empirical routines. From the work of Varma the dipole moment of 

trisilylamine has been determined to be zero which is a reflection of the symmetry of 

the molecule. None of the semi-empirical models were able to produce a zero dipole 

although the overall value of 0.003 Debye returned by the MNDO/d model included 

zero dipole contribution from both the X and Z vectors with 0.003 Debye in the Y 

vector showing that the energy minimisation of the molecule was almost, but not quite 

100% symmetrical. 

By on-screen manipulation of the orientation of the molecular images it was possible to 

provide a Newman projection down one bond to facilitate ease of comparison between 

the energy minimised structure outputs for trisilylamine from each model. These 

images are clearly seen in Chapter 5, figure 5.1. Information from the output files 

indicate that the MNDO/d and AMI models generated a Cs point group and PM3 

minimised to C3v . In reality D 3h (or C3h) would have been expected. This being the case 

some care needs to be exercised when trying to draw meaningful conclusions from the 

visual representations of the total charge density and molecular orbitals generated by the 

models. It is reasonable to expect that if the LCAO procedure had correctly created the 

necessary molecular orbitals then the correct structure and symmetry would be 

displayed on the screen. The fact that this is not the case indicates that the 

approximations made in the programmes are insufficient to predict the orbital structures. 

Plots of the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and lowest occupied 

molecular orbitals (LUMO) have been produced to see the quality of the graphical 

output provided by the package. Due to the uncertainties in the determination of the 

structure and therefore the orbital representations it was decided that meaningful 

comparative bonding data using these molecular orbital representations was not 

appropriate for trisilylamine. 

In Chapter 5, table 5.5 a table has been constructed giving all the structural bonding 

information from the semi-empirical models and the known values from the literature. 
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The quality of the agreement between the models and the electron diffraction results of 

Beagley have been summarised in table 7.1. An analysis of the data in this format 

allows us to directly compare the relative performance of the models. 

Table 7.1 

Quality of Agreement between Electron Diffraction and Semi-empirical 

Bonding Data for Trisilylamine 

where 3 = excellent 2 = good 1 = poor 

Clearly the restrictions and limitations associated with semi-empirical models in general 

completely outweighs any specific advantage of having d orbital representation in the 

MNDO/d code. 

Although the AMI and PM3 models predict a different symmetry point group the 

general performance of the two models was similar. Specifically, the AMI model 

always underestimated the bond length compared to PM3 and, other than for LHSiH 

overestimated the bond angle. Comparison of the models is difficult as none appear to 

be successful in modeling actual bonding in trisilylamine. Considering that there is 

little consensus in the literature (see Chapter 2, section 2.4.1) as to the real reason for 

the lack of reactivity and shorter than expected Si-N bond length in trisilylamine, it is 

not surprising that the models cannot correctly predict the geometry. In his analysis of 

semi-empirical models Hehre (Hehre et aI. , 1995) associates many of the known 

problems with molecules to the lack of representation of these compounds in the 

parameterisation of the models. 

The main conclusion that comes from this section of the work is that great care needs to 

be exercised when deciding on one of the semi-empirical models rather than any of the 

others. Attempting to predict which model will provide the best results cannot evidently 

be done on the basis of atomic coverage or molecular size capabilities. Informed 

researchers may decide that the most appropriate action is to refer to the literature from 

Dewar concerning the MIND03, MNDO and AMI models, Stewart for the PM3 model 
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and Thiel for MNDO/d and decide the most suitable model from the papers. The 

alternative method is to run the molecule on all the models and make a decision based 

on the empirical results obtained. 

7.1.3 Atomic and Electron Charge Distribution 

Chapter 5, table 5.5 provides a comparison of the atomic charges on the atoms from 

energy minimisation oftrisilylamine by each of the semi-empirical models. The highest 

charges are produced by the oldest programme and runs in the order: 

MNDO/d > AMI > PM3 

The total charge density represents the electron density in the space surrounding the 

nuclei of the molecule and defines the shape of the molecule. It is interesting to note 

that the plot from the MNDO/d model [compare Chapter 5, figure 5.2 (a) with (b) and 

(c)] produces a considerably different output than the other two models. In this case the 

central nitrogen atom has no associated electron density whereas for the AMI and PM3 

models all the atoms are enclosed within the electron density surface. In the light of the 

problems highlighted with orbital and structure prediction it is unclear how much 

credence can be given to these electron density surface plots. This also applies to the 

molecular orbitals plots as shown in Chapter 2, figures 5.3 - 5.5. 

This problem is beyond the scope of this programme of research but may be resolved by 

comparison with other molecules of similar structure and bonding (see Conclusion and 

Future Work). 
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7.2 HYDROGEN REMOVAL AND THE ESTIMATION OF Si-N AND Si-H BOND 

STRENGTH 

Thermodynamic calculations were performed to determine the stability of compounds 

formed by the removal of 1, 2 and 3 hydrogen atoms from the basic trisilylamine 

structure. The MNDO/d , AMI and PM3 models managed to energy minimise all the 

structures from N(SiH3)3 to N(SiH2)3 and provide a value for the standard molar 

enthalpy of formation. The values for N(SiH3)2SiH2 were all exothermic, although in 

the case of MNDO/d only just so (- 0.77 kJ mof
l
). Standard molar enthalpies of 

formation of all other species were endothermic. 

The availability of a value of MIor for N(SiH3)2SiH2 meant that by solving simultaneous 

equations a value could be obtained for the mean bond energy of the Si-N and Si-H 

bonds (see Chapter 5, section 5.4). Using the same method a value of Em (Si-H) for 

silane was obtained for comparative purposes by substituting values for SiH4 and SiH3 

from Appendix 1. As ~Hom is equal to the mean bond energy in the molecule (Em) we 

can therefore solve simultaneous equations to obtain the result: 

Em (Si-N) = 366.1 kJ mor
l 
(for trisilylamine) 

Em (Si-H) = 313 .3 kJ mor
l 

(for trisilylamine) 

Em (Si-H) = 321.9 kJ mor
l 
(for silane) 

The si lane value agrees extremely well with the Si-H bond energy in silane of 325.5 kJ 

mor
l 
given by Trotman-Dickenson (Trotman-Dickenson, 1973) and is within ~ 5% of 

the 339.1 kJ mor
l 

given in Gmelin (Gmelin, 1982). This gives good confidence for the 

Em (Si-H) value of 313.3 kJ mor
l 
obtained for trisilylamine. 

The value of Em (Si-N) for trisilylamine at 366.1 kJ mor
l 
is ~ 6.7% higher than the bond 

dissociation value of 343.25 kJ mofl derived from stretching force constants and 

equilibrium bond lengths by Kreigsmann (Kreigsmann et aI. , 1959). 
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7.3 THERMODYNAMIC VALUES 

In the early stages of the project one of the key issues was the feasibility of the reaction 

of trisilylamine and ammonia to form silicon nitride as defined by the Gibbs free energy 

change (~Gom)' How this value compared with the reaction of silane and ammonia was 

also an important issue. The overall reaction equation for silane and ammonia is well 

documented and by analogy, a similar overall reaction equation can be written for the 

reaction of trisilylamine and ammonia: 

(1) 

The Gibbs free energy change (~Gom): 

(2) 

assumes that values are known for the standard molar enthalpy change (~HOI11) and the 

standard molar entropy change (~SO m) for the formation of Si3N4 • 

7.3.1 Standard Molar Enthalpy of Formation (~HOf) for Trisilylamine 

Searches of the literature failed to find any thermodynamic values for trisilylamine other 

that the standard molar enthalpy of formation (~HOf)' The reference on page 98 in 

Gmelin (Gmelin, 1989) was found to be somewhat confusing because the first reference 

[22] is incorrectly quoted and is actually reference [23] (Livant et aI, 1983) and both 

values are quoted as being determined by the MNDO method. Although not explicitly 

stated in the text of the papers the results of the work given in Chapter 5, table 5.2 

suggests that in both cases the results are consistent with the use of the MNDO/d 

method and not strictly MNDO. As the values quoted in Gmelin for the standard molar 

entropy of formation of trisilylamine were within 1 % of each other the mean of the two 

values was used in the calculation of the standard molar enthalpy change (~HO m) for the 

formation of Si3N4• This was justified on the grounds that the accuracy of the semi

empirical method was probably much worse than the 1 % difference between the two 
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values. The ~Hom values obtained for silane and trisilylamine are both large and 

negative and therefore both reactions are strongly exothermic. 

The availability of various molecular orbital modeling programmes provided an 

opportunity to evaluate and compare the standard molar enthalpy of formation values 

for trisilylamine. Since Livant and Cuthbertson published their respective works in 

1983 the AMI and PM3 semi-empirical models have both become available. Chapter 5, 

table 5.2 gives the results obtained from three different software packages and four 

different semi-empirical methods. What is evident is the disparity between the results 

for the MNDO model compared to MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 models. The 

parameterisation of the MNDO model is clearly at odds with the others. This is not to 

say that this model is necessarily wrong. Without an experimentally determined value 

as a reference it is impossible to say with 100% confidence and it is conceivable that the 

MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 models are parameterised in a similar way that incorrectly 

calculates the standard molar enthalpy of formation. However, with regard to the 

comments on the accuracy of the models detailed in section 7.1.1 there is little scientific 

evidence to support the standard molar enthalpy of formation generated by this model. 

The number of results available is insufficient to perform a statistical distribution 

analysis (student t test) so the standard deviation has been calculated and the value of 

the "Z factor" determined. This is the standard deviation around the mean value. This 

shows that the MNDO/d and PM3 models are both within one standard deviation of the 

mean value and positive in value (see table 5.3). The AMI values are within one to two 

standard deviations of the mean and negative in value. We can say therefore that the 

results generated by the PM3 and MNDO/d models are statistically different to the AMI 

model. The reasons for the statistical difference are unclear and further investigations 

are required. 

7.3.2 Standard Molar Entropy of Formation for Trisilylamine 

To determine the standard molar entropy change (~SOm) reqUlres a value for 

trisilylamine of the standard molar entropy of formation (SO). As no such value could be 

found from the literature, to proceed further required that a value be calculated. With no 

heat capacity or other usable entropy parameter the option taken was to calculate a value 

using the relationship for the spectroscopic entropy: 



SO (spectroscopic) = SO (translational) + SO (rotational) + So (vibrational) 
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(3) 

This approach can be justified on the grounds that the total entropy of a gas can be 

partitioned into translational, rotational and vibrational components (lames, 1976). For 

the translational entropy the Sackur-Tetrode equation was used which requires only that 

the molecular weight of the compound be substituted into the equation. 

In determining the rotational entropy of the molecule the symmetry becomes an 

important factor as it has a direct bearing on the value of the rotational symmetry 

number (a) . Some authors assign the point group of trisilylamine as C3h point which 

assumes that there is hindered rotation around the Si-H bond. There appears to be little 

evidence to support this view and therefore the D3h point group is a more appropriate 

assignment. This means that a value of a = 6 was used in the calculation of the 

rotational entropy. 

The vibrational entropy of a polyatomic molecule cannot be obtained from simple gas 

phase spectra due to rotational-vibrational coupling. It is therefore necessary to 

consider the contribution from every bond in the infrared and Raman spectra. Due to 

the planarity and high level of symmetry oftrisilylamine it is an easy molecule on which 

to perform these calculations relative to other multi-atom molecules. This is because, as 

noted by Robinson (Robinson, 1958), even with 13 atoms in the molecule the infrared 

spectrum contains a relatively small number of peaks. The calculation of the vibrational 

entropy contribution relies on the availability of the spectral peak information which in 

this case was readily available in Gmelin. An analysis of the data shows that the major 

contribution is the 3 bending bands between 493 - 195 cm-' which account for 67.24% 

of the total vibrational entropy. The 11 bands between 1011 - 661 cm-' contribute 

32.68% ofthe total with the contribution from the stretching bands between 2138 - 2170 

cm-' less that 0.1 %. 

The value of the standard molar entropy of formation (SO) calculated for trisilylamine 

was 286.8 J K' mor'. The individual contributions to the entropy were determined to 

be: 

translational 

rotational 

vibrational 

167.64 J K' mor' 

90.32 J K' mor ' 

26.17 J K' mor' 

59.0% 

31.8% 

9.2% 
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As there is no experimentally determined literature value for comparison it is not 

possible to say how accurate this calculated value really is. To overcome this problem 

boron trichloride (BCI)) was chosen for a specimen calculation. The main criteria had 

to be that the molecule was as comparable as possible to trisilylamine in its structure 

and constitution to minimise sources of error. Boron trichloride proved suitable for the 

following reasons: 

• both molecules have trigonal planar structure 

• the central boron atom is very close in the periodic table to nitrogen 

• the atomic weight of chlorine atoms of 35.45 is very close to SiH) groups at 31.11 

• the bond lengths for Si-N and B-CI were comparable (0.1738 nm and 0.1715 nm 

respectively) 

• no fluorine atoms are present which may cause anomalous results 

Repeating the calculation in an identical manner using the appropriate values for boron 

trichloride gave a value of 290.7 J K! mor!. This compares very favourably to the 

literature value of 290.1 J K! mor!. 

An uncertainty in the vibrational entropy calculation of BCI) is the effect of the presence 

of isotopic species in the molecule. In this work only the !OB)5CI) and !!B)5CI) bonds 

have been taken to represent all bonds. However a number of other isotopic bonding 

arrangements may be present: 

For a rigorous treatment of the vibrational entropy their contributions would have to be 

taken into account by averaging over a range of isotopic distributions. 

Additional information was obtained by using plots of entropy against molecular 

weight. The values obtained are given in table 4.2 and the mean value of the three 

methods used were 287.4 and 293.4 J KO! mor! respectively for trisilylamine and boron 

trichloride. Comparing the calculated value for trisilylamine of 284.1 J K! mor! the 

difference is less than 1.2% and for boron trichloride around 1 %. Some disparity 

between empirically and experimentally determined values of SO is to be expected 

because: 
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(a) the contribution of molecular weight to entropy is via So (translational) whose 

major contribution to the overall entropy of a gas occurs at lower molecular 

weights 

(b) no account is taken of other molecular parameters that may have an influence on 

the entropy of the gas. 

7.3.3 Gibbs Free Energy Change (~Gom) for the Formation ofSi3N4 

The result obtained for the reaction of trisilylamine and ammonia to form silicon nitride 

~Gom = - 596.6 kJ mor l and for the reaction of silane and ammonia to form silicon 

nitride ~Gom = - 747.7 kJ mor l indicate that both values are large and negative and 

therefore that the reactions are highly feasible in thermodynamic terms at room 

temperature. This is also confirmed by the calculation of the standard equilibrium 

constant in Chapter 4, section 4.5 that shows KO (T) > 10
100 

for both reactions. 

These values for the Gibbs free energy change have been calculated at 298 K but in 

reality neither the silane and ammonia reaction nor the trisilylamine and ammonia 

reaction occur in the gas phase at room temperature. This is generally an indication that 

there are kinetic factors to consider and this is certainly the case with si lane and 

ammonia which react via a radical mechanism whose energy of activation cannot be 

overcome by normal collision energies at room temperature. 
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7.4 REACTION OF TRISIL YLAMINE AND AMMONIA 

The Gibbs free energy change (~GOIII) applies only to the reaction equation as written 

and says nothing about the mechanisms or pathways of reaction. For many reactions 

which apparently have a large and negative value of ~GOIII at room temperature the 

reaction does not occur due to other factors such as kinetic and/or mechanistic 

considerations. 

Wells found that In the liquid phase the reaction of trisilylamine and ammoma 

proceeded via the elimination of silane to form a ring compound: 

(4) 

This is possible because the inter-molecular distances are very close and the solvation 

energy of the solvent can easily promote elimination reactions. It is very difficult to 

conceive how, in the gas phase, three trisilylamine molecules can orientate themselves 

such that the base catalysed elimination of silane can take place with the formation of 

the six membered ring compound. This does not mean that this, or any other ring 

compound cannot be formed, only that the mechanism is likely to be different. 

If we consider the experimental evidence for the si lane and ammonia reaction we see 

that the thermal reaction to form silicon nitride by APCVD takes place at temperatures 

between 700 - 900°C with LPCVD deposition occurring between 650 - 750°C (however 

for production purposes dichlorosilane is preferred to silane as a precursor, see for 

example Sze, 1983). At reduced pressure the plasma assisted CVD process occurs 

typically between 200 - 350°C. The difference in reaction temperature between APCVD 

and PECVD deposition from silane and ammonia is very significant (~ 500°C) and can 

be ascribed to the difference in reaction mechanism. 

At normal pressures and at elevated temperatures a bimolecular reaction occurs whereby 

silane and ammonia atoms become coincident for sufficient time and with sufficient 

energy for a 4 centered reaction to take place. The 4 centered transition state is 

illustrated in figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 

Bimolecular Reaction of Silane and Ammonia 

In this case one Si atom, one N atom and two 2 H atoms form a transient structure 

leading to breakage of one Si-H bond in silane and one N-H bond in ammonia and the 

formation of one Si-N bond and one H-H bond to form products according to the 

reaction: 

(5) 

In the case of plasma CVD reactions these occur at reduced pressures in the so called 

"glow region" where a gas phase plasma can be sustained. There is a considerable body 

of evidence to support the theory that silane pyrolyses and reacts via a radical reaction. 

The difference in temperature between the atmospheric pressure (- 900
0 

C) and reduced 
o 

pressure plasma assisted (- 300 C) reactions of silane and ammonia is due to the 

difference in activation energy associated with reactive radical species compared to 

neutral molecules. 

7.4.1 Feasibility of Reaction 

The only experimental information available concerrung the gas phase mlxmg of 

trisilylamine and ammonia is the work of Wells who determined that in the gas phase no 

elimination of si lane was detected either after 16 hours at room temperature or 1 hour at 
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100°C within the limits of experimental error. As the thermodynamic calculations 

performed in this work indicate that the reaction of trisilylamine and ammonia is, like 

that of silane and ammonia, feasible at room temperature then the thermodynamics is 

clearly at odds with experimental observation. 

At reduced pressures of ~ 500 mTorr used for PECVD, the mean free path (distance 

between collisions) calculated for trisilylamine of 5.14 x 10-
3 

cm is five orders of 

magnitude larger than the molecular diameter (~ collision diameter) at 5.2 x 10-
8 cm 

obtained from the mean of the semi-empirical calculations. In this case, coincidence of 

atoms with sufficient residence time for reaction to occur is physically impossible. 

The Gibbs free energy change is the most appropriate measure of the feasibility of the 

reaction but the lack of direct entropy data means that this cannot easily be determined. 

Zarowin (Zarowin, 1985) has suggested that in many cases the Gibbs free energy 

change is correlated with, and often (but not always) dominated by, the enthalpy term. 

Comparing the results given in Chapter 6, tables 6.2 and 6.5 it is evident that the trends 

in the thermodynamic data follow an identical pattern and therefore using the standard 

molar enthalpy change rather than the Gibbs free energy change is acceptable for 

comparative results in this work. This is shown clearly in table 7.2. 

Table 7.2 

Trends in Values of ~Hom and ~Gom for AMI and PM3 Semi-empirical Models 

- 49.57 - 40.7 

- 63.2 - 47.54 - 37.1 - 21.44 

- 64.3 - 48.64 - 38.2 - 22.54 

- 87.7 - 71.74 -72.8 - 56.84 

- 63.9 - 47.94 - 48 .9 - 32.94 

The only occasions when the correlation of ~Go m and ~Hom becomes a problem is where 

the value of ~Hom is positive or where the value of ~Som is negative. In these cases it 

would be necessary to evaluate the equation directly to obtain the size and sign of ~Gom . 
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7.4.2 Formation of Products 

Clearly the addition of amino groups to trisilylamine can lead to a large number of 

different reaction products. There are 19 different possibilities for the addition of amino 

groups to the basic trisilylamine structure via substitution of the hydrogen atoms and 

these are shown in Chapter 5, figure 5.6. Values for the standard molar enthalpy of 

formation were obtained for all the possible species using Chem3D while 'a few values 

were obtained with Hyperchem 5.1. Table 7.3 contains a comparison of results from the 

two semi-empirical programmes and in general one can see that there is very good 

agreement between the models. 

For the AMI routine implemented in Hyperchem and Chem3D the difference between 

the results varied between 1.8% - 5.0% and for the implementation of the PM3 routines 

0.4% - 6.7%. This is considered to be a creditable result given the different origins of 

the programmes and the semi-empirical codes. 

Table 7.3 

Values of ~Hof for Addition of Amino Groups to Trisilylamine using AMI and PM3 

Semi-empirical Models 

- 332.03 - 348.74 - 315.70 - 307.76 

- 470.51 - 481.52 - 428.14 - 426.60 

- 333.37 - 348.95 - 289.46 - 308.84 

- 448.78 - 457.36 - 391.27 - 403.78 

In Chapter 5, figure 5.7 the ~Hom values for all aminotrisilylamine species have been 

plotted against the number of amino groups to elucidate trends in the semi-empirical 

programmes. All three plots are linear but vary by the inclination of the line. One 

feature of the plot is the general lack of scatter of data points. 

An attempt was made to see whether trends in the energy related to the addition of 

amino groups could be better visualised by normalising the plot to remove the effect of 
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This was done by 

recalculating and re-plotting with the appropriate factor to remove the effects of 

molecular weight with enthalpy. The values and resultant plot are shown in Chapter 5, 

table 5.11 and figure 5.8 respectively. Neither a straight line or curve fitted the data 

points in a satisfactory manner and the best fit was obtained by fitting three lines to the 

data points. This suggests that there are three distinct regions associated with 1 - 3, 4 - 6 

and 7 - 9 NH2 groups with differing rates of steepness of the slope. As the standard 

molar enthalpy of formation is a measure of the relative stability of a molecule, it can be 

postulated that these small, but relatively stable, species are ideal candidates as building 

blocks for larger molecules and ultimately solid films. This suggestion is corroborated 

by the work of lasinski (Jasinski et aI. , 1989) who found lower molecular weight 

aminosilanes in the laser dissociation of si lane and ammonia. 

7.4.3 Radical Reactions 

It is convenient from a chemistry viewpoint to consider reactions in molecular terms; 

nucleophilic and electrophilic reactions are both important cases. It is also a convenient 

standpoint from which ab initio molecular orbital calculations can be performed on 

reaction species to see how structural changes may take place. For non-plasma 

reactions the idea of a nucleophilic attack on a positively polarised silicon atom in a 

silyl group by a nitrogen atom in ammonia with a lone pair of electrons is entirely 

reasonable. However, in a plasma environment this type of reaction is very unlikely to 

occur for many reasons including: 

• the power applied to the electrodes to create the glow discharge promotes rapid 

dissociation of precursor molecules 

• the mean free path at reduced pressure precludes close contact between reacting 

speCIes 

• in a plasma neutral nitrogen atoms with lone pair electrons are very un-reactive when 

compared to gas phase radicals 

Two processes can be seriously considered for the formation of reactive radical species 

that would lead to the deposition of silicon nitride from trisilylamine and ammonia 

precursor. These are: 



(a) dissociation by electron bombardment where sufficient electron energy is 

available in the plasma to break bonds in the range 100 - 900 kJ mor' 
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(b) formation by hydrogen abstraction where calculations performed in chapter 6 have 

given values for the standard molar enthalpy change for hydrogen abstraction by 

H radicals and NH2 radicals of - 142.73 kJ mor' and - 80.0 kJ mor' respectively 

Given the tiny fraction of radicals in a plasma and the mean free path at 500 mTorr 

pressure the most likely reactions are radical-molecule interactions to propagate the 

reaction and radical-third body reactions to terminate the reaction. Examples of these 

reactions have been given in Chapter 6, sections 6.5 and 6.6. Unfortunately, facilities 

are not available to provide experimental verification by quadrupole mass spectrometry 

(QMS) in the plasma nor are there software packages available that have algorithms 

capable of providing simulation of the plasma deposition process by which the 

initiation, propagation and termination reactions proposed in this work can be 

compared. 
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CONCLUSION 

The formation of silicon nitride from trisilylamine and ammonia has been investigated 

by thermodynamic calculations and semi-empirical molecular orbital computations and 

as a consequence a mechanism for radical reaction has been postulated. 

Most of the thermodynamic values required to assess the potential reactions of 

trisilylamine and ammonia were unavailable in the literature or had been determined by 

more indirect methods. It was therefore necessary to determine all the values required 

and these are presented along with any previously determined values. The overall 

reaction equation proposed for trisilylamine and ammonia is: 

and the thermodynamic values determined in this work for this reaction equation are: 

(1) standard molar enthalpy change ~Hom = - 472.86 kJ mort 

(2) standard molar entropy change ~Som = + 415.1 J K' mort 

(3) Gibbs free energy change ~Gom= - 596.62 kJ mort 

The author has been unable to locate any of the above values in the literature. 

Specific thermodynamic values related to trisilylamine were required to obtain the 

above reaction values. These thermodynamic values were determined to be: 

(5) standard molar enthalpy of formation ~Hof= - 132.94 kJ mort. 

(6) standard molar entropy oftrisilylamine So = + 284.13 J K' mort 

(7) translational entropy So = + 167.64 J K'mor' 

(8) rotational entropy So = + 90.32 J K' mort 

(9) vibrational entropy So = + 26.17 J K' mort 

From the literature, values of ~Ho f for trisilylamine of - 130.31 kJ mort and - 131.57 kJ 

mort are available (Livant et aI , 1983 and Cuthbertson et aI, 1983 respectively). 
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Using the method of solving simultaneous equations, values for the standard molar 
o 

enthalpy change L.\H 111 for trisilylamine N(SiH3)3 and the triaminosilyl radical 

N(SiH3)2SiH2 were used to obtain values of the mean bond energy Em for the Si-H and 

Si-N bonds in trisilylamine. The results obtained were comparable to values in the 

literature: 

(10) mean bond energy Em (Si-N) = 366.07 kJ mol 
-I 

(11) mean bond energy Em(Si-H) = 313.27 kJ mol 
-I 

and provide a new and additional method of calculation to that currently available. 

From the literature a value of EI11 (Si-N) for trisilylamine of 343.25 kJ mor l is available 

(Kreigsmann et aI. , 1959). Comparative literature values of EI11 (Si-H) for si lane are 

325.5 kJ mor
l 

and 339.1 kJ mor
l 

(Trotman-Dickenson, 1973 and Gmelin, 1982 

respectively). 

The standard molar enthalpy of formation values of all possible -NH2 group 

substitutions of hydrogen in the trisilylamine molecule have been shown to be 

exothermic using the MNDO/d, AMI and PM3 semi-empirical models. The 

relationship of standard molar enthalpy of formation with addition of -NH2 groups is 

shown to increase linearly while the relationship of the factor L.\Hof /MW with addition 

of -NH2 groups shows three distinct regions where the steepness of the slope of the 

graph is in the relation 1 - 3 > 4 - 6 > 7 - 9 amino groups. 

The molecular diameter oftrisilylamine has been estimated as 5.2 x 1O-8cm and for gas 

phase reactions the mean free path of trisilylamine at 500 mTorr has been calculated to 
-3 

be 5.14 x 10 cm. 

The energy imparted by electron impact is sufficient to generate radical species from 

neutral molecules. The standard molar enthalpy of formation of important radicals in 

the trisilylamine/ammonia reaction has been determined: 

(SiH3) 3N ~ N(SiH 3)2SiH2 + H 

NH 3 ~ NH 2 + H 

° -I L.\H 111 = + 313 .27 kJ mol 

° -I L.\H 111 = + 373.27 kJ mol 

These electron bombardment reactions are complemented in the plasma state by 

hydrogen abstraction reactions which dissociate neutral molecules into radicals. The 
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standard molar enthalpy change for the initiation of radical reactions in a gas phase 

plasma of trisilylamine and ammonia by hydrogen extraction has been shown to be 

exothermic with: 

H + NH3 ~ NH2 + H2 

H + (SiH 3)3 N ~ N(SiH 3)2 SiH2 + H2 

NH2 + (SiH3)3 N .~ N(SiH3)2 SiH2 + NH3 

o .\ 
Llli m = - 62.73 kJ mol 

o .\ 
t.H III = - 122.73 kJ mol 

o .\ 
t.H m = - 60.0 kJ mol 

The triaminosilyl radical N(SiH3)2SiH2 is proposed as the initial radical species in the 

gas phase plasma reaction of trisilylamine and ammonia to form silicon nitride films. 

In Chapter 6, sections 6.4 - 6.6 the initiation, propagation and termination reactions by a 

combination of electron dissociation and hydrogen abstraction reactions are considered 

fully and lead to the conclusion that trisilylamine has potential as a prevenient precursor 

for the deposition of silicon nitride. 

One of the unexpected outcomes of this programme of research is the discovery that 

there exists significant variations in the results produced by the different semi-empirical 

models when performing calculations on the same molecule. These anomalies require 

further investigation but are a warning to chemists who are not familiar with molecular 

orbital calculations using semi-empirical methods that matching of the model to the 

problem is essential to ensure the best possible result. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

Three areas of work still need to be investigated to obtain additional information on the 

physical properties, bonding and reactions oftrisilylamine. 

(l) Structural Studies by Semi-empirical Methods 

Information on the structure and bonding of trisilylamine could be obtained by semi

empirical computation and analysis on a range of X(YH3)3 molecules as given in 

Chapter 2, table 2.1. Both N(SiH3)3 and N(GeH3)3 have planar geometry whereas 

N(CH3)3 is pyramidal. All the (YH3)3 derivatives of phosphorus, namely P(CH3)3' 

P(SiH3)3 and P(GeH3)3 are known to be pyramidal. 

(2) Structural Studies by Ab Initio Methods 

It is possible, though not straight forward, to obtain the standard molar enthalpy of 

formation from ab initio methods. Using the 6-31 G* or 6-31 G** basis sets would 

provide an additional value for comparison with that obtained in this work. 

Due to the inability of the semi-empirical methods to correctly predict the structure of 

trisilylamine there has been no structural analysis of any of the aminated derivatives of 

trisilylamine. This information may prove important in determining those species that 

are active intermediates for the deposition of silicon nitride. 

(3) In-situ Reaction Studies by Mass Spectrometry 

With a sample of trisilylamine and ammonia in a PECVD or RPECVD reactor with an 

in-situ QMS it would be possible to record the mass and energy spectra at different 

intensities and obtain direct information on the mass and energy of species that were in 

the plasma. The mass of the species can then be compared to those in Chapter 5, table 

5.8 to identify the important reaction intermediates. With a silicon or other substrate on 

the heated platen in the PECVD chamber a film can be deposited for subsequent 

characterisation using physical measurement techniques such as FTIR, SIMS, AES, etc. 
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(4) Semi -empirical Modeling 

The work performed in Chapter 5, section 5.1 suggests that although the MIND03 

semi-empirical programme is old, it is nevertheless very effective for smaller molecules 

when compared to the newer AMI and PM3 programmes. The potential exists to 

modify the computer code (available in WinMOPAC 2.0 for Windows 95 from Fujitsu) 

to incorporate Si-N diatomic pair information to the existing N-H and Si-H diatomic 

pairs (currently only Si-H, Si-C and Si-Si diatomic pairs are available). This may 

provide the basis for a molecular orbital modeling programme that is specific to Si-N-H 

compounds. 



GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

IIl-V 

AES 

AFM 

AMI 

APCVD 

AZS 

BARL 

BIPADS 

BPSG 

CFD 

CGS 

CMOS 

CVD 

ED 

EDX 

EELS 

ERDA 

ESCA 

ESR 

FTIR 

GaAs 

GTO 

GUI 

HMCTS 

HMCTSZN 

HMDS 

IBM 

LCAO 

LOCOS 

LPCVD 

compound semiconductor materials belonging to the 

periodic groups III and V 

Auger electron spectrometry 

atomic force microscope 

Austin Method 1 which is a semi-empirical programme 

atmospheric pressure chemical vapour deposition 

azidotrimethylsilane (CH3)3SiN3 

bottom anti-reflection layer 

1,2 - bis( di-i-propylamino )disilane [(C3H7)2NSiH2]2 

borophosphosilicate glass 

computational fluid dynamic 

centimetre gram second units 

complimentary metal oxide semiconductor device 

chemical vapour deposition 

electron diffraction 

energy dispersive x-ray analysis 

electron energy loss spectroscopy 

elastic recoil detection analysis 

electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis 

electron spin resonance 

F ourier transform infra red spectroscopy 

gallium arsenide compound semiconductor 

gaussian type orbital 

graphical user interface 

hexamethylcyciotrisilazane [Si(CH3)2NH]3 

hexamethylcyciotrisilazane [Si(CH3)2NH]3 

hexamethyldisilazane (CH3)6Si2NH 

International Business Machines the computer manufacturer 

linear combination of atomic orbitals 

LOCal Oxidation of Silicon 

low pressure chemical vapour deposition 
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LTEL 

MINDO 

MO 

MNDO 

MNDO/d 

MOS 

MNOS 

MW 

NDDO 

NTP 

OES 

PECVD 

PM3 

PMR 

QCPE 

QMS 

RAM 

RBS 

RF 

RPECVD 

SCF 

SI units 

SIMS 

STEL 

STO 

STP 

TDSA 

TEB 

TEOS 

TBA 

TBP 

TDMAS 

TLV 

long term exposure limit 

modified intermediate neglect of differential overlap 

molecular orbital 

modified neglect of differential overlap 

as MNDO but with the addition of d orbital representations 

metal oxide semiconductor 

metal nitride oxide semiconductors 

molecular weight 

neglect of diatomic differential overlap 

normal temperature and pressure 

optical electron spectroscopy 

plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

Parametric Method 3 which is a semi-empirical programme 

proton magnetic resonance 

quantum chemical programme exchange 

quadrupole mass spectrometer 

random access memory 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry 

radio frequency 

remote plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

self consistent field 

systeme intemationale d' unites 

secondary ion mass spectrometry 

short term exposure limit 

Slater type orbital 

standard temperature and pressure 

tris( dimethylamino )silylazide [(CH3)2N]3SiN 

triethylborate (C2HsO)3B 

tetraethoxysilane or tetraethylorthosilicate (C2HsO)4Si 

tert-butylarsine C4H9AsH2 

tert-butylphosphine C4H9PH2 

trisdimethylaminosilane [(CH3)2N]3SiH 

threshold limit value 
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TMB 

TMPi 

TMPo 

TSA 

ULSI 

URL 

VLSI 

XPS 

ZDO 

trimethylborate (C3H90)3B 

trimethylphosphite (CH30)3P 

trimethylphosphate (CH30)3PO 

trisilylamine (SiH3)3N 

ultra large scale integration 

universal resource locator 

very large scale integration 

x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (also known as ESCA) 

zero differential overlap 
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APPENDIX 1 

THERMODYNAMIC VALUES FOR MOLECULES 

Table A 1 

Heat of Formation (i1HOf) 

) Referenoe 

- 132.94 This work (1) 

- 131.0 Gmelin, 1989 (2) 

- 224.90 This work (1) 

- 37.67 This work (1) 

- 323.08 This work (1) 

- 225.98 This work (1) 

- 41.67 This work Cl) 

- 743.5 Lide, 1993 

- 910.7 NIST Webbook, 1998 

- 45 .9 Lide, 1993 

+ 109.37 NIST Webbook, 1998 

+ 82.05 NIST Webbook, 1998 

+ 34.3 Lide, 1993 

+ 210.97 Gmelin, 1982 

0 Lide, 1993 

+218.0 NIST Webbook, 1998 

0 Lide, 1993 

+ 472.7 NIST Webbook, 1998 

» + 450.0 NIST Webbook, 1998 

(1) Mean value ofMNDO/d, AMI and PM3 semi-empirical calculations 

(2) Converted from a mean reference value of - 31 .3 kcallmol using the factor 4.186 



11 

Table A 2 
Standard Molar Entropy Of Formation (So) 

Lide, 1993 

+ 41.46 NIST Webbook, 1998 

+ 192.8 Lide, 1993 

+ 219.96 NIST Webbook, 1998 

+ 204.6 Lide, 1993 

Lide, 1993 

NIST Webbook, 1998 
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APPENDIX 2 

PARAMETERS USED IN SPARTAN SEMI-EMPIRICAL MO MODELS 

# AMI parameter file # MNDO parameter file # MNDO/d parameter # PM3 parameter file 
(sp, only) (sp, only) file (sp, only) 

# # # # 
# elements contained in # elements contained in # elements contained in # elements contained in 
this file: this file (MNDO): this file: this file : 
# # # # 
# Hydrogen # Hydrogen # Silicon [2] # Hydrogen 
# Boron # Lithium # Phosphorus [3] # Lithium 
# Carbon # Beryllium # Sulphur [3] # Beryllium 
# Nitrogen # Boron # Chlorine [I] # Boron 
# Oxygen # Carbon # Bromine [I] # Carbon 
# Fluorine # Nitrogen # Iodine [I] # Nitrogen 
# Aluminium # Oxygen # # Oxygen 
# Silicon # Fluorine atnum 14 # Fluorine 
# Phosphorus # Magnesium n 3.0 # Magnesium 
# Sulfur # Aluminium uss -36.0515290 # Aluminium 
# Chlorine # Silicon upp -27.5356920 # Silicon 
# Zinc # Phosphorus udd -14.6774390 # Phosphorus 
# Germanium # Sulfur betas -8.2107340 # Sulfur 
# Bromine # Ch lorine betap -4.8846200 # Chlorine 
# Tin # Calcium betad -2.6080110 # Calcium 
# Iodine # Zinc zs 1.9156550 # Zinc 
# # Germanium zp 1.6816110 # Gallium 

atnum I # Bromine zd 0.9667720 # Germanium 

n 1.0 # Tin alpha 1.6600690 # Arsenic 

uss -I 1.3964270 # Iodine #eisol -81.8118225 # Selenium 

upp 0.0000000 # Mercury gss 10.7416470 # Bromine 

betas -6.1737870 # Lead gsp 7.5606670 # Cadmium 
betap 0.0000000 # gpp 7.4364970 # Indium 

zs 1.1880780 atnum I #gp2 6.5677543 # Tin 
zp 0.0000000 n 1.0 gdd 7.0587500 # Antimony 
alpha 2.8823240 uss -11.9062760 hsp 0.8775390 # Tellurium 
eisol -11.3964270 upp 0.0000000 hform 108.3900000 # Iodine 
gss 12.8480000 betas -6.9890640 zval 4.0000000 # Mercury 
gsp 0.0000000 betap 0.0000000 atnum 15 # Thallium 
gpp 0.0000000 zs 1.3319670 n 3.0 # Lead 
gp2 0.0000000 zp 0.0000000 uss -47.0555310 # Bismuth 
hsp 0.0000000 alpha 2.5441341 upp -38.0670590 # 

kl 0.1227960 eisol -11.9062760 udd -23.6915970 # Gd* 

k2 0.0050900 gss 12.8480000 betas -8.9021040 # 

k3 -0.0183360 gsp 0.0000000 betap -9.3861100 atnum I 

k4 0.0000000 gpp 0.0000000 betad -2.0917010 n 1.0 

11 5.0000000 gp2 0.0000000 zs 2.2664630 uss -13.0733210 

12 5.0000000 hsp 0.0000000 zp 1.9400150 upp 0.0000000 

13 2.0000000 hform 52.1020000 zd 1.1001090 betas -5 .6265210 
14 0.0000000 zval 1.0000000 alpha 1.8525510 betap 0.0000000 
ml 1.2000000 atnum 3 gss 11.4797530 zs 0.9678070 
m2 1.8000000 n 2.0 gsp 8.5575700 zp 0.0000000 
m3 2.1000000 uss -5. 1280000 gpp 8.2487230 alpha 3.3563860 
m4 0.0000000 upp -2.7212000 gdd 7.5730170 eisol -13 .0733210 
hform 52.1020000 betas -1.3500400 hsp 2.1078040 gss 14.7942080 
zval 1.0000000 betap -1.3500400 hform 75.5700000 gsp 0.0000000 
atnum 5 zs 0.7023800 zval 5.0000000 gpp 0.0000000 
n 2.0 zp 0.7023800 atnum 16 gp2 0.0000000 
uss -34.4928700 alpha 1.2501400 n 3.0 hsp 0.0000000 
upp -22.63 15250 eisol -5.1280000 lI SS -56.8891300 a l 1.1287500 
betas -9.5991140 gss 7.3000000 upp -47.2747460 a2 -1.0603290 



IV 

betap -6.2737570 gsp 5.4200000 udd -25.0951180 bl 5.0962820 
zs 1.6117090 gpp 5.0000000 betas -10.9995450 b2 6.0037880 
zp 1.5553850 gp2 4.5200000 betap -12.2154370 cl 1.5374650 
alpha 2.4469090 hsp 0.8300000 betad -1 .8806690 c2 1.5701890 
eisol -63.7172650 hform 38.4100000 zs 2.2258510 hform 52.1020000 
gss 10.5900000 zval 1.0000000 zp 2.0997060 zval 1.0000000 
gsp 9.5600000 atnum 4 zd 1.2314720 atnum 3 
gpp 8.8600000 n 2.0 alpha 2.0230600 n 2.0 
gp2 7.8600000 uss -16.6023780 gss 12.1963010 uss -5 .3000000 
hsp 1.8100000 upp -10.7037710 gsp 8.8539010 upp -3.4000000 
kl 0.1826130 betas -4.0 170960 gpp 8.5402330 betas -0.5500000 
k2 0.1185870 betap -4.0170960 gdd 7.9065710 betap -1.5000000 
k3 -0.0732800 zs 1.0042100 hsp 2.6463520 zs 0.6500000 
k4 0.0000000 zp 1.0042100 hform 66.4000000 zp 0.7500000 
11 6.0000000 alpha 1.6694340 zval 6.0000000 alpha 1.2550000 
12 6.0000000 eiso l -24.2047560 atnum 17 eisol -5.3000000 
13 5.0000000 gss 9.0000000 n 3.0 gss 4.5000000 
14 0.0000000 gsp 7.4300000 uss -69.6229730 gsp 3.0000000 
ml 0.7275920 gpp 6.9700000 upp -59.1007290 gpp 5.2500000 
m2 1.4666390 gp2 6.2200000 udd -36.6745730 gp2 4.5000000 
m3 1.5709750 hsp 1.2800000 betas -6.0372920 hsp 0.1500000 
m4 0.0000000 hform 76.9600000 betap -19.1833850 al -0.4500000 
hform 135.7000000 zval 2.0000000 betad -1.8777820 a2 0.8000000 

zval 3.0000000 atnum 5 zs 2.5616110 bl 5.0000000 
atnum 6 n 2.0 zp 2.3893380 b2 6.5000000 
n 2.0 uss -34.5471300 zd 1.2513980 cl 1.0000000 
uss -52.0286580 upp -23 . 1216900 alpha 2.1803000 c2 1.0000000 
upp -39.6142390 betas -8.2520540 #eisol -263.2984770 hform 38.4100000 
betas - 15.7 157830 betap -8.2520540 gss 13 .2111490 zval 1.0000000 
betap -7.7192830 zs 1.5068010 gsp 9.4194950 atnum 4 

zs 1.8086650 zp 1.5068010 gpp 8.9962000 n 2.0 
zp 1.6851160 alpha 2.1349930 #gp2 7.9452510 uss -17.2647520 
alpha 2.6482740 eisol -64.3159500 gdd 8.5819920 upp -11.3042430 
eisol -120.8157940 gss 10.5900000 hsp 3.0814990 betas -3.9620530 
gss 12.2300000 gsp 9.5600000 hform 28.9900000 betap -2.7806840 
gsp 11.4700000 gpp 8.8600000 zval 7.0000000 zs 0.8774390 
gpp 11.0800000 gp2 7.8600000 atnum 35 zp 1.5087550 
gp2 9.8400000 hsp 1.8100000 n 4.0 alpha 1.5935360 
hsp 2.4300000 hform 135.7000000 uss -65 .4027780 eisol -25.5166530 
kl 0.0113550 zval 3.0000000 upp -54.5537540 gss 9.0128510 
k2 0.0459240 atnum 6 udd -13.7280990 gsp 6.5761990 
k3 -0.0200610 n 2.0 betas -8.3149760 gpp 6.0571820 
k4 -0.0012600 uss -52.2797450 betap -10.5070410 gp2 9.0052190 
11 5.0000000 upp -39.2055580 betad -0.9625990 hsp 0.5446790 
12 5.0000000 betas -18.9850440 zs 2.5905410 al 1.6315720 
13 5.0000000 betap -7.9341220 zp 2.3308560 a2 -2.1109590 
14 5.0000000 zs 1.7875370 zd 1.3573610 bl 2.6729620 
ml 1.6000000 zp 1.7875370 alpha 2.0910500 b2 1.9685940 
m2 1.8500000 alpha 2.5463800 #eiso l -247.6408610 cl 1.7916860 
m3 2.0500000 eisol -120.5006060 gss 12.2223550 c2 1.7558710 
m4 2.6500000 gss 12.2300000 gsp 8.2637200 hform 76.9600000 
hform 170.8900000 gsp 11.4700000 gpp 8.5354640 zval 2.0000000 
zval 4.0000000 gpp 11.0800000 #gp2 7.4821520 atnum 5 
atnum 7 gp2 9.8400000 gdd 7.3109530 n 2.0 
n 2.0 hsp 2.4300000 hsp 2.7495220 uss -32.62381120 
uss -71.8600000 hform 170.8900000 hform 26.7400000 upp -22.93367320 
upp -57.1675810 zval 4.0000000 zval 7.0000000 betas -8. 13742162 
betas -20.2991100 atnum 7 atnum 53 betap -7.48788283 
be tap -18.2386660 n 2.0 n 5.0 zs 1.22743088 
zs 2.3154 100 uss -71.932 1220 uss -62.7653530 zp 1.53741122 
zp 2.1579400 upp -57.1723190 upp -50.292 1160 alpha 2.30404919 
alpha 2.9472860 betas -20.4957580 udd -12.2483050 eisol -62.79771668 
eisol -202.4077430 betap -20.4957580 betas -10.6994870 gss 9.50638613 



v 

gss 13 .5900000 zs 2.2556 140 betap -4.9411780 gsp 8.22164867 
gsp 12.6600000 zp 2.2556140 betad -2.3504610 gpp 8.70903497 
gpp 12.9800000 alpha 2.8613420 zs 2.7565430 gp2 8.44827081 
gp2 11.5900000 eisol -202.56620 I 0 zp 2.2530800 hsp .56610545 
hsp 3.1400000 gss 13.5900000 zd 1.5023350 al .61297978 
kl 0.0252510 gsp 12.6600000 alpha 1.9061740 bl 10.00000000 
k2 0.0289530 gpp 12.9800000 #eisol -229.623 1990 cl .83167600 
k3 -0.0058060 gp2 11 .5900000 gss 11.9807820 a2 -.47046442 
k4 0.0000000 hsp 3. 1400000 gsp 7.8559020 b2 6.00000000 
11 5.0000000 hform 11 3.0000000 gpp 7.7093720 c2 .80408766 
12 5.0000000 zval 5.0000000 #gp2 6.7185660 hform 135.7000000 
13 2.0000000 atnum 8 gdd 6.0972990 zval 3.0000000 
14 0.0000000 n 2.0 hsp 2.0714750 atnum 6 
ml 1.5000000 uss -99.6443090 hform 25.5170000 n 2.0 
m2 2. 1000000 upp -77.7974720 zval 7.0000000 uss -47.2703200 
m3 2.4000000 betas -32.6880820 upp -36.2669180 
m4 0.0000000 betap -32.6880820 betas -11.9100150 
hform 113 .0000000 zs 2.6999050 betap -9.8027550 
zval 5.0000000 zp 2.6999050 zs 1.5650850 
atnum 8 alpha 3.1606040 zp 1.8423450 
n 2.0 eisol -3 17.8685060 alpha 2.7078070 
uss -97.8300000 gss 15.4200000 eisol -111.2299170 
upp -78 .2623800 gsp 14.4800000 gss 11.2007080 
betas -29.2727730 gpp 14.5200000 gsp 10.2650270 
betap -29.2727330 gp2 12.9800000 gpp 10.7962920 
zs 3.1080320 hsp 3.9400000 gp2 9.0425660 
zp 2.5240390 hform 59.5590000 hsp 2.2909800 
alpha 4.4553710 zval 6.0000000 al 0.0501070 
eisol -316.0995200 atnum 9 a2 0.0507330 
gss 15.4200000 n 2.0 bl 6.0031650 
gsp 14.4800000 uss - 13 1.07 15480 b2 6.0029790 
gpp 14.5200000 upp -1 05 .782 1370 c l 1.6422140 
gp2 12.9800000 betas -48.2904660 c2 0.8924880 
hsp 3.9400000 betap -36.5085400 hform 170.8900000 
k1 0.2809620 zs 2.8484870 zval 4.0000000 
k2 0.0814300 zp 2.8484870 atnum 7 
k3 0.0000000 alpha 3.4196606 n 2.0 
k4 0.0000000 eisol -476.68378 10 uss -49.3356720 
11 5.0000000 gss 16.9200000 upp -47.5097360 
12 7.0000000 gsp 17.2500000 betas -14.0625210 
\3 0.0000000 gpp 16.7100000 betap -20.0438480 
14 0.0000000 gp2 14.9100000 zs 2.0280940 

m1 0.8479180 hsp 4.8300000 zp 2.3137280 
m2 1.44507 10 hform 18.8900000 alpha 2.8305450 
m3 0.0000000 zval 7.0000000 eisol -157.6 137755 
m4 0.0000000 #atnum 12 gss 11 .9047870 
hform 59.5590000 #n 3.0 gsp 7.3485650 
zval 6.0000000 #uss -15 .04 gpp 11.7546720 
atnum 9 #upp -9.264 gp2 10.8072770 
n 2.0 #betas -2 .586 hsp 1.1367130 

uss -136.1055790 #betap -2.842 a1 1.5016740 
upp -104.8898850 #zs 1.049 a2 -1.5057720 
betas -69.5902770 #zp 0.889 bl 5.90 11480 
betap -27.9223600 #alpha 1.81 3 b2 6.0046580 
zs 3.7700820 #eisol -22 .69 c l 1.7107400 
zp 2.4946700 #gss 7.39 c2 1.7161490 
alpha 5.5178000 #gsp 6.57 hforrn 11 3.0000000 
eisol -482.2905830 #gpp 6.68 zval 5.0000000 
gss 16.9200000 #gp2 5.90 atnum 8 
gsp 17.2500000 #hsp 0.82 n 2.0 
gpp 16.7100000 #hform 35 .0 uss -86.9930020 
gp2 14.9 100000 #zval 2.0 upp -71.8795800 
hsp 4.8300000 atnum 13 betas -45 .2026510 



VI 

kl 0.2420790 n 3.0 betap -24.7525150 
k2 0.0036070 uss -23 .8070970 zs 3.7965440 
k3 0.0000000 upp -17.5198780 zp 2.3894020 
k4 0.0000000 betas -2 .6702840 alpha 3.2171020 
11 4.8000000 betap -2.6702840 eisol -289.3422065 
12 4.6000000 zs 1.4441610 gss 15.7557600 
13 0.0000000 zp 1.4441610 gsp 10.6211600 
14 0.0000000 alpha 1.8688394 gpp 13.6540160 
ml 0.9300000 eisol -44.4840720 gp2 12.4060950 
m2 1.6600000 gss 8.0900000 hsp 0.5938830 
m3 0.0000000 gsp 6.6300000 al -1.1311280 
m4 0.0000000 gpp 5.9800000 a2 1.1378910 
hform 18.8900000 gp2 5.4000000 bl 6.0024770 
zval 7.0000000 hsp 0.7000000 b2 5.9505120 
atnum 13 hform 79.4900000 cl 1.6073110 
n 3.0 zval 3.0000000 c2 1.5983950 
uss -24.3535850 atnum 14 hform 59.5590000 
upp -18.3636450 n 3.0 zval 6.0000000 
betas -3.8668220 uss -37.0375330 atnum 9 
betap -2 .3171460 upp -27.7696780 n 2.0 

zs 1.5165930 betas -9.0868040 uss -110.4353030 

zp 1.3063470 betap -1.0758270 upp -105 .6850470 

alpha 1.9765860 zs 1.3 159860 betas -48.4059390 

eisol -46.4208150 zp 1.7099430 betap -27 .7446600 

gss 8.0900000 alpha 2.2053160 zs 4.7085550 

gsp 6.6300000 eiso l -82.8394220 zp 2.4911780 
gpp 5.9800000 gss 9.8200000 alpha 3.3589210 
gp2 5.4000000 gsp 8.3600000 eisol -437.5171690 
hsp 0.7000000 gpp 7.3 100000 gss 10.4966670 

kl 0.0900000 gp2 6.5400000 gsp 16.0736890 

k2 0.0000000 hsp 1.3200000 gpp 14.8172560 

k3 0.0000000 hform 108.3900000 gp2 14.4183930 

k4 0.0000000 zval 4.0000000 hsp 0.7277630 

11 12.3924430 atnum 15 al -0.0121660 

12 0.0000000 n 3.0 a2 -0.0028520 

13 0.0000000 uss -56.1433600 bl 6.0235740 

14 0.0000000 upp -42 .8510800 b2 6.0037170 

ml 2.0503940 betas -6.7916000 cl 1.8568590 
m2 0.0000000 betap -6.7916000 c2 2.6361580 
m3 0.0000000 zs 2.1087200 hform 18.8900000 

m4 0.0000000 zp 1.7858100 zval 7.0000000 
hform 79.4900000 alpha 2.4152800 atnum 12 
zval 3.0000000 eisol - 152.9599600 n 3.0 

atnum 14 gss 11.5600000 uss -14.6236880 

n 3.0 gsp 10.0800000 upp -14.1734600 

uss -33.9536220 gpp 8.6400000 betas -2.0716910 

upp -28.9347490 gp2 7.6800000 betap -0.5695810 

betas -3 .7848520 hsp 1.9200000 zs 0.6985520 

betap -1.9681230 hform 75.5700000 zp 1.4834530 

zs 1.8306970 zval 5.0000000 alpha 1.3291470 
zp 1.2849530 atnum 16 eisol -22.5530760 
alpha 2.2578160 n 3.0 gss 6.6943000 
eisol -79.0017420 uss -72.2422810 gsp 6.7939950 
gss 9.8200000 upp -56.9732070 gpp 6.9104460 
gsp 8.3600000 betas -10.76 16700 gp2 7.0908230 
gpp 7.3 100000 betap -10. 1084330 hsp 0.5433000 
gp2 6.5400000 zs 2.3129620 al 2.1170500 
hsp 1.3200000 zp 2.0091460 a2 -2.5477670 
kl 0.2500000 alpha 2.4780260 bl 6.0094770 
k2 0.0615130 eisol -226.0123900 b2 4.3953700 
k3 0.0207890 gss 12.8800000 cl 2.0844060 
k4 0.0000000 gsp 11 .2600000 c2 2.0636740 
11 9.0000000 gpp 9.9000000 hform 35.0000000 



vu 

12 5.0000000 gp2 8.8300000 zval 2.0000000 
13 5.0000000 hsp 2.2600000 atnum 13 
14 0.0000000 hform 66.4000000 n 3.0 
ml 0.9114530 zval 6.0000000 uss -24.8454040 
m2 1.9955690 atnum 17 upp -22.2641590 
m3 2.9906100 n 3.0 betas -0.5943010 
m4 0.0000000 uss -100.227 1660 betap -0.9565500 
hform 108.3900000 upp -77.3786670 zs 1.7028880 
zval 4.0000000 betas -14.2623200 zp 1.0736290 
atnum 15 betap -14.2623200 alpha 1.5217030 
n 3.0 zs 3.7846450 eisol -46.8647630 
uss -42.0298630 zp 2.0362630 gss 5.7767370 
upp -34.0307090 alpha 2.5422010 gsp 11 .6598560 
betas -6.3537640 eisol -353 . 11 76670 gpp 6.3477900 
betap -6.5907090 gss 15 .0300000 gp2 6.1210770 
zs 1.981 2800 gsp 13 .1600000 hsp 4.0062450 
zp 1.8751500 gpp 11 .3000000 al -0.4730900 
alpha 2.4553220 gp2 9.9700000 a2 -0.15405 10 
eisol -124.4368355 hsp 2.4200000 bl 1.9158250 
gss 11.5600050 hform 28.9900000 b2 6.0050860 
gsp 5.2374490 zval 7.0000000 cl 1.4517280 
gpp 7.8775890 atnum 20 c2 2.5 199970 
gp2 7.3076480 n 4.0 hform 79.4900000 
hsp 0.7792380 uss -I 1.870 zval 3.0000000 
kl -0.03 18270 upp -8 .553 atnum 14 

k2 0.0184700 betas -2 .307 n 3.0 
k3 0.0332900 betap -3 .598 uss -26.7634830 
k4 0.0000000 zs 1.281 upp -22.8136350 
11 6.0000000 zp 0.877 betas -2.8621450 
12 7.0000000 alpha 1.940 betap -3.9331480 
13 9.0000000 eisol -17.980 zs 1.6350750 
14 0.0000000 gss 5.76 zp 1.3130880 
ml 1.4743230 gsp 5.04 alpha 2.1358090 
m2 1.7793540 gpp 4.32 eisol -67.7882140 
m3 3.0065760 gp2 4.00 gss 5.0471960 
m4 0.0000000 hsp 0.52 gsp 5.9490570 
hform 75.5700000 hform 42.6 gpp 6.7593670 
zval 5.0000000 zval 2.0 gp2 5.1612970 
atnum 16 atnllm 30 hsp 0.9198320 
n 3.0 n 4.0 al -0.3906000 
uss -56.6940560 uss -20.8397160 a2 0.0572590 
upp -48.7170490 upp -19.6252240 bl 6.0000540 
betas -3 .9205660 betas -1 .0000000 b2 6.0071830 
betap -7.9052780 betap -2.0000000 cl 0.6322620 
zs 2.3665150 zs 2.0473590 c2 2.0199870 
zp 1.6672630 zp 1.4609460 hform 108.3900000 
alpha 2.4616480 alpha 1.5064570 zval 4.0000000 
eisol -191.7321930 eisol -29.8794320 atnum 15 
gss 11.7863290 gss 11.8000000 n 3.0 
gsp 8.6631270 gsp 11.1820180 uss -40.4 130960 
gpp 10.0393080 gpp 13 .3000000 upp -29.5930520 
gp2 7.7816880 gp2 12.9305200 betas -12.6 158790 
hsp 2.5321370 hsp 0.4846060 betap -4.1600400 
kl -0.5091950 hform 31.1700000 zs 2.0175630 
k2 -0.0118630 zval 2.0000000 zp 1.5047320 
k3 0.0123340 atnum 32 alpha 1.9405340 
k4 0.0000000 n 4.0 eisol -117.9591740 
11 4.5936910 uss -33 .9493670 gss 7.8016150 
12 5.8657310 upp -27.4251050 gsp 5.1869490 
13 13 .5573360 betas -4.5164790 gpp 6.6184780 
14 0.0000000 betap -1.7555170 gp2 6.0620020 
ml 0.7706650 zs 1.293 1800 hsp 1.5428090 
m2 1.5033130 zp 2.0205640 a l -0.6114210 



viii 

m3 2.0091730 alpha 1.9784980 a2 -0.0939350 
m4 0.0000000 eisol -76.2489440 bl 1.9972720 
hform 66.4000000 gss 9.8000000 b2 1.9983600 
zval 6.0000000 gsp 8.3000000 cl 0.7946240 
atnum 17 gpp 7.3000000 c2 1.9106770 
n 3.0 gp2 6.5000000 hform 75.5700000 
uss -111.6 139480 hsp 1.3000000 zval 5.0000000 
upp -76.640 1070 hform 89.5000000 atnum 16 
betas -24.5946700 zval 4.0000000 n 3.0 
betap -14.6372160 atnum 35 uss -49.89537 10 
zs 3.6313760 n 4.0 upp -44.3925830 
zp 2.0767990 uss -99.9864405 betas -8.8274650 
alpha 2.9193680 upp -75 .6713075 betap -8.0914150 
eisol -372.1984310 betas -8.9171070 zs 1.8911850 
gss 15.0300000 betap -9.9437400 zp 1.6589720 
gsp 13 .1600000 zs 3.8543019 alpha 2.2697060 
gpp 11.3000000 zp 2.1992091 eiso1 -183.4537395 
gp2 9.9700000 alpha 2.4457051 gss 8.9646670 
hsp 2.4200000 eisol -346.6812500 gsp 6.7859360 
kl 0.0942430 gss 15.03643948 gpp 9.968 1640 
k2 0.0271680 gsp 13.03468242 gp2 7.9702470 
k3 0.0000000 gpp 11.27632539 hsp 4.0418360 
k4 0.0000000 gp2 9.85442552 a1 -0.3991910 
11 4.0000000 hsp 2.45586832 a2 -0.0548990 
12 4.0000000 hform 26.7400000 b1 6.0006990 
13 0.0000000 zval 7.0000000 b2 6.0018450 
14 0.0000000 atnum 50 cl 0.9621230 
ml 1.3000000 n 5.0 c2 1.5799440 
m2 2.1000000 uss -40.8518020 hform 66.4000000 
m3 0.0000000 upp -28 .5602490 zval 6.0000000 
m4 0.0000000 betas -3 .2351470 atnum 17 
hform 28.9900000 betap -4.2904160 n 3.0 
zval 7.0000000 zs 2.0803800 uss -100.6267470 
atnum 30 zp 1.9371060 upp -53.6143960 
n 4.0 alpha 1.8008140 betas -27.5285600 
uss -21 .0400080 eisol -92 .324 1020 betap -11 .5939220 
upp -17.6555740 gss 9.8000000 zs 2.2462100 
betas -1.9974290 gsp 8.3000000 zp 2.1510100 
betap -4.758 1190 gpp 7.3000000 alpha 2.5172960 
zs 1.9542990 gp2 6.5000000 eisol -315 .1949480 
zp 1.3723650 hsp 1.3000000 gss 16.0136010 
alpha 1.4845630 hform 72.2000000 gsp 8.0481150 
eisol -30.2800160 zval 4.0000000 gpp 7.5222150 
gss 11.8000000 atnllm 53 gp2 7.5041540 
gsp 11.1820180 n 5.0 hsp 3.4811530 
gpp 13.3000000 uss -100.0030538 al -0.1715910 
gp2 12.9305200 lIpp -74 .6 114692 a2 -0.0134580 
hsp 0.4846060 betas -7.4144510 bl 6.0008020 
hform 31.1700000 be tap -6.1967810 b2 1.9666180 
zval 2.0000000 zs 2.2729610 cl 1.0875020 
atnum 32 zp 2.1694980 c2 2.2928910 
n 4.0 alpha 2.2073200 hform 28.9900000 
uss -34.1838890 eisol -340.5983600 zval 7.0000000 
upp -28.6408 110 gss 15.04044855 atnum 20 
betas -4.3566070 gsp 13 .05655798 n 4.0 
betap -0.9910910 gpp 11.14778369 uss -11.35010387 
zs 1.2196310 gp2 9.91409071 lIpp -10.34987587 
zp 1.9827940 hsp 2.45638202 betas -10.45737746 
alpha 2.1364050 hform 25.5170000 betap 5.10954286 
eisol -78.7084810 zval 7.0000000 zs .69567815 
gss 10.1686050 atnum 80 zp 1.05125946 
gsp 8.1444730 n 6.0 alpha 1.90107319 
gpp 6.6719020 uss -19.809574 eisol -16.94020844 



IX 

gp2 6.2697060 upp -13 .102530 gss 5.76 
hsp 0.9370930 betas -0.404525 gsp 5.04 
hform 89.5000000 betap -6.206683 gpp 4.32 
zval 4.0000000 zs 2.218 184 gp2 4.00 
atnum 35 zp 2.065038 hsp .52 
n 4.0 alpha 1.335641 al .52766269 
uss -104.6560630 eiso l -28.819148 b1 10.0 
upp -74.9300520 gss 10.800000 cl .51696708 
betas -19.3998800 gsp 9.300000 a2 -.00139269 
betap -8.9571950 gpp 14.300000 b2 6.0 
zs 3.0641330 gp2 13.500000 c2 2.56686118 
zp 2.0383330 hsp 1.300000 hform 42.6 
alpha 2.5765460 hform 14.690000 zval 2.0000000 
eisol -352.3 142087 zval 2.000000 atnum 30 
gss 15.0364395 atnum 82 n 4.0 
gsp 13 .0346824 n 6.0 uss -18.5321980 
gpp 11.2763254 uss -47.319692 upp -11.0474090 
gp2 9.8544255 upp -28.847560 betas -0.7155780 
hsp 2.4558683 betas -8 .042387 betap -6.3518640 
kl 0.0666850 . betap -3 .000000 zs 1.8199890 
k2 0.0255680 zs 2.498286 zp 1.5069220 
k3 0.0000000 zp 2.08207 1 alpha 1.3501260 
k4 0.0000000 alpha 1.728333 eisol -27.3872000 
II 4.0000000 eisol -105 .834504 gss 9.6771960 
12 4.0000000 gss 9.800000 gsp 7.7362040 
13 0.0000000 gsp 8.300000 gpp 4.9801740 
14 0.0000000 gpp 7.300000 gp2 4.6696560 
ml 1.5000000 gp2 6.500000 hsp 0.6004130 
m2 2.3000000 hsp 1.300000 a l -0.1112340 
m3 0.0000000 hform 46.627000 a2 -0.1323700 
m4 0.0000000 zval 4.000000 bl 6.0014780 
hform 26.7400000 # b2 1.9958390 
zval 7.0000000 # MNDOD parameters cl 1.5160320 
atnum 50 # c2 2.5 196420 
n 5.0 atnum 30 hform 31 .1700000 
uss -35.4967410 n 4.0 zval 2.0000000 
upp -28.0976360 uss -18.02300 I 0 atnum 31 
betas -3.2350000 upp -12.2421660 n 4.0 
betap -2.5778900 betas -5 .0172610 uss -29.8555930 
zs 2.5993760 betap -0.7120600 upp -21.8753710 
zp 1.6959620 zs 1.73 15030 betas -4.9456180 
alpha 1.8369360 zp 1.3935830 betap -0.4070530 
eisol -80.6887540 alpha 1.5176370 zs 1.8470400 
gss 9.8000000 eisol -27.4852740 zp 0.8394110 
gsp 8.3000000 gss 8.5607280 alpha 1.6051150 
gpp 7.3000000 gsp 7.4900360 eisol -57.3280250 
gp2 6.5000000 gpp 5.1396480 gss 8.4585540 
hsp 1.3000000 gp2 4.5054030 gsp 8.9256190 
hform 72.2000000 hsp 0.5329460 gpp 5.0868550 
zval 4.0000000 hform 3 1.1700000 gp2 4.9830450 
atnum 53 zval 2.0000000 hsp 2.0512600 
n 5.0 atnum 48 al -0.5601790 
uss -103 .5896630 n 5.0 a2 -0.2727310 
upp -74.4299970 uss -1 6.9697000 bl 5.6232730 
betas -8.4433270 upp -12.4009650 b2 1.9918430 
betap -6.3234050 betas -2.7715440 cl 1.5317800 
zs 2.1028580 betap -1 .8056500 c2 2.1838640 
zp 2.1611530 zs 1.7488060 hform 65.4000000 
alpha 2.2994240 zp 1.5632150 zval 3.0000000 
eisol -346.8642857 alpha 1.4246 130 atnum 32 
gss 15.0404486 eisol -26.0349660 n 4.0 
gsp 13.0565580 gss 7.9044340 uss -35.4671955 
gpp 11.1477837 gsp 7.5157070 upp -31 .5863583 



x 

gp2 9.9140907 gpp 7.4800000 betas -5 .3250024 
hsp 2.4563820 gp2 6.5186640 betap -2.2501567 
k1 0.0043610 hsp 0.6367440 zs 2.2373526 
k2 0.0157060 hform 26.7200000 zp 1.5924319 
k3 0.0000000 zval 2.0000000 alpha 1.9723370 
k4 0.0000000 atnllm 80 eisol -84.0156006 
11 2.3000000 n 6.0 gss 5.3769635 
12 3.0000000 lISS -18 .8 156490 gsp 10.2095293 
13 0.0000000 lIpp -13.3971140 gpp 7.6718647 
14 0.0000000 betas -2 .2 187220 gp2 6.9242663 
ml 1.8000000 betap -2.9097860 hsp 1.3370204 
m2 2.2400000 zs 2.3 331070 a 1 0.9631726 
m3 0.0000000 zp 1.7083 110 a2 -0.9593891 
m4 0.0000000 alpha 1.3822420 bl 6.0120134 
hform 25.5170000 eisol -29.3 156490 b2 5.7491802 
zval 7.0000000 gss 8.3156490 cl 2.1633655 

gsp 8.2 12 1730 c2 2. 1693724 
gpp 7.11 52590 hform 89.5000000 
gp2 6. 17 12500 zval 4.0000000 
hsp 0.8359410 atnum 33 
hform 14.6900000 n 4.0 
zval 2.0000000 uss -38.5074240 

upp -35.1524150 
betas -8.2321650 
betap -5 .0173860 
zs 2.6361770 
zp 1.7038890 
alpha 1.7944770 
eisol -122.6326140 
gss 8.7890010 
gsp 5.3979830 
gpp 8.2872500 
gp2 8.2103460 
hsp 1.9510340 
a l -0.4600950 
a2 -0.0889960 
bl 1.9831150 
b2 1.9929440 
c l 1.0867930 
c2 2.1400580 
hform 72.3000000 
zval 5.0000000 
atnum 34 
n 4.0 
uss -55.3781350 
upp -49.8230760 
betas -6.1578220 
betap -5.4930390 
zs 2.8280510 
zp 1.7325360 
alpha 3.0439570 
eisol -1 92.7748 115 
gss 7.4325910 
gsp 10.0604610 
gpp 9.5683260 
gp2 7.7242890 
hsp 4.0 165580 
a l 0.0478730 
a2 0. 1147200 
bl 6.0074000 
b2 6.0086720 
c l 2.0817170 
c2 1.5164230 



Xl 

hform 54.3000000 
zval 6.0000000 
atnum 35 
n 4.0 
uss -116.6193110 
upp -74.2271290 
betas -31.1713420 
betap -6.8140130 
zs 5.3484570 
zp 2. 1275900 
alpha 2.5 118420 
eisol -352.5398970 
gss 15 .9434250 
gsp 16.0616800 
gpp 8.2827630 
gp2 7.8168490 
hsp 0.5788690 
a l 0.9604580 
a2 -0.9549160 
bl 5.9765080 
b2 5.9447030 
cl 2.32 16540 
c2 2.3281420 
hform 26.7400000 
zval 7.0000000 
atnum 48 
n 5.0 
uss -15 .8285840 
upp 8.7497950 
betas -8.58 19440 
betap -0.6010340 
zs 1.67935 10 
zp 2.0664120 
alpha 1.5253820 
eisol -22.4502080 
gss 9.2069600 
gsp 8.2315390 
gpp 4.9481040 
gp2 4.6696560 
hsp 1.6562340 
hform 26.7200000 
zval 2.0000000 
atnum 49 
n 5.0 
uss -26.1762050 
upp -20.0058220 
betas -2.9933190 
betap -1 .8289080 
zs 2.0161160 
zp 1.4453500 
alpha 1.4183850 
eisol -51.9750470 
gss 6.5549000 
gsp 8.2298730 
gpp 6.2992690 
gp2 4.9842110 
hsp 2.6314610 
a l -0.3431380 
a2 -0.1095320 
bl 1.9940340 
b2 5.6832170 
c l 1.6255160 
c2 2.8670090 



XlI 

hform 58.0000000 
zval 3.0000000 
atnum 50 
n 5.0 
uss -34.5501920 
upp -25.8944190 
betas -2.7858020 
betap -2.0059990 
zs 2.3733280 
zp 1.6382330 
alpha 1.6996500 
eisol -78.8877790 
gss 10.1900330 
gsp 7.2353270 
gpp 5.6738100 
gp2 5.1822140 
hsp 1.0331570 
al -0.1503530 
a2 -0.0444170 
bl 6.0056940 
b2 2.2573810 
cl 1.7046420 
c2 2.4698690 
hform 72.2000000 
zval 4.0000000 
atnum 51 
n 5.0 
uss -56.4321960 
upp -29.4349540 
betas -14 .7942170 
betap -2.8179480 

zs 2.3430390 
zp 1.8999920 
alpha 2.0343010 
eisol -148.9382890 
gss 9.2382770 
gsp 5.2776800 

gpp 6.3500000 
gp2 6.2500000 
hsp 2.4244640 
a l 3.0020280 
a2 -0.0188920 
bl 6.0053420 
b2 6.0114780 
cl 0.8530600 

c2 2.7933110 

hform 63 .2000000 
zval 5.0000000 
atnum 52 
n 5.0 
uss -44.9380360 
upp -46.3140990 

betas -2.6651460 
betap -3.8954300 
zs 4.1654920 
zp 1.6475550 
alpha 2.4850190 
eisal -168.0945930 
gss 10.2550730 
gsp 8.1691450 
gpp 7.7775920 
gp2 7.7551210 
hsp 3.7724620 



Xlll 

al 0.0333910 
a2 -1.9218670 
bl 5.9563790 
b2 4.9732190 
cl 2.2775750 
c2 0.5242430 
hform 47.0000000 
zval 6.0000000 
atnum 53 
n 5.0 
uss -96.4540370 
upp -61.0915820 
betas -14.4942340 
betap -5 .8947030 
zs 7.00\0130 
zp 2.4543540 
alpha 1.9901850 
eisol -288.3160860 
gss 13.6319430 
gsp 14.9904060 
gpp 7.2883300 
gp2 5.9664070 
hsp 2.6300350 
al -0.13148\0 
a2 -0.0368970 
bl 5.2064170 
b2 6.0\01170 
cl 1.7488240 
c2 2.7103730 
hform 25.5170000 
zval 7.0000000 
atnum 80 
n 6.0 
uss -17.762229 
upp -18.330751 
betas -3 .101365 
betap -3.464031 
zs 1.476885 
zp 2.47995 1 
alpha 1.529377 
eisol -28 .899738 
gss 6.624720 
gsp 10.639297 
gpp 14.709283 
gp2 16.000740 
hsp 2.036311 
al 1.082720 
a2 -0.096553 
bl 6.496598 
b2 3.926281 
cl 1.195146 
c2 2.627160 
hform 14.690000 
zval 2.000000 
atnum 81 
n 6.0 
uss -30.053170 
upp -26.920637 
betas -1.084495 
betap -7.946799 
zs 6.867921 
zp 1.969445 
alpha 1.340951 



XIV 

eisol -56.649205 
gss 10.460412 
gsp 11.223883 
gpp 4.992785 
gp2 8.962727 
hsp 2.530406 
al -1.361399 
a2 -0.045401 
bl 3.557226 
b2 2.306995 
cl 1.092802 
c2 2.965029 
hform 43.550000 
zval 3.000000 
atnum 82 
n 6.0 
uss -30.322756 
upp -24.425834 
betas -6.126024 
betap -1.395430 
zs 3.141289 
zp 1.892418 
alpha 1.620045 
eisol -73.4660775 
gss 7.011992 
gsp 6.793782 
gpp 5.183780 
gp2 5.045651 
hsp 1.566302 
al -0. 122576 
a2 -0 .056648 
bl 6.003062 
b2 4.743705 
cl 1.901597 
c2 2.861879 
hform 46.620000 
zval 4.0000000 
atnum 83 
n 6.0 
uss -33.495938 
upp -35.521026 
betas -5 .607283 
betap -5 .800152 
zs 4.916451 
zp 1.934935 
alpha 1.857431 
eisol -109.277491 
gss 4.989480 
gsp 6. 103308 
gpp 8.696007 
gp2 8.335447 
hsp 0.599122 
al 2.581693 
a2 0.060320 
bl 5.094022 
b2 6.001538 
cl 0.499787 
c2 2.427970 
hform 50.100000 
zval 5.0000000 



xv 

APPENDIX 3 

EXAMPLE OF A HYPERCHEM LOG FILE FOR A SEMI-EMPIRICAL 

CALCULA nON 

HyperChem log start -- Fri Feb 27 08 :39: 16 1998. 

Geometry optimization, SemiEmpirical, molecule = C:\MPHIL\HYPER\tsa_am1.hin. 

AMI 

PolakRibiere optimizer 

Convergence limit = 0.0100000 Iteration limit = 100 

Accelerate convergence = NO 

Optimization algorithm = Polak-Ribiere 

Criterion of RMS gradient = 0.1000 kcal/(A mol) Maximum cycles = 195 

RHF Calculation: 

Singlet state calculation 

Number of electrons = 26 

Number of Double Occupied Levels = 13 

Charge on the System = 0 

Total Orbitals = 25 

Starting AMI calculation with 25 orbitals 

E=O.OOOO Grad=O.OOO Conv=NO(O cycles 0 points) [Iter=1 Diff=3299.30425] 

E=O.OOOO Grad=O.OOO Conv=NO(O cycles 0 points) [Iter=2 Diff=28.27431] 

E=O.OOOO Grad=O.OOO Conv=NO(O cycles 0 points) [Iter=3 Diff=1.73400] 

E=O.OOOO Grad=O.OOO Conv=NO(O cycles 0 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.01338] 

E=O.OOOO Grad=O.OOO Conv=NO(O cycles 0 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.04314] 

E=O.OOOO Grad=O.OOO Conv=NO(O cycles 0 points) [Iter=6 Diff=0.01153] 

E=O.OOOO Grad=O.OOO Conv=NO(O cycles 0 points) [Iter=7 Diff=0.00334] 

E=-905.0394 Grad=26.316 Conv=NO(O cycles 1 points) [Iter=1 Diff=5 .35203] 

E=-905.0394 Grad=26.316 Conv=NO(O cycles 1 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.97395] 

E=-905.0394 Grad=26.316 Conv=NO(O cycles 1 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.57083] 

E=-905 .0394 Grad=26.316 Conv=NO(O cycles 1 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.23323] 

E=-905 .0394 Grad=26.316 Conv=NO(O cycles 1 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00391] 

E=-923.8232 Grad=10.109 Conv=NO(O cycles 2 points) [Iter=1 Diff=5.43031] 

E=-923.8232 Grad=10.109 Conv=NO(O cycles 2 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.89891] 

E=-923.8232 Grad=1 0.1 09 Conv=NO(O cycles 2 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.44902] 

E=-923.8232 Grad=1 0.1 09 Conv=NO(O cycles 2 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.18467] 

E=-923.8232 Grad=1 0.1 09 Conv=NO(O cycles 2 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00194] 



E=-920.8324 Grad=19.l67 Conv=NO(O cycles 3 points) [Iter=l Diff=1.87868] 

E=-920.8324 Grad= 19 .167 Conv=NO(O cycles 3 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.30982] 

E=-920.8324 Grad=19.167 Conv=NO(O cycles 3 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.16660] 

E=-920.8324 Grad=19.167 Conv=NO(O cycles 3 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.07398] 

E=-920.8324 Grad= 19.167 Conv=NO(O cycles 3 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00065] 

E=-925.6803 Grad=6.474 Conv=NO(l cycles 4 points) [Iter=l Diff=0.72174] 

E=-925.6803 Grad=6.474 Conv=NO(1 cycles 4 points) [Iter=2 Diff=O.l4729] 

E=-925.6803 Grad=6.474 Conv=NO(1 cycles 4 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.03784] 

E=-925 .6803 Grad=6.474 Conv=NO(1 cycles 4 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.01103] 

E=-925.6803 Grad=6.474 Conv=NO(1 cycles 4 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00351] 

E=-927.8770 Grad=3.205 Conv=NO(1 cycles 5 points) [Iter=l Diff=0.72815] 

E=-927.8770 Grad=3.205 Conv=NO(1 cycles 5 points) [Iter=2 Diff=O.l4694] 

E=-927.8770 Grad=3.205 Conv=NO(1 cycles 5 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.03704] 

E=-927.8770 Grad=3.205 Conv=NO(1 cycles 5 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.01054] 

E=-927.8770 Grad=3.205 Conv=NO(1 cycles 5 points) [lter=5 Diff=0.00327] 

E=-928.0876 Grad=4.288 Conv=NO(1 cycles 6 points) [Iter=l Diff=0.10434] 

E=-928.0876 Grad=4.288 Conv=NO(1 cycles 6 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.02016] 

E=-928 .0876 Grad=4.288 Conv=NO(1 cycles 6 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.00489] 

E=-928.2451 Grad=3.l82 Conv=NO(2 cycles 7 points) [Iter=l Diff=0.29531] 

E=-928.2451 Grad=3.l82 Conv=NO(2 cycles 7 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.04627] 

E=-928.2451 Grad=3.l82 Conv=NO(2 cycles 7 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.00863] 

E=-929.3588 Grad=3.830 Conv=NO(2 cycles 8 points) [Iter=l Diff=0.30410] 

E=-929.3588 Grad=3.830 Conv=NO(2 cycles 8 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.04864] 

E=-929.3588 Grad=3.830 Conv=NO(2 cycles 8 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.00921] 

E=-929.8603 Grad=6.526 Conv=NO(2 cycles 9 points) [Iter=l Diff=1.17418] 

E=-929.8603 Grad=6.526 Conv=NO(2 cycles 9 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.18854] 

E=-929.8603 Grad=6.526 Conv=NO(2 cycles 9 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.07979] 

E=-929.8603 Grad=6. 526 Conv=NO(2 cycles 9 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.03499] 

E=-929.8603 Grad=6.526 Conv=NO(2 cycles 9 points) [Iter=5 Diff=O.OOOll] 

E=-929.1335 Grad=12.169 Conv=NO(2 cycles 10 points) [Iter=l Diff=0.79810] 

E=-929.l335 Grad=12.l69 Conv=NO(2 cycles 10 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.12684] 

E=-929.l335 Grad=12.l69 Conv=NO(2 cycles 10 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.02374] 

E=-929.1335 Grad=12.l69 Conv=NO(2 cycles 10 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.00481] 

E=-929.8965 Grad=7.526 Conv=NO(3 cycles 11 points) [Iter=l Diff=18.77525] 

E=-929.8965 Grad=7.526 Conv=NO(3 cycles 11 points) [Iter=2 Diff=3.44760] 

E=-929.8965 Grad=7.526 Conv=NO(3 cycles 11 points) [Iter=3 Diff=2.46781] 

E=-929.8965 Grad=7.526 Conv=NO(3 cycles 11 points) [Iter=4 Diff=1.60331] 

E=-929.8965 Grad=7.526 Conv=NO(3 cycles 11 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.01907] 

E=-929.8965 Grad=7.526 Conv=NO(3 cycles 11 points) [Iter=6 Diff=0.00637] 

E=-928.6136 Grad=11.574 Conv=NO(3 cycles 12 points) [Iter=l Diff=4.86184] 

XVI 



E=-928.6136 Grad=11.574 Conv=NO(3 cycles 12 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.88718] 

E=-928.6136 Grad=11.574 Conv=NO(3 cycles 12 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.55818] 

E=-928.6136 Grad=11.574 Conv=NO(3 cycles 12 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.33103] 

E=-928.6136 Grad=11.574 Conv=NO(3 cycles 12 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00200] 

E=-933.2430 Grad=5.502 Conv=NO(4 cycles 13 points) [Iter=1 Diff=2.90684] 

E=-933.2430 Grad=5.502 Conv=NO(4 cycles 13 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.44949] 

E=-933.2430 Grad=5.502 Conv=NO(4 cycles 13 points) [Iter=3 Diff=O.l5427] 

E=-933.2430 Grad=5.502 Conv=NO(4 cycles 13 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.05640] 

E=-933.2430 Grad=5.502 Conv=NO(4 cycles 13 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00020] 

E=-934.7259 Grad=10.085 Conv=NO(4 cycles 14 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.37858] 

E=-934.7259 Grad=10.085 Conv=NO(4 cycles 14 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.05871] 

E=-934.7259 Grad=10.085 Conv=NO(4 cycles 14 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.01040] 

E=-934.7259 Grad=10.085 Conv=NO(4 cycles 14 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.00198] 

E=-935.4805 Grad=5.585 Conv=NO(5 cycles 15 points) [Iter=1 Diff=2.06305] 

E=-935.4805 Grad=5.585 Conv=NO(5 cycles 15 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.35455] 

E=-935.4805 Grad=5.585 Conv=NO(5 cycles 15 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.23975] 

E=-935.4805 Grad=5.585 Conv=NO(5 cycles 15 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.13921] 

E=-935.4805 Grad=5 .585 Conv=NO(5 cycles 15 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00105] 

E=-932.9864 Grad=12.852 Conv=NO(5 cycles 16 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.86948] 

E=-932.9864 Grad=12.852 Conv=NO(5 cycles 16 points) [Iter=2 Diff=O.l4879] 

E=-932.9864 Grad=12.852 Conv=NO(5 cycles 16 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.03116] 

E=-932.9864 Grad=12.852 Conv=NO(5 cycles 16 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.00756] 

E=-936.4922 Grad=1.674 Conv=NO(6 cycles 17 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.04366] 

E=-936.4922 Grad=1.674 Conv=NO(6 cycles 17 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00734] 

E=-936.7701 Grad=I.461 Conv=NO(6 cycles 18 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.04793] 

E=-936.7701 Grad=I.461 Conv=NO(6 cycles 18 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00816] 

E=-936.9009 Grad=2.202 Conv=NO(6 cycles 19 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.18476] 

E=-936.9009 Grad=2.202 Conv=NO(6 cycles 19 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.03144] 

E=-936.9009 Grad=2.202 Conv=NO(6 cycles 19 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.00602] 

E=-936.7296 Grad=4.364 Conv=NO(6 cycles 20 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.11D45] 

E=-936.7296 Grad=4.364 Conv=NO(6 cycles 20 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.01844] 

E=-936.7296 Grad=4.364 Conv=NO(6 cycles 20 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.00348] 

E=-936.9128 Grad=2.610 Conv=NO(7 cycles 21 points) [Iter=1 Diff=2.97837] 

E=-936.9128 Grad=2.610 Conv=NO(7 cycles 21 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.50122] 

E=-936.9128 Grad=2.61O Conv=NO(7 cycles 21 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.29334] 

E=-936.9128 Grad=2.610 Conv=NO(7 cycles 21 points) [Iter=4 Diff=O.16585] 

E=-936.9128 Grad=2.610 Conv=NO(7 cycles 21 points) [lter=5 Diff=O.00097] 

E=-934.9916 Grad=9.711 Conv=NO(7 cycles 22 points) [lter=1 Diff=1.66830] 

E=-934.9916 Grad=9.711 Conv=NO(7 cycles 22 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.28079] 

E=-934.9916 Grad=9.711 Conv=NO(7 cycles 22 points) [lter=3 Diff=0.16403] 
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E=-934.9916 Grad=9.711 Conv=NO(7 cycles 22 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.09287] 

E=-934.9916 Grad=9.711 Conv=NO(7 cycles 22 points) [Iter=5 Diff=0.00055] 

E=-93 7 .1577 Grad= 1.626 Conv=NO(8 cycles 23 points) [Iter= 1 Diff=0.44196] 

E=-937.1577 Grad=1.626 Conv=NO(8 cycles 23 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.07353] 

E=-937.1577 Grad=1.626 Conv=NO(8 cycles 23 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.01454] 

E=-937.1577 Grad=1.626 Conv=NO(8 cycles 23 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.00315] 

E=-937.3339 Grad=2.966 Conv=NO(8 cycles 24 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.02469] 

E=-937.3339 Grad=2.966 Conv=NO(8 cycles 24 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00400] 

E=-937.3538 Grad=2.172 Conv=NO(9 cycles 25 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.62184] 

E=-937.3538 Grad=2.172 Conv=NO(9 cycles 25 points) [Iter=2 Diff=O.1 0367] 

E=-937.3538 Grad=2.172 Conv=NO(9 cycles 25 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.02003] 

E=-937.3538 Grad=2.172 Conv=NO(9 cycles 25 points) [Iter=4 Diff=0.00423] 

E=-937.0994 Grad=4.988 Conv=NO(9 cycles 26 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.25312] 

E=-93 7 .0994 Grad=4.988 Conv=NO(9 cycles 26 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.04198] 

E=-937.0994 Grad=4.988 Conv=NO(9 cycles 26 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.00806] 

E=-937.4669 Grad=0.891 Conv=N0(10 cycles 27 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.01964] 

E=-937.4669 Grad=0.891 Conv=N0(10 cycles 27 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00349] 

E=-937.4992 Grad=1.128 Conv=NO(lO cycles 28 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00047] 

E=-937.5011 Grad=0.889 Conv=NO(l1 cycles 29 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00684] 

E=-937.5486 Grad=0.487 Conv=NO(11 cycles 30 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00850] 

E=-937.5547 Grad=0.703 Conv=N0(11 cycles 31 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00038] 

E=-937.5578 Grad=0.556 Conv=N0(12 cycles 32 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.07277] 

E=-937.5578 Grad=0.556 Conv=N0(12 cycles 32 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.01182] 

E=-937.5578 Grad=0.556 Conv=N0(12 cycles 32 points) [Iter=3 Diff=0.00237] 

E=-937.5499 Grad=1.550 Conv=NO(l2 cycles 33 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.02110] 

E=-937.5499 Grad=1.550 Conv=NO(l2 cycles 33 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00334] 

E=-937.5715 Grad=0.623 Conv=NO(13 cycles 34 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.02110] 

E=-937.5715 Grad=0.623 Conv=NO(13 cycles 34 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00366] 

E=-937.5892 Grad=0.501 Conv=N0(13 cycles 35 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.02399] 

E=-937.5892 Grad=0.501 Conv=NO(13 cycles 35 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00432] 

E=-93 7 .5797 Grad= 1.078 Conv=NO(l3 cycles 36 points) [Iter= 1 Diff=O.O 1565] 

E=-937.5797 Grad=1.078 Conv=NO(13 cycles 36 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00269] 

E=-937.5896 Grad=0.533 Conv=NO(l4 cycles 37 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.04926] 

E=-937.5896 Grad=0.533 Conv=NO(14 cycles 37 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00811] 

E=-937.5434 Grad=1.814 Conv=NO(l4 cycles 38 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.02483] 

E=-937.5434 Grad=1.814 Conv=N0(14 cycles 38 points) [Iter=2 Diff=0.00405] 

E=-937.5962 Grad=0.209 Conv=NO(l5 cycles 39 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00050] 

E=-937.5998 Grad=0.203 Conv=NO(l5 cycles 40 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00070] 

E=-937.6002 Grad=0.359 Conv=NO(l5 cycles 41 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00004] 

E=-937.6004 Grad=0.294 Conv=NO(l6 cycles 42 points) [Iter=1 Diff=0.00415] 
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E=-937.5999 Grad=0.427 Conv=NO(16 cycles 43 points) [Iter=l Diff=0.00080] 

E=-937.6035 Grad=0.144 Conv=N0(17 cycles 44 points) [lter=l Diff=0.00084] 

E=-937.6046 Grad=0.199 Conv=N0(17 cycles 45 points) [lter=l Diff=O.OOOOO] 

E=-937.6046 Grad=0.182 Conv=N0(18 cycles 46 points) [lter=l Diff=0.00179] 

E=-937.6059 Grad=0.128 Conv=N0(18 cycles 47 points) [Iter=l Diff=O.OOOOl] 

E=-937;6060 Grad=0.111 Conv=NO(19 cycles 48 points) [lter=l Diff=0.00083] 

E=-937.6062 Grad=0.174 Conv=NO(19 cycles 49 points) [lter=l Diff=0.00010] 

E=-937.6064 Grad=0.082 Conv=YES(20 cycles 50 points) [lter=l Diff=O.OOOOO] 

ENERGIES AND GRADIENT 

Total Energy = -13436.1610321 (kcallmol) 

Total Energy = -21.411458026 (a.u.) 

Binding Energy = -937.6063741 (kcal/mol) 

Isolated Atomic Energy = -12498.5546580 (kcallmol) 

Electronic Energy = -48948.1218499 (kcal/mol) 

Core-Core Interaction = 35511.9608178 (kcallmol) 

Heat of Formation -30.5183741 (kcal/mol) 

Gradient 0.0831787 (kcallmoll Ang) 

MOLECULAR POINT GROUP 

C3V 

EIGENVALUES(eV) 

Symmetry: 1 Al 1 E lE 

Eigenvalue: -31.929157 -17.372837 

Symmetry: 2E 2E 3E 

Eigenvalue: -14.104439 -14.104036 

2 Al 3 Al 

-17.372665 -15.321272 

3E 4E 

-12.046130 -12.045913 

Symmetry: 4 E 1 A2 4 Al 5 E 5 E 

-14.588918 

-11.820394 

Eigenvalue: -11.820230 -11.479774 -9.887563 1.036464 1.036899 

Symmetry: 5 Al 2A2 6E 6E 7E 

Eigenvalue: 1.461220 1.539539 1.546524 1.546643 1.867977 

Symmetry: 7E 6 Al 7 Al 8E 8E 

Eigenvalue: 1.868110 1.920007 2.115284 2.848690 2.848968 
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ATOMIC ORBITAL ELECTRON POPULATIONS 

AO: 1 S N 1 Px N 1 Py N 1 pz N 2 S Si 

1.568688 1.404521 1.339582 1.664252 0.822324 

AO: 2 Px Si 2 Py Si 

0.810222 0.664078 

2 pz Si 3 S Si 3 Px Si 

0.795029 0.822320 0.695285 

AO: 3 Py Si 3 pz Si 4 S Si 4 Px Si 4 Py Si 

0.779002 0.795023 0.822295 0.740201 0.779000 

AO: 4 pz Si 5 S H 6 S H 7 S H 8 S H 

0.750117 1.186653 1.209349 1.186661 1.186659 

AO: 9 S H 10 S H 11 S H 12 S H 13 S H 

1.186666 1.209358 1.186667 1.209380 1.186666 

NET CHARGES AND COORDINATES 

Atom Z Charge 

x 

1 7 -0.977044 

2 14 0.908346 

3 14 0.908370 

4 14 0.908387 

Coordinates( Angstrom) 

y z 

-1.17183 0.59804 0.08100 

-1.44602 2.22664 -0.39408 

0.27223 -0.20334 -0.39408 

-2.30505 -0.20330 1.09392 

Mass 

14.00700 

28.08600 

28.08600 

28.08600 

5 -0.186653 -2.87653 2.54403 -0.51637 1.00800 

6 1 -0.209349 -0.89233 3.19450 0.56499 

7 1 -0.186661 -0.83666 2.54404 -1.69405 

8 1 -0.186659 0.09459 -1.65782 -0.51633 

9 1 -0.186666 0.77456 0.26533 -1.69405 

1.00800 

1.00800 

1.00800 

1.00800 

10 1 -0.209358 1.36927 -0.00392 0.56497 1.00800 

11 1 -0.186667 -2.32221 -1.65785 0.87900 

12 1 -0.209380 -2.02306 -0.00396 2.52361 

13 1 -0.186666 -3 .68215 0.26534 0.87908 

Dipole (Debyes) x y z Total 

Point-Chg. -0.191 -0.135 :.0.333 0.407 

sp Hybrid 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

pd Hybrid 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Sum -0.191 -0.135 -0.333 0.406 

HyperChem log stop -- Fri Feb 27 08:41:04 1998. 

1.00800 

1.00800 

1.00800 
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XXI 

APPENDIX 4 

FORMA nON OF SILICON DIOXIDE FILMS 

Trisilylamine, like silane, reacts spontaneously with oxygen to form silicon dioxide. In 

the case of silane the commercial deposition of plasma enhanced CVD silicon dioxide 

films involves the reaction with nitrous oxide which minimises gas phase nucleation: 

(1) 

The standard molar enthalpy change for the reaction is given by: 

(2) 

If we consider the reaction for trisilylamine we can write an analogous equation: 

(3) 

Dividing by 2 and substituting values from Appendix 1 gives: 

L'lHO
I11 

= 3 L'lHof (Si02) + 4~ L'lHof (H2) + 3 ~ L'lHo f (N2) - L'lHo f (N(SiH3)3) + 3 L'lHo f (N20 ) 

= (- 2732.1 + 0 + 0) - (- 132.94 + 246.15) 

= - 2845.31 kJ mol 
-I 

(4) 

Applying the same calculation to silane and nitrous oxide we obtain a value for the 

° -I standard molar enthalpy change of L'lH m = - 712.3 kJ mol . 

The standard molar entropy change (L'lSOm) for the formation of silicon dioxide is given 

by the relationship: 

L'lSom = L'lSo (products) - L'lSo (reactants) (5) 

For the reaction of trisilylamine and nitrous oxide substituting values from Appendix I 

gives: 



, 
~SOm = 3 ~So (Si02) + 4Y7 ~So (H2) + 3Y7 ~So (N2) - ~So (N(SiH3)3) + 3 ~So (N20 ) 

= (124.38 + 588.15 + 670.6) - (286.8 + 659.88) 
- \ -\ 

= + 436.45 J K mol 

XXll 

(6) 

For the reaction of silane and nitrous oxide substituting values from Appendix 1 gives a 
- \ - \ 

value for the standard molar entropy change of ~So m = + 41.54 J K mol . 

We can calculate the Gibbs free energy change (~SOm) for the reaction of trisilylamine 

and nitrous oxide from the equation: 

(7) 

Substituting into this equation and setting T equal to 298.15 K the value of ~Gom 

obtained for the formation of silicon dioxide from the trisilylamine and nitrous oxide 

reaction gives: 

~GOm = - 2845 .31 - (298.15 x 0.43645) 

= - 2845 .31 - 130.13 

= - 2975.44 kJ mol 
- \ 

Repeating the calculation for the silane and nitrous oxide: 

~GOI1l = - 712.3 - (298.15 x 0.04154) 

= - 712.3 - 12.39 

= - 724.69 kJ mol 
-\ 

(8) 

(9) 

It is evident from the Gibbs free energy values that both the reactions of trisilylamine 

and si lane with nitrous oxide are thermodynamically feasible and it is reasonable to 

assume that the reaction of trisilylamine and nitrous oxide to form silicon dioxide has 

the potential for commercial exploitation for deposition of silicon dioxide films . 


